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SUMMARY

This report presents the results of field work carried out by
a Bureau of Mineral Resources field party during 1968. The Precambrian of
the Cape Scott, Port Keats, - Fergussai River and Delamere Sheet areas was
mapped, and in addition, Lower Cambrian volcanics on the latter two sheet
areas were examined. An area on the Fergusson River Sheet area, previously
thought to be Precambrian, is now regarded as Cambrian and Ordovician.

The oldest rocks, the Hermit Creek Metamorphics, are probably
of Archaean age, and are poorly exposed in the north of the area.
Unconformably overlying this ancient basement is the Finniss River Group,
a sequence of turbidites and acid volcanics of Lower Proterozoic age, which
was deposited in the Pine Creek Geosyncline. The Chilling Sandstone
overlies, and intertongues with, the Finniss River Group. The Henschke
Breccia, a coarse-grained, ferruginous, quartz-rich sedimentary breccia,
may grade eastwards into Chilling Sandstone. The Lower Proterozoic rocks
were intensely folded and intruded by gabbro, dolerite and granophyre, and
later by acid plutonic rocks. The age of the intrusive rocks ranges from
late Lower Proterozoic to early Carpentarian.

A major northnortheast trending belt of intensely faulted sandstone,
the Fitzmaurice Group, overlies the igneous and metamorphic rocks with

-pronounced unconformity. This faulted belt, known as the Fitzmaurice Mobile
Zone, is separated from a tectonically more stable area known as the
Sturt Block by a major lineament, the Victoria River Fault.

The oldest rocks cropping out within the Sturt Block are shallow
water carbonate and siltstone known as the Bullita Group. The base of the
group is not exposed, but it is overlain unconformably by glauconitic
sandstone and shale (Wondoan Hill Formation). These rocks were gently folded
and eroded before deposition of the Auvergne Group l *a sequence of shallow
water siltstone, sandstone and dolomite. These too, are only gently folded,
and faulted.

Another sedimentary sequence, the Tolmer Group, which crops out
only on the Fergusson River Sheet area, is to the east of the northern
extension of the Victoria River Fault. Although it overlies the Finniss
River Group with pronounced unconformity, it is isolated from the Fitzmaurice„
Bullita and Auvergne Groups, and its age relationship with these groups is
unknown.

The Antrim Plateau Volcanics, which are unconformable on all
Precambrian units, comprise tholeiitic basalt with lenses and interbeds of
tuff, sandstone, conglomerate and limestone. The linear outcrop of some
sandstone beds suggests an aeolian origin.

An area of 650 sq. km on the Fergusson River Sheet area,
previously mapped as Waterbag Formation (Tolmer Group) is now regarded as
Jinduckin Formation of Cambrian or Ordovician age. This results from
recognition of the Dorisvale Fault, a major structure which forms the
western margin of the Daly Basin.



The .Mullaman Beds, of Cretaceous age, form extensive outcrops,
and are generally capped by laterite; . the latter are generally siliceous
and low in alumina content.

Geophysical work carried out includes gravity, aeromagnetic,
seismic and radiometric surveys.

Gold and tin, associated with the Carpentarian granites, have
been produced from a number of localities in.the north of the area.
Barytes reefs in Antrim Plateau Volcanics, and Tertiary laterites
(for'iraT content). may . have economic potential.

Surface water supplies are abundant in the north. .Ground water
is sought for pastoral use in the south. Bores in Precambrian rocks produce
small flows unless fractured rocks are encountered; some bores in the
Antrim Plateau Volcanics have very high yields.



INTRODUCTION

This record consists of a description of the geology of the

Precambrian rocks and of the Antrim Plateau. Volcanics on the Cape Scott,

Port Keats, Fergusson River and DelaMere 1:250,000 Sheet areas. A

section on the Ordovician Jinduckin Formation is alsoincluded as

part of the formation was originally mapped as Precambrian and has

not been described previously.

The data was collected during the 1968 field season as part

of a programme of regional reconnaissance mapping of the Victoria River

District, The Auvergne 1:250,000 Sheet area was mapped in 1967 and

has been described by Pontifex et al. (1968). The remaining four

sheet areas (Victoria River Downs, Wave Hill, Waterloo, Limbunya)

..Atrê ,:s. mapped in 1969,

Location and Access 

The area surveyed lies within latitudes 13 ° and 16 ° south
and between longitudes 129o and 131 o east, in the Northern Territory
of Australia (See Fig. 1) and includes parts of the Cape Scott, Port

Keats, Fergusson River and Delamere '1:250,000 Sheet areas .

Main access is from the Stuart Highway to the east, by way .
of:

^

1.^the track to Daly River Police Station, This provides access

to areas south and north of the Daly River, including the

Moyle River area,

^

2,^a graded road into Collie Waterhole via Oolloo.

^3.^a track to Dorisvale homestead, and beyond to Wambungi out-

station . of Coolibah station. The track continues through

to Bradshaw outstation and Coolibah homestead, thus providing

a means of access to a very large area,

the Katherine-Wyndham road which branches from the Stuart

Highway at Katherine. It is the main road through the

southern part of the area and has a sealed surface as far as

Willeroo (112 kilometres), Sealing is in progress to Timber

Creek and 175 kilOmetres of sealed road links Willeroo and

Top Springs,
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Using these roads and minor station tracks, combined with

cross country work, it was possible to cover about half of the area

by vehicle. The large scarps, surrounding plateaux are in most cases

impassable to vehicles, and much of this country is accessible only

by horse, on foot, or by helicopter. The Fitzmaurice and Vidtoria

Rivers are navigable for a limited distance (Pontifex, et al„ 1967),

but these avenues were not exploited on this survey.

Habitation and Industry

The area is extremely sparsely inhabited. Apart from a

number of stations,in the area, the only centres of permanent pop-

ulation are Daly River Mission and settlement, and the Port Keats

Mission. The population of the Daly River Police District in 1966

was 783 aborigines, and 239 Europeans and others. Temporary populat-

ion is significant, and inoludes road and bridge construction gangs,

fencing 4nd boring oontractors.

By far the largest centre of population is the Port Keats

Mission, with over 500 aboriginal and about 20 European residents,

Most of the stations shown in Fig. 1 have a European population of

less than 10, but may have a larger number of aboriginal stockman

and their families. Coolibah Station, including Bradshaw and Wombungi

outstations, had, at the time of the survey, about 30 Europeans and

possibly 60 Aboriginals.

The only industry in the area is beef cattle raising.

Properties ame large, between 2500 and 10,000 square kilometres, and

control of cattle is minimal. The situation is changing rapidly, and

many properties have been improved, in the last few years since a

market has been found for their cattle,

An area of 13,300 square kilometres, constituting the Daly

River Aboriginal Reserve, is practically unused, except for limited

cattle grazing.

In past years the northern part of the area has been prospected

extensively, and gold and tin have been won from the Buldiva-Fish River
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TABLE 1, CLIMATIC DATA FOR PORT KEATS AND KATHERINE

PORT KEATS Jam, Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

Mean Daily Max. 32.5 32.2 33.1 33.6 32.7 30.4 30.8 32.4 32.5 33.4 34.2 33.3 32.6
Temperature Mean Daily Min.( oc) 23.9 24.3 23.3 20.7 17.5 14.7 14.1 14.8 18.6 22.4 24.0 24.4 20.3

Mean 28.4 28.3 28.2 27.2 25.1 22.6 22.5 23.4 25.5 28.0 29.0 28.5 26.4
Rainfall^Mean monthly
(mm)

343.5 363.9 253.4 61.8 39.4 6.2 5.3 1.0 4.3 26.4 78.5 222.5 1386.2

KATHERINE

.^Mean Daily max. : 37.1 34.5 34.6 34.1 32.5 30.2 30.6 32.3 35.6 38.2 38.3 36.5 34.4
Temperature Mean daily min. 23.5 23.5 23.0 20.2 16.8 14.1 13.7 14.9 19.3 23.8 24.7 24.5 20.1

Mean 29.3 29.0 28.5 27.2 24.4 22.1 22.2 24.7 27.6 31.0 31.4 30.5. 27.2

Rainfall^Mean monthly 232.1 201.5 156.2 34.2 5.6 2.0 0,8 0.5 5.8 29.8 83.8 963.5
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area. Tin is still being recovered at Collie tinfield, where up to

10 men have been working for a portion of the year for the last few
years.

Climate & Vegetation

The climate is monsoonal; there is a long dry season, from

about April to November, with prevailing southeasterly winds, and a

short wet season, with northwesterly winds.

The inflow of moisture from the northwest occurs spasmodically

from October, with resulting thunderstorm activity, which shows in the

rainfall figures in Table 1, The true monsoonal influence occurs:in

January and February, bringing very heavy falls in these months.

Cyclones occasiOnally result in heavy falls as late as April. The

rainfall is greatest in the northwest, and decreases from 137 cm aver-

age at Port Keats to about 64 cm in the southeast.

Temperature figures (Table 1) show that the coolest months

are June and July, with the period from October to December the hottest.

This occurs when the sun is directly overhead at midday, and before

the heavier cloud and higher humidity of the wet season causes a

reduction in insolation. At the end of the wet season, as cloud

lessens and the sun is again directly overhead at midday, a slight

rise in daily . maximum temperatures occurs in some areas. This.is

noticeable in the figures for Port Keats.

The effect of proximity to the coast can be seen in the

maximum temperatures. Daily, monthly, and yearly range of temper-

ature is greater away from the coast. The whole area is frost free,

although inland there have been recorded minimum tenperatures below

400F in June and July.

Vegetation changes noticeably from northwest to southeast

due to the reduction in annual rainfall. The well drained sandy plains

southeast of Port Keats support open forest, comprising eucalypts bet-

ween 15 and 30 metres high. The understorey includes cycads, palm

trees, and grasses. The black soil areas support pandanus palms and

tall grasses, and the swamps, Nariatissof paper bark tree and reeds.



Most of the sandstone ranges in the northern part of the

area are thickly clothed by "cane grass" which is an annual sorghum.

This grows very rapidly in the wet season to a height of between 1 and
2 metresi dties out early, and is usually burnt off by pastoralists to

allow regrowth of fresh green shoots. EUnalypts and other trees are

studded thickly throughout this country. In valleys and gullies spear

grass and kangaroo grass are common.

Further south, open forest gives way to savannah woodland.

On the ridges and hillsides spinifex is more common than cane grass.

Large paperbarks line waterholes, and ghost gums stud the adjacent

areas. Bauhinia trees are common.

Christian and Stewart (1953) describe in some detail the

vegetation of the northern part of the area.

Survey Methods

The survey was carried out in 1968 from May to September

(inclusive). Five geologists were engaged in mapping for the. first

half of the season, and three in the second half. Most time was spent

doing ground surveys, using Land Rovers, Areas which were inaccessible

to vehicle were studied during a six-week helicopter programme in

which 130 hours were flown. The aitcraft used was a Bell G3-B1 he]j-
oopter f capable of carrying 2 passengers with equipment.

Positions of observations were plotted straight on to aerial

photographs. Geological information was plotted onto overlays on

alternate photos on which photogeology had been delineated (Perry,
1966).

Photographs available were:-

1. 1:30,000 scale 1948; Cape Scott area and some of

Fergusson River.

2. 1:50,000 1948-50 Port Keats and Delamere areas.

3. 1:85,000 1962 Fergusson River.

4. 1:85,000 1967 Delamere.

Quality varies from poor to moderate for the earlier photographs, to

excellent for the latest photographs.
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Previous Geological Investigations 

Captain Stokes, in 1839 (Stokes, 1846), first commented on

the geology of the area. The Rev. J.E. Tenison-Woods, (1886) made a

passing comment on the "fluviatile sandstones and conglomerates" near

the mouth of the Vidtoria River, and the "^ good volcanic country

^higher up..."

H.Y.L. Brown (1895) made the first accurate observations

on the geology of the area. He carried out traverses along the tidal

reaches of the Victoria and.Fitzmaurice Rivers. Assays of a quartz

reef near the mouth of.the Fitzmaurice River showed traces of gold and

one sample showed 1 oz. 17 dwts. of silver to the ton. The country

rocks of the area he called "Fitzmaurice River Rocks", which are

referred to in this report as the Fitzmaurice Group, comprising four

formations. Brown also collected fossils from the locality named

Fossil Head by Stokes (1846). Late in the sane - year Brown traversed

the country from Fountain Head to Victoria River Downs, and described

the oountry and rocks of the route he took across the Fergusson River

and De .lamere Sheet areas (Brown op. cit.).

.^Wells (1907) gives a general description of the country in

the Delamere - Victoria River Downs area, and Jensen (1915) passed

through the area en route to the Tanami Goldfield.

More recently, Hossfeld (1937a,b) described the Fletcher's

'Gully gold and tin deposits, and the Buldiva - Collia tin deposits.

. Major geological reports, with accompanying maps of the

regions, have been producced by Noakes (1949), and Traves (1955).

These investigations have provided the main background knowledge:):

for more recent regional mapping.

The recent work includes that of Randal (1962), and Walpole

et al. (1968), the latter being the most comprehensive report available

on the geology of the Katherine - Darwin region.

Seismic and radiometric surveys have been carried out over

the western part of the area; a gravity survey on a seven-mile grid

spacing was carried out over the whole area (Whitworth, 1970); and all



of the area apart from the eastern part if the Fergusson River gheet

area has been covered by an airborne magnetometer survey. All of these

surveys are more fully discussed under the heading "Geophysical Work".

Present Geological.Investi ations

At the time of this survey (1968), the company, Planet Gold

had an Authority to Prospect (A.P.) over much of the Precambrian of

the Port Keats area, and were searching for uranium mineralization.

In the southern part of the area, from about Willeroo southwards, Metals

Exploration have an A. 14 ". on much of the country underlain by vol-

canios. A stream sediment sampling programme has been carried out.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The four sheet areas have been divided into seven,physio-

graphic units. Four of these, the Cambridge Gulf Lowlands, the

Victoria River plateau, the Delamere Plains and Benches,* and the Statt

Plateau were originally delineated by Paterson (1970). The first three

are sub-regions of his Ord-Victoria Region. The Daly River Basin and

Northern Uplands have been taken from Walpole et al. (1968). The

Victoria River Plateau has been subdivided into three informal units.

The Litohfield and Cullen Plains, Which have been delineated and
named by us are part of the Western Plains of Walpole, et al, (1968).

The distribution of .the units is shown in Fig. 2; also Fig. 3.

• The Cambridge Gulf Lowlands form a coastal strip up to 60

kilometres wide which occupies the north-western part oftheaurvey

area, They are underlain almost entirely by the Palaeozoic rocks of

the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. The lowlands . include a few small hills and

elevated plains but for the most part consist of very flat and low-

lying soil and alluvial plains. The coast and river estuaries are

surrounded by salt flats, and mangrove thickets line the water's edge

at the river mouths. At several places the coast is lined by sand

dunes which have very low relief and support considerable vegetation.

The hills and soil plains are quite heavily vegetated whereas the

alluvial plains are marshy and open.

* Patersonts Victoria River Plains and Benches have here been
renamed Delamere Plains and Benches.
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The Victoria River Plateau includes the rugged ridges and

plateaux 1, which form a north-east-trending belt up to 49 IcEC.es wide
which runs across the Port Keats and Cape Scott Sheet areas. The

ranges are formed of the deformed sediments of the Fitzmaurice

Mobile Belt. The ranges consist of very rugged ridges, cuestas,

and small plateaux predominantly of sandstone, and a few narrow

alluvium-filled valleys where softer rocks such as siltstone have

been preferentially weathered out. The ruggedness is also enhanced

by extensive faulting and the lack of vegetation or soil on many of

the hills. Local relief is up to about 150 metres.

The tablelands occupy a large part of the southern half of

the survey area. They are underlain by the Auvergne, Bullita and

Tolmer Groups which are gently dipping sequences of Proterozoic

sandstone, siltstone and carbonates, and consist of structural plat-

eaux, benches, mesas, buttes, cuestas, hogbacks and karst areas. The

plateau rises up to 300 metres above surrounding areas. The Newcastle

and Bynoe Ranges in the western part of the Delamere Sheet area comprise

a large north-west dipping cuesta capped by the jasper Gorge Sandstone.

Large areas are capped by sandstones which produce a very rough and

inaccessible surface.

The inland plains comprise three large north-east-trending

valleys within the Victoria River Plateau. They are formed in silt-

stone units of the Proterozoic sediments and consist of flat soil-filled

valleys which in most places are separated from the tablelands, and

ridges by steep scarps.

The Delamere Plains and Benches form a north-trending belt

in the east of the Delamere Sheet area. They are formed on the basic

extrusive rocks and interbedded sediments of the Antrim Plateau

Volcanics. The unit consists of rounded and terraced hills strewn

with boulders of volcanics and separated by undulating grassy plains.

Black soil plains are quite common. Relief does not exceed 100 metres.

The interbedded sandstone units form long north-west-trending rocky

outcrops some of which have sharp cliffs up to 6 metres high.



The Litchfield and Cullen Plains are extensive in the

north of the area. They overlie granite, the Hermit Creek Metamor-

phics and stall areas of basic rock. They, are flat soil plains with

a dendritic drainage pattern. Most of the granite crops out as

sporadic piles Of boulders up to 30 metres high. The metamorphics and

in Some places the granites form rugged hills up to 200 metres high,

' The Daly River Basin is a wide north-west-trending valley on

the Fergusson River Sheet area. I t is formed on the predominantly
carbonate rocks of the Daly River Group. It is a fairly flat soil

plain with. scattered outcrops of carbonate giving rise to a karst

topography. All outcrops are of low relief except for the few

scattered mesas of the Wingate Plateau unit,

The Sturt Plateau and outliers(which includeb:.•heT.Winggite

Plateau) consists of a number of areas which form a north-west-

trending belt in the south-east of the area. It is formed exclusively

of a laterite profile developed on the Cretaceous Mullaman Beds. The

unit consists of extensive flat-topped plateaux and small mesas edged

by vertical breakaways and steep slopes. It represents an uplifted

Neogene surface, designated the Tennant Creek Surface by Hays (1967).

The Northern Uplands are. underlain in most areas by meta-

morphosed sediments of the Pine Creek Geosyncline, and in part by the

Tolmer Group.. The topography developed is quite rugged, with relief

up to 250 metres. Strike ridges and valleys are developed in the north-

east corner of the Port Keats Sheet area on rocks of the Finniss River

Group.

Drainage 

Two major rivers flow through the survey area; these are the

^1
Victoria River and the Daly River. Other large rivers in the area are

the Fergusson, Katherine and Flora which are tributaries of the Daly,

and the Fitzmaurice and Moyle Rivers. These, and in particular the

Daly and its tributaries, run for most or all of the dry season.

Several other small rivers which are fed by springs at the base of the

Wingate Plateau also flow for most or all of the dry season. The

great majority of water courses in the area only flow after heavy falls

of rain.



Fig.3! Oblique aerial view of the F'itzmaurice River taken from a 
point near its mouth. In the for eground are salt flats with 
mangrove thickets lining t he waters ' edge (Cambridge Gulf 
Lowlands). In the centre of the photo the river flows across 
the strike of the sediments of the rugged ridges and plateaux. 
Near the top of the photo can be seen the flat tablelands of 
the Victoria River Plateau with the inland plains (Meeway plain 
and Koolendong Valley) between it and the rugged ridges and 
plateaux. 
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. The.water.divides between the main river systems are shown

in Fig. 2 • It can be seen that.they . tend to follow areas of the

Wingate-Plateau physiographic unit. The latter represents areas of.

land which have not been eroded at all by this generation of rivers.

The courses of the major rivers are only partly dependent on

the geological structure. Thus while the Daly River follows the axis

of the Daly River Basin, the Fitzmaurice . and Victoria Rivers cut

across the strike of the.9dobile Belt' (see "Structure"). Paterson

(1970) Considers that "^ the present river system is possibly due

to a combination of the revival of a little altered drainage system

that existed on an early Neogene Surface (now the.Wingate Plateau

Surface) and of drainage consequent on new slopes. Both the revival

of drainage and the formation of new slopes results fram ^ the
epeirogenic uplift of the Neogene Surface as a whole^ " Thus in

some - places the river systems were unrelated to the structure below

the cover (mostly Mullaman Beds) of the Neogene surface and have now

been superimposed on it, whereas in other places the rivers follow

structures which were already reflected in the Neogene surface before

uplift.

• Many of the secondary streams in the mobile belt are. sub-

Sequent to the structure and follow the north-easterly strike. On

the stable shelf the sediments are virtually flat-lying and there is

therefore.little structural control on river courses. However, in

the north-west of the Delamere Sheet area the secondary streams do

run parallel to the north-westerly dip.

SUMMARY OF GEOLOGY (Fig. 4)

Pine Creek Geosyncline .(Walpole et al., 1968), (Tables 2a,2b)

The oldest rocks in the area described in this record . are

the Archaean, Lower Proterozoic and early Carpentarian rocks which

form the western part of the Pine Creek Geosynclinal Belt. The oldest

unit is the.Archaean Hermit Creek .Metamorphics which are low-grade

quartz-muscovite schists. -J It is unconformably overlain by the Lower

Proterozoic Finniss River Group which consists mainly of turbidites
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and acid volcanics which have suffered low-grade metamorphism.

They are overlain, probably conformably and with an intertonguing

relationship by an orthoquartzite„ the Chilling Sandstone. The

sediments and metamorphics were intensely folded and intruded by

gabbro, dolerite and granophyre in late Lower Proterozoic or early

Carpentarian time, and then intruded by acid plutonic rocks.rang-

ing from.granite to tonalite. The latter have been dated at about

1800 m.y. (Compston &,Ariens, 1968). In the northwest of the

Fergusson River 1:250,000 Sheet area the granite is cut by the.acid

Edith River Volcanics which also give a date of about 1800 m.y.

Fitzmaurice Mobile Belt (Table 2c)

A belt of intensely faulted (though only gently folded)
sediments, the Fitzmaurice Groupp trends north-north-east across

the Port Keats 1:250,000 Sheet area. The group consists of very

thick sandstone andminor siltstone,.grit and conglomerate. It

unconformably overlies all units of the Pine Creek Geosyncline and

is therefore thought to be of Carpentarian or Adelaidean age.

The belt is separated from the Bonaparte Gulf Basin to the west by

the north-trending Moyle River Fault which has a very large downthrow

to the west, and from the Sturt Stable Block to the east by another

major fault, the Victoria River Fault, which has a downthrow to the

east. It is thought that the mobile belt was active in Precambrian

times but the Palaeozoic rocks which overlap it are also intensely

faulted. The Fitzmaurice Group has been correlated with the Carr

Boyd Group in Western Australia,

Victoria River Basin (Tables 2d, 2c)

The Victoria River Basin is a large sedimentary basin only

the north-eastern part of which is included in the area described

by this record. The sediments filling it are of Carpentarian or

Adelaidean age. They were deposited on a very stable area - the .

Sturt Stable Block - which has moved little since the time of dep-

osition so that the sediments are mostly sub-horizontal. The block

is bounded on the west, north and east by major faults so that no -

stratigraphic relationships with the Fitzmaurice or Tolmer Groups or

units of the Pine Creek Geosyncline have been observed. All the faults
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TABLE 2(b) : PROTEROZOIC STRATIGRAPHY (CARPENTARIAN IGNEOUS ROC(S)

I
ERA PERIOD GROUP ROCK UNIT

MAP
SYMBOL THICKNESS LIMOLOGY PHYSIOGRAPHIO

EXPRESSION
DISTRIBUTION

STRATIGRAPHIC
RE1ATIO/ ni

Edith River Rue 105 m Coarse porphyritio Rugged hills and Northeast corner of Dykes in Cullen Gran -

Volcanic° toscanite ridges Fergus son River
Sheet area. North-
west corner

ite and flowe over-
lying it.

Forges son River
U Sheet area.

H

os

Allis Granite Bga Medium to coarse
porphyritio
biotite-muscovite
adamellite,grano-
diorite and
tonalite

Soil plain with
sroradie piles of
boulders.^Also
rough slopes
below sandstone
capping.

Northwest corner
Fergusson River
Sheet area,

Intrudes Nolteniun
Formation. Unconform-
ably overlain by
Depot Creek Sandstone

o -a

Cullen Granite Bgo Medium and even
grained biotite
granite; and coarse
porphyritic biotite-
hornblende granite
and adamellite

Soil plain with
sporadic outcrops

Northeast corner
Fergusson River
Sheet area

Intrudes Burrell Creek
Formation and is
intruded by Edith
River Volcanic°

Koolendong Rgk Even-grained and Pavements and In west of Koolen- Unconformably overlain
H Granite minor porphyritic

coarse biotite and
boulder piles in
soil plaine,rough

dong Valley and
%away Plain,and

by Moyle River For-
mation. Intrudes

e4

o

of

<4

biotite-hornblende
granite,ademellite
and granodiorite.
In southern out-
crops the ademell-
ite intrudes the
granodiorite

slopes below
sandstone cappinge

in valleys to
northwest of
Mceway Plain

Noltenius Formation
and Chilling
Sandstone

Soldiers Creek Bgs Porphyritio and even- Rugged hills up to North of Collie Intrudes Chilling

as

or 1

Granite

E-.
-

grained coarse,
muecovite-biotite
granite and adam-
ellite. Numerous
greisen and pegma,
tite veins. Cass-
iterite and tourm-
aline in greisen
veins

100 m. high sop-
arated by soil
plains.

Raterhole on
Fergus son River
Sheet area

,

Sandstone and
Nolteniva Formation
and contains roof
pendants of the latter.
Unconformably overlain
by Depot Creek Sand-
stone and Antrim
Plateau Volcanice

as
P

o:

E :

Litchfield
Complex

Bgl Coarse even-grained
biotite granite,
adamellite,grano-
diorite tanalite.
Becomes more acid
towards west of
Port Keato Sheet
area. Garnetiferoun
on Fergunson River

Boulder piles on
flat soil plains.
A few rough
hills up to 100m
high.

Northwest
Fergunson River,
northeast Port
Keats Sheet area.
Font of Cape
Scott Sheet area.

Intrudes Hermit Creek
Metemorphics and
probably Boni° Sills,
%conformably overlain
by Moyle River
Formation

m
Sheet area. Mafic
xenolith::: abundant.
Migmatic zones at
contacts; with

o
Hermit Creek
Metamorphics

.4
Ti-Tree Bel. Sills up to Pink or grey medium Forme valleys in 32 km. east Tom Forms sills in No/teniue

O:I
o

Granophyre 300m. thick
and totalling
60%,

mesocratic grano-
phyre

sequences it in-
trudeo. Outcrop
restricted to a
few small piles
of boulders

Turners Crossing;
24 km. southwest
and 14 km.east of
Fletcher° Gully
mine

Formation and between
the Nolteniuo Format-
ion and Chilling
Sandstone. Most re-
lationshipn are
ooncordant

Basic Sills Bio Medium and coarse low boulder Northeast Port %conformably overlain
Form-

a

and Dykes quartz diorite and
gabbro. Some
traces of chaleo-
pyrite

strewn hills Keats and north-
west Fergusson
River Sheet areas.
8 km. northwest
and southwest Tom
Turners Crossing,
19 km.00uthwest

by Moyle River
ation. Probably in-
truded by Litchfield
Complex. Intrudes
Hermit Creek Meta,
marphics,Noltenius
Formation and Chilling

Hermit Hill. Sandstone.



TARTS 2(o) : PROTEROZOIC STRATIGRAPHY (FITZMAURICE GROUP)

ETIA PERIOD .CROUP ROCK UNIT MAP
SYMBOL THICKNESS^• LITHOLOGY PHYSICGRAPHIC

EXPRESSION DISTRIBUTION STRATIGRAPHIC
RELATIONSHIPS

Legume
Formation

Bre 2100 m Interbedded grey Gently undulating In centre of Apparently conformable
o

H

o

14
.:
H
ca

white, green or
brown fissile lam-
mated ailtstone,
white, grey or
green, poorly sort-
ed, fine, medium
and coarse sand-
atone

plainn,finely
diesectecLelopes,
and rounded hills

mobile belt on
Port Keats
Sheet area

conformable on
LalngangSandetone

.1
E. Lalligang Bfl

M

0

-Z
M
N
P
4

a■
o
o
z
0

Sandstone
1800 m Interbedded fine,

medium and coarse,
grey feldspathio
sandstone, grit,
minor pebble beds
and siltstone.One

IRugged steep
ridges up to
150 m. high.
Lower and less
rugged hills to
west of

In mobile belt
on Port Yeats
Sheet area

Apparently conformably
overlain by Legune
Formation; maybe
unconformable on Moyle
River, and Coobaleri
Formation0

P
.

120 m. bed of grey-
green siltstone
south of Port Keats

Madjellindi
Plain

P z 0 Sheet
0

H
P Coobaieri Pfg 600 m Interbedded grey and Forms valleys In mobile belt on May be unconformably

m

H

P^:
.4
M
P

1.
.4
M
m
e-■
H

Formation green siltstone and
. fine sandstone
interbede of medium
and coarse white
sandstone in upper
part of formation

with gently un-
dulating floors.
Coarser sand-
stone beds form
ridges and cliffs
in sides of

Port Keats Sheet
area

overlain by LAllagang
Sandstone. Apparently
conformable on Moyle
River Formation

o

H
-a

N scarps

A
P

Moyle River
Formation

EfM 1050 m in south
eaet Port Keats

White, fine or medium
sandstone with a feu

Forms rugged,
steep-sided

In Mobile belt on
Port Keats and

Unoonformable on
Carpentarian and LowerP^•

•=3
Sheet may be thin interbeds of ridges.In Macadam Cape Scott Sheet Proterozoic rocks.01

a

10,000 m. in
northwest

siltstone and coarse
sandstone. Several
beds up to 450 m
northwest of

Range they are
truncated by
Mesozoic pens-
plain surface

areas Overlain conformably
by Goobaieri Formation
and possibly uncon-
formably by Lalngang

Madjellindi Plain . Sandstone

U^N C^0^IT^• F^0^R^M^I^T^Y



TABLE 2(d) 1 PROTEROZOIC STRATIORATIff

ERA PERIOD GROUP ROCK UNIT ,^MAP
SYMBOL

THICillESS LITUOLOGT PHISIOGRAPHIC
EXPRESSION

DINRIBUTION
•

STRATIGRAPHIC
RUATIONSHIPS

a

H

o

o

N

N
•

Er■

0

al

N

•

N

.1
m
A
H

A

.1
N

m
A

m

m
A

H

m
A

c••■

m

n,

al

A

a

•

Wondoan
Hill
Formation

Bw Up to 105 m Green glauconitio
shale and sand-
stone, quartz
sandstone, dolom-
itio eiltstone

Smooth escarps Central and
southern part of
Belamere Sheet
area

•

Unoonformable on
Bullita Group!
overlain
unconformably by
Stubb Formation
or Jasper Gorge
Sandstone.

UNCONFORM.ITY

N
a
o
m
0

el
H

..1

..1
f m
m

Banyan
Formation

Bynoe
Formation

Skull Creek
Formation

Bardia Cheat
Member

Timber
Creek
Formation

Ebb

.

Bby

Bbs

Bte

Bbt

Probably
315 m in
centre of
basin. Much
thinner at
edges

Up to 200 m

About 180 m

Up to 15 m

75m+

01

Stromatolitio
and oolitic dolo-
mite and lime-
stone, minor
siltetone and
sandstone

Purple to red-
brown and grey-
green mioaceoue
siltetone, grey
dolomitic silt-
atone and fine-
sandstone and
dolomite

Grey, fine to
coaraely oryet-
shine dolomite
with interbedded
eiltetone and
minor sandstone,
Some etromatolitio

Pink to pink-
brown laminated

•ohert, some
brecoiated and re-
cemented by
ooareer silica.

Interbedded
purple and grey-
green quartz
eiltatone, fine
sandetone and
finely oryetalline
dolomite.

•

Flat to un+
dulating plains,
some low, round-
ed hills.

Smooth scarps
where capped by
sandstone. Low -
hills and spurs
with prominent
terracing.

.

Banded and
terraced ecarps,
undulating oountry
of low and moderate
relief, latter with
oloaely spaced
streams.

Flat or gently
dipping surfaces,
rough and uneven
In detail.

Smooth °carps, or
if no hard .
caprook, terraced
slopes.

Central southern
part of Pergusaon
River Sheet area.

Southwestern
quarter of
Delamere Sheet,
and central
aouthorn portion
of Ferguenon
River Sheet,

Southweetern
quarter of the
Delamere Sheet.
Aleo minor out-
crap in north,
extending on to
Ferguseon River
Sheet.

Southweetern
quarter of the
Delamere Sheet
area.

Western-portion
of Delamere^-
Sheet, along
Victoria River.

Overlies, probably 
unoonformably,
Bynoe Formation.
Overlain uhcon -
formably by Stubb
and Jasper Gorge
Sandstone, locally
by Antrim Plateau
Volcanios

Overlies Skull
Creek Formation,
probably conformably.

.

Overlain by Bynoe 
Formation. Grades
conformably into
underlying Timber
Creek Formation,

Underlain
conformably by
remainder of Skull
Creek Po:vatic:a.
Overlain by Bynoe
Formation.

Older formations
not aeon. Oradea
up into the Skull
Creek Formation.

• UNCONFORMITY

1
1



TABLE 2(e) : PROTAR3ZOIC LTRATIGRAPHY (AUVERGNE GROUP)

ERA PERIOD GROUP ROCK UNIT MAP
SYMBOL

THICKNESS LITHOLOGY PHISIOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION STRATIGRAPHIC
FYYRESSION RELATIONSHIPS

Shoal Bah up to 60 in Brown
Reach
Formation

and grey-
green siltstone,
with minor dolomite
and sandetone

Steep slopes
bordering plateaux
capped by Mullaman
Beds or laterite

Between
Alligator Creek
(Port Keats
Sheet) and old

Conformable on
Spencer Sand-
atone.^Overlain
unconformably by

Coolamon H.S. Mullaman Beds
(Fergusson
River Sheet)

Spencer Bee up to 60 in Fine
Sandstone

grained sand-
stone, eome
dolomitic.^Thin
bedded, with ripple
marks and halite
casts. Some ailty
sandstone

Moderate smooth
elopes bordering
plateaux, and low
banded hills

Southeast and
southwest
quarters of Port
Keats and
Fergusson River
sheet areas
respectively

Upper and lower
contacts, with
Shoal Reach and
Lloyd Creek
Formations
respectively,
are conformable

Lloyd Creek Pal up to 75 in Grey-green silt-

ta

•-1

0

t4

m
.1

m
n
I-I

••4

Formation

Pinkerton
Sandstone

Bap up to 50 in

stone, algal and
oolitic dolomite,
and dolarenite.
Sandy and silty
dolomite

Fine to medium-
grained, well sorted,
white quartz sand-
stone. Cross bedded
and ripple marked,
Minor alletone and
shale

Low hills, smooth
to vaguely
terraced

Forms cliffs, caps
scarps and forms
plateaux cuestas
or hogbacks
depending on dip
of beds

•

As for Spencer
Sandstone

From Victoria
River. Fault,
east and north-
east to near
Wombungi and
Collie Waterhole
on Port Keats
and Fergusson

Upper and lower
contacts, with
Spencer and
Pinkerton Sand-
stones respeotively,
are conformable

Upper and lower
contacts, with Lloyd
Creek and Saddle
Creek Formations
respectively, are
conformable

o

xi

ea

•4
m
fn
.1

m
o

m
.4

P.
C,

0
‘11
0

,m
to
0

Saddle Creek
Formation

Bad 20 in to 90 in Fine to medium-
grained sandstone,
Reddish clayey, to
white clean quartz
sandstone. Strongly
cross bedded,
Interbedded with and
overlain by ferru-
ginous siltstone

%pal sandstone
forms cliffs,
generally capped by
slope of eiltstone,
and then another
oliff of Pinkerton
Sandstone

River Sheets.
Minor occurrence
on Delamere Sheet

As for Pinkerton
Sandstone

Upper and lower
contaots, with
Pinkerton Sandstone
and Angalarri Silt -
atone, are
conformable

I.
FA M
re

E-.

m
•

0

Angalarri
Siltstone

Bea Unknown, in
excess of
300 in

-a
Grey-green fissile
chloritic silt-
stone, minor fine-

Undulating plaint:,
or steep smooth
scarp below over-

East and south-
east of Victoria
River Fault as

Upper and lower
contacts are
oonformable with

0

M

114

M

a.
co

.3 grained sandstone,
minor dolomite

lying sandstone far as the
Ikymbon River.
Northwards to
vicinity of

Saddle Creek
Formation and Jasper
George Sandstone

.3
0

ColliaWater-
hole

a Jasper Gorge
Sandstone

Baj 45 in to 105m Medium-grained well
sorted, quartz
sandstone. Basal
conglomerate at
some localities.
Siltstone inter-
beds in parts

Prominent cliffs
capping mesas and
forming plateaux

Throughout much
of central and
Western Delamere
Sheet and north-
wards on south-
ern Feral:aeon
River Sheet

Overlain conformably
by Angalarri Silt-
stone. Conformably
overlies Stubb
Formation but where
latter absent uncon-
formably overlies
Wondoan Formation or
Bullita Group

Stubb Formation Bat Approx.
200 m

Grey and purple
micaceoua silt-
stone and shale,
flag', fine-
grained sandstone

Scarps, capped by
cliffs of Jasper
Gorge Sandstone
or upper Stubb
Formation

Central part of
Delamere Sheet
area and south-
central part of
Ferguason River
Area

Overlies, unoon-
conformably, Bullita
Group or Wondoan
Formation, and is
overlain conformably
by Jasper Gorge
Sandstone

UNCON FO RMITY



TABLR 2(f) s PROTEROZOIC STRATIGRAPHY (TOLMER GROUP)

ERA PERIOD GROUP ROCK UNIT MAP
SYMBOL THICKNESS LITHOL3GY FUYSIOGRAPRIO

EXPRESSION DISTRIBUTION STRATIORAFHIC
RELATIONSHIPS
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Waterbag
Formation

Ltg 150 m to 300 m Thin to medium-
bedded,chocolate
and red-brown
friable sandstone
and eiltstone.
Rare dolomitic
sandstone and
dolomite in lower
part becoming
abundant in upper
part.Halite casts

Loner rounded hills
and areas of low
relief. Soft beds
ccemonly covered by
Cainozoic units

Formation coops
out in a zone
about 10 km
wide north-
wards from
about 22 km NW
of Dorisvale
homestead

Conformable on undo
Dolomite. Unconform-
ably overlain by
Antrim Plateau
Volcanios

C.)
N

0

m

m
o

m

6

N

Hind° Dolazite

—

Nth 120 m Pink, grey and
yellow-brown,^•
flaggy to blocky,
thin-bedded dolo-
mite with inter-
beds of dark-grey
and yellow-brown
siltetone

Ism relief arena
usually with small
sharp ridges crop-
ping out on eoil
covered interfluves.
Outcrop poor,

Areas 5 km wide
extending
northwards from
16 kin E. of
Collis, Water-
hole

Conformable with
Waterbag Formation
above and Stray
Creek Sandstone
Mozber below,

e-,

m

M

Stray Creek
Sandstone
Member

Bty 180 m Green to purple,
flaggy to fiseile,
thin-bedded coarse

Softer beds form low
relief areas -
gentle slopes and

A bolt 5-13 km
wide extending
northwards from

Conformable with
Hinde Dolomite above
and Depot Creek

o
m
.1

A
R§ eiltstone and fine-

grained sandstone,
Glauconitio and

low rises. Harder
beds form hills
with moderately

10 km NW of
Collie Water-
hole

Sandstone Member
below,

as

a

c4
01
H
.1

o

C.

1
....I
P

micaceous common,
ly. Coarser sent-
atone near base.
Current lineations

steep slopes.

.
0
m i and skip cants

El
.4

.

Depot Creek
Sandstone
Member

Eta 300 m to 600m White to red-brown,
flaggy to massive,
thin to medium-
bedded, poorly
sorted quartz sand-
stone. Pebble beds.
Induration caEmon.

Forms oliffs.^Cap
rook for plateaux.
Also forme oueetas
where steeply dip-
ping. Rivers
commonly out gorges
in this unit.

NNW trending :,
zone north of
Collie. Fault on
Fergusson River
Sheet area,
Small outcrop
in NE part of
sheet

Conformably overlain
by Stray Creek
Sandstone Member,
Unoonformably over-
lies granites and
Noltenius Formation



except the Dorisvale Fault to the east involve a downthrow of

the block and.it appears that the basin was formed by the depression

of this block. The units deposited in the basin are the Bullita

Group (carbonates and siltstone),.the Wondoan Hill FOrma ftibh;(silty)
sandstone) and the Auvergne Group (sandstone, siltstone and minor

carbonates). The Auvergne Group rests on the Wondoan Hill FOrmation and

Bullita Group with . a low-angle unconformity. The Wondoan Hill Formation

has a similar relationship to the Bullita Group.

ToImer Group (Table 2f).

The Tolmer Group consists of carbonates, sandstone and,silt-.

stones which crop out in the north of the Fergusson River 1:250,000

Sheet area. They unbonformably overlie units of the Pine Creek Geo-

syncline and are unconformably overlain by the Antrim Plateau Vol-

canics. Their age is therefore Adelaidean or Carpentarian and they

may be equivalent . to.part of the Victoria River Basin sequence although

no contacts have been seen. It is also possible that they are equiva-

lent to the Fitzmaurice Group. Outcrop of the group is confined to

the margins of the Daly Basin and it is possible that it is of late

Adelaidean age, having formed in the basin which also contains

Palaeozoic sediments. The group does not lie on the Sturt Stable

Block and is moderately folded and faulted.

Antrim Plateau Volcanics (Table 2g)

The Antrim Plateau Volcanics occupy a north-northwest-trend-

ing belt in the east of the survey area. They are basic extrusive

rocks believed to be of Lower Cambrian age, and are the northern part

of a very extensive volcanic province. The volcanics are unconformably

overlain.by the Daly River Group and unconformably overlie the Pre-

cambrian.

Daly Basin (Table 2g)

The Daly Basin is a northwest-trending shallow sedimentary

basin which occupies the eastern half of the Fergusson River 1:250,000

Sheet area. It contains about 300 metres of Middle Cambrian to Ord.,

ovician sediments, mainly carbonates y known as the Daly River Group.

Data obtained in the recent gravity.survey suggests that the basin

started to form in Precambrian time,(Whitworth„ 1969).
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Bonaparte Gulf Basin (Table 2g)

The Bonaparte Gulf Basin is a deep sedimentary basin which

occupies the western part of the survey area and much of it is covered

by the sea. It contains thick deposits of Palaeozoic to Mesozoic

sediments represented at the surface by the Permo-Triassic Port Keats

Group. Although the Moyle River Fault is the obvious structural margin

of the basin, the sediments overlap the Precambrian rocks for at least

50 kilometres to the east.

Mullaman Beds (Table 2g)

Scattered outcrops of Mullaman Beds occupy a belt which runs

north-west across the survey area. It consists of a thin layer of

Cretaceous sandstoneand siltstone which lies unconformably on all

other units in the area apart from the Cainozoic. The unit is flat .

lying and crops out as a capping on extensive plateaux and small mesas.

Laterite is very commonly developed on the surface.

Cainozoic (Table 2h)

Soil and alluvium are abundant throughout the area, particul-

arly on the coastal plain, in the Daly River Basin, and in the large

valleys in the Victoria River Basin.



TABLE 2(g) : MESOZOIC AND PALALDZOIC STRATIGRAPHY

UNCONPORMITY

PERIOD . GROUP ROCK UNIT MAP
SYMBOL TRICKFTLES IHYSIOGRAPRIC

EXPRESSION
STRATIGRAPHIC
RELATIONSHIPS.

ERA

Lfullaman Beds

Undifferentiated
Triassic

Undifferentiated
Permian

Freshwater and marine
eandatons,siltatone
and conglomerate

Micaceous sandy silt-
stone, sandstone,
shale

Conglomerate sand -
etone,siltstone,
limestone

Forms a flat capping
on plateaux and
meson

Low hills

Low hills

The same as the
laterite (see
above)

Southeast of
Port Keats
Mission

Along coast line
and southeast
of Port Keats
Mission

Unoonformable on all
older rocks

Conformable on
Permian

Unconformable on pre-
Cambrian .

0

Up to 30 in

About 2000 in

Ooloo Limestone

Jinduakin
Formation

Manbulloo Member

Tindall
Limestone

Montejinni
Limestone

60 in - 135 in

60m

150m

78m

Silicified limestone,
dherty in places

Ferruginous fine to
medium-grained
quartz sandstone and
siltstone with hal-
ite pseudomorphs.
Some marl :dolomitic
and silioified
limestone,conglom-
erate

Silicified flag'
limestone

Fossiliferoue caloil-
utite and crystall-
ine limestone with
chert nodules and
bands; some sand-
stone

Limestone, dolomite,
calcareous silt-
stonemudetone

Karat topography

Mesas and rooky
hills to 60 in high

Karat topography

Karat topography

Karst topography or
savannah woodlands

Along Daly River
on Fergus son
River 1250,000
Sheet area

Eastern half of
Fergusson River
and northeast-
ern corner, of
Delamere
1:250,000 Sheet
=IWO

Western edge of
Daly Benin on
Fergus son River
Sheet

Along margins of
Daly Basin on
Fergueson River
Sheet area and
in northeast
corner of
Delamere Sheet
area

East of Delamere
Sheet area

Conformably overlies
Jinduokin Formation

Conformably overlies
Tindall Limestone

Local development of
limestone lenses
within Jinduokin
Formation

Unconformably overlies
Antrim Plateau
Voloanioe, Telmer
Group and Cullen
Granite.

Unoonformably ovorlies
Antrim Plateau Voloan-
ica. Equivalent in part
to Tindall Limestone

in
in

H
in

LITROLOGY DISTRIBUTION

Kim

T+R

Olo

o/o4

8/01u

@tat

Cho

Fine and medium-
grained basalt.Some
vesicular layers.
Interbedded sand-
stone, conglomerate
chart

Poorly sorted boul-
der conglomerate
with granite, vol-
canto, quartzite
and dolomite

•boulders

Undulating plains,
rounded and
terraced hills.
Sandstone forms
small rocky hills

Rounded hills up to
75 m. high. Outcrop
on slopes commonly
very poor

A belt running
from near
centre of
Fergus son River
Sheet:erea to
southeast ear-
ner of Delamere
Sheet area

Scattered out-
crops north and
south of Collie
Waterhole.Small
areal distri-
bution

Unconformable on Pre-
cambrian units

Unconformable on Pre-
cambrian beds.
Commonly conformably
overlies L. Cambrian
Sandstones.

81a

cli

NCONFORMIT Y

Antrim Plateau
Voloanice

Jarong
Conglomerate

180 in

15 in to 75 in



TABLE 2(h) 8 CAINOZOIC STRATICRAPHY

ERA PERIOD GROUP ROCK UNIT
.

MAP
SYMBOL THICKNESS LITHOLOCY FHYSIOGRAFHIC

IMPRESSION DISTRII3UTION STRATICRAFHIC
RELATIONSHIPS

at
.1
m
m

Coastal
deposits

QA.0 Mud, silt evaporites Salt flats,
generally free of
vegetation but
with mangroves
along coast,rivers
and inlets

Forms belts of
varying width
along coast

Superficial deposit

w
6-.

Coastal sand
dunes

gee Sand, partly stabil-
ized by vegetation

Dunes of very low
relief

Along coast Superficial deposit

.1
0 0

of

Alluvium
'^•

0 River silt, sand,
gravel

River banks
flood plains

Along creeks.
Very abundant
on coastal
plain

Superficial deposit

1-1 Terrace
deposits

Qt up to 15 m Sand, silt Flat terraces Either side of
Victoria River
on Delamore

Superficial deposit

o
11250,000
Sheet area

o

o
H
o
m
o
m

Soil Cza Residual sandy
soile.Travertine,
°alluvium.^In,
eludes some small
patches of black
soil

Schrub covered
plains with lax
relief

Extensive in
coastal plains,
overlying gram-
ite and meta,
morphia bodies
in north of
area, in Daly
River Basin
and on plateau
in eaat of

Superficial deposits

tei
H
.3
o

Delamere
li250,000
Sheet area

H I:1
r°
E.,^•

Black soil Czb Dark grey,
olayey soil

Greasy plains with
few or no trees,
Clamps of grass
produce very un-
even surface

Mostly in a
large area
along Ette-
maurioe River
in west of

Superficial deposit

.1 Fergusson River
-4

0

H

El
Pi
m
m
w

Sheet area.Aleo
in patches over
lying Antrim
Plateau Volcan-
ioe

.
El Laterite Cal Up to 6 m Fleolitio ironstone Thin capping on atensive in Invariably formed on

.
IN
H^•
A
m
o

mostly with large
silica content.
Underlined by
mottled and pallid
zones. Some detri-
tal laterite

mesas and plateaux,
Quite heavily
wooded

northeast half
of Delamere
southwest half
Fargusson River
and (teat Port
Keats Sheet
area

Mullaman Beds

UNCONFORMITY
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STRATIGRAPHY
ARCHAEAN

Hermit Creek Metamorphics 

The Hermit Creek Metamorphics farm the Archaean basement

west of the Pine Creek'Geosyncline. They consist of quartz-muscovite

Schist, tremolite schist and local .amphibolite and serpentinite.

Their Archaean age is inferred from structural and metamorphic

comparison with the Lower Proterozoic sediments and from the.uncon-

formable relationship with the overlying Noltenius Formation,

Derivation of name: The name is derived from Hermit Creek, a

north-flowing - tributary of the Daly River, on the Cape Scott 1:250,000

Sheet area, Malone and Randal first used the term on the Muldiva

Creek 1:63,360 Sheet and a brief account was later included in the

Fergusson River Ebtplanatory Notes (Randal, 1962),

Distribution and topographic expression: The metamarphics are limited

to an area of about 310 square kilometres in the south-east corner of

the Cape Scott area and on.the adjoining Port Keats, Fergusson River

and Pine Creek Sheet areas. They crop out sparsely as low rounded

hills with very subdued relief. The only areas where the unit has

high.relief are where there is a protective, more resistant capping

(e.g. Mullaman Beds in the Dilke Range) or in close proximity to the

intrusive Litchfield Complex.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Hermit Creek Metamorphics are faulted

down to the west by the TaMJDurnerls Fault. They are elsewhere

intruded by the Litchfield Complex, which causes-some degree of contact

metamorphism; 29 km east of Tom.Turner's.Crossing on the Port Keats

Sheet area, a,quartz-orthoclase-andesine-cordierite-biotite hornfels

is well exposed adjacent. to and intruded by .an adamellite of the

Litchfield Complex. The metamorphics are.unconformably.overlain in

the same area by Noltenius Formation (R.N. Walker, pers. comm.).

Permian conglomerate and Cretaceous sandstone unconformably

overlie the unit on the Cape Scott Sheet area.

Lithology: The unit consists of schist, granulite and basic igneous.

rocks. This latter group includes.plagioclase-amphibolite, tremolite

schist and an altered serpentinite. These are metamorphic equivalents
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of an ancient ultra-basic to basic suite of rocks. They are

undoubtedly not related to the Early Carpentarian Intrusives, The
Archaean basement is very similar lithologically to the Tickalara

Metamorphics and the Lamboo Complex in the Halls Creek Mobile Belt

of Western4ustralia (Dow et al., 1964). The main rock-type is a

ferruginous, quartz-muscovite schist which crops out widely -on the
Cape Scott Sheet area; amore phyllitic variant is widespread on

the Port Keats Sheet area, Under the microscope the muscovite can

be seen to be a post-orogenic mineral presumably developed during

the metamorphism garnet which occurred after the major folding.

The major folding had been accompanied by chlorite-grade metamorphism.

Actinolite and tremolite schists crop out in places.

The schist is commonly invaded by pegmatite veins and

partly migmatized where it is close to the Litchfield Complex. The

pegmatite replaces the softer bands in the schist.

Plagioclase-amphibolite crops, out near Hermit Creek on the

Daly River Port Keats track (13°55'S, 130°25vE). It is composed
of green hornblende in an equigranular mosaic of labradorite. The

rock has a weak foliation and is probably the product of regional

metamorphism of a gabbro.

In the Dilke Range several interesting fea#ures occur within

the metamorphics. At the eastern edge of the range, foliated

Archaean mica schist overlies younger migmatites of the Litchfield

Complex. The plane of contact dips about 10 0S and is parallel to
the foliation of the schist. This schist is not strongly contact

metamorphosed but contains some granitic lenses. The Archaean here

would appear to have been overthrust by a Carpentarian or younger

orogenic movement onto the Litchfield Complex.

In the north-west Dilke Range several unusual rock-types were

found. Tourmalinized quartz-muscovite - schist which weathers very
easily crops out close,to the Litchfield Complex. A 10 metre band of

cordierite-sillimanite-garnet gneiss overlies the schist and dips

steeply west. It contains porphyroblasts of garnet and smaller

crystals of sillimanite and corundum in a matrix of cordierite.
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Biotite (after sillimanite) and chlorite are also present. The

gneiss is overlain by monomineralic tremolite schist. ,A serpentinized

and metamorphosed peridotite also occurs in the region. It consists

of corroded olivine crystals and picotite, in a matrix of serpentine .

(replacing olivine and enstatite) and tremolite (replacing enstatite).

The peridotite was presumably intruded into the sedimehts during the

primary crogeneSis of the Archaean rocks. Granite and pegmatite

intrusions are widespread in the north-west Dilke Range.

, The Tom Turner's Fault has exerted a marked influence on

the structure of .the Hermit Creek Metamorphics. Foliations near

the fault are generally parallel to it and the rocks show a linear

extension or "stretching near the fault. No folding attributable

to the faulting was seen and all the quartz grains are very elongate

in the quartz siltstones and silty sandstones.

.LOWERTROTEROZOIC

Finniss River Group 

Burrell Creek Formation

A small area of the Burrell Creek Formation crops out in.

the north-east corner of the Fergusson River 1:250,000 Sheet area.. .

It was originally mapped and described by Rattigan and CIut -.0(:1955)..

In this area it consists mainly of massive cleaved grey-brown medium-

grained quartz greywacke, siltstone and phyllite.

In general, the Burrell Creek Formation is similar to the

Noltenius.Formation and is regarded as a finer-grained lateral

eqUivalent of the Noltenius Formation (Walpole et al., 1968).

Noltenius Formation

Distribution: The Noltenius Formation is a major component of

the sediments in the western part of the Pine Creek Geosyncline.

In the area of this report it crops out in the north-west

corner of the Fergusson River Sheet area.with scattered inliers

extending southwards to Collia Waterhole. The outcrop continues:

westwards into the northeast corner of the Port Keats Sheet area,

and elsewhere in this latter sheet area the Noltenius Formation

crops out in several widely separated localities. Small outliers
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occuronear Tom Turner's crossing, and a large inlier crops out

north-west of Meeway Plain. On the western edge of the Meeway

Plain and Koolendong Valley sheared lutites and rudites have been

tentatively mapped as Noltenius Formation.

Derivation of name: Hossfeld and others (1937a,b) mapped this form-

ation in the Fletchers Gully, Buldiva and Collia areas and included

it in the Muldiva Stage of the Mosquito Creek Series, Later mapping

by White and Randal (1955) on the Daly River and surrounding 1-mile

Sheet,areas delineated the Noltenius Formation and Chilling Sand-

stone. The name was derived from Noltenius Billabong, north of

Daly River.Police Station on the Pine Creek Sheet area (Walpole et -

al., 1968).

Stratigraphic relationships: The Noltenius Formation lies conformably

below the Chilling Sandstone and grades eastwards into the more

argillaceous Burrell Creek Formation. It was thought by Walpole et

al. (1968) to be a transitionaLlithology between the sandstones to

the west and shales to the east. The 1968 mapping, however, showed

that typical Noltenius Formation extends westwards onto the Port

Keats Sheet .area, and does not grade into a coarser lithology. as

previously thought,. The Berinka and Meewaylrolcanics are interbedded

with the Noltenius Formation. The formation unconformably overlies

the Archaean Hermit Creek Metamorphics on the Port Keats Sheet area.

It is intruded by the early Carpentarian granites and by several

basic igneous bodies. The formation is unconformably overlain by

the Moyle River Formation, the Depot Creek Sandstone Member and the

Mullaman Beds.

On the Port Keats Sheet area at 130o11 E 14o37 1 S an angular

unconformity between Noltenius Formation and Moyle River Formation

crops out.

A similar clear cut relationship between the Noltenius

Formation and the Depot Creek Sandstone Member may be seen at two

localities on the Fergusson River Sheet area. At 130?46 1E 1408 1 S

white to red blocky, friable, pebbly quartz sandstone, dipping 20 0

NNE, overlies massive indurated, unsorted sandstone and greywacke
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dipping 75oSW. Further south near Collia Waterhole at 130o57'E
14

0 21'S red massive, friable sandstone with a thin basal quartz
conglomerate dips gently north-east over a sequence of foliated

quartz greywacke and siltstone dipping 45 °SW.
Lithology and thickness

The Noltenius Formation is a sequence of metamorphosed

siltstone and greywacke which has been estimated from aerial photo-

graphs to reach 4 9 100 metres in thickness in the. north-west part of

the Fergusson River . Sheet area. This figure maybe. high, due to
possible repetition of beds by folding,andfaulti4g0he actual thick-

ness may be as little as 1500 to 1800 metres.

North-west of Meeway Plain on the Port Keats Sheet area,

the formation is represented by.a large thickness ofiniformly red-

purple, poorly-bedded siltstone, with bands of grey slate and sheared

pebbly sandstone. The rocks are intruded by the Koolendong Granite

and have a marked regional cleavage which strikes 030° and dips 85°
east. The bedding ranges from 10 °E to about 70°E suggesting that
the rocks lie on the eastern flank of an anticline.

On the western margins of the Koolendong Valley and

Meeway plain for over 8 kilometres north and south of the Fitz-

maurice River a.sequence.of highly deformed rocks crop out. Spotted

schist and grey-green phyllite are commonly interbedded with sheared

volcanics. Chevron folds and B lineations are common. North of the

Fitzmaurice River these rock types contain 6 metre thick bands of con-

glomerate. The conglomerate contains many good examples of stretched

pebbles, (Fig. 5,6). The pebbles approximste to a prolate ellipsoid

with their long axes averaging.8 cm to 10 cm long, but in places

reaching up to 30 cm in length. The plane of elongation of the

pebbles is parallel to the regional cleavage and schistosity. The

pebbles are mostly quartzitic and lie in a gritty, silty, poorly-

sorted schistose matrix.

Near the Muldiva and Buldiva mines the rock types are grey-

green phyllite with interbedded thin fine-grained sandstone. The

rocks have a regional cleavage of 110°strike, 80°N dip.
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A similar Structural situation occurs at Fletchert Gully

where gold has been mined from small quartz veins which are abundant

around the nose of a north-westerly plunging anticline. The cleavage

in the phyllite, greywacke„ schist sequence is strike 115, dip 859N.

The . Noltenius Formation crops out extensively around the

northern margin of.the Soldiers Creek Granite; large xenoliths occur

within the granite. The rocks.near the granite show-a higher degree
of metamorphism than elsewhere. At 14 o20'S 130o48 0E there is a large

outcrop of quartz-sericite schist in which andalusite (in the form of

chiastolite) and garnet have been replaced by sericite and . pyro-

phyllite. The-suggestion of retrograde metamorphism is very common

throughout the Noltenius Formation. .Further north at 130 °47"E 14o15'S
quartz-muscovite schist is exposed close to the granite. Under the

microscope sericite- can be seen to haye replaced syntec tonically

rotated porphyroblasts of garnet. The porphyroblasts are in a matrix

of equigranular unstrained quartz and optically orientated muscovite

flakes. Accessory biotite and later tourmaline are also present.

These examples suggest regional metamorphism during foliing.to a

garnet-grade and later retrograde metamorphism associated with the

intrusion of the granite.

A well defined band of greywacke, conglomerate and phyllite i ,

crops out along.Allia Creek about 10 kilometres South-east of

Fletchert Gully. The: beds consist of massive.turbidites with thin

bands of interbedded phyllite and conglomerate. The conglomerate

consists of quartz pebbles in a greywacke matrix. The greywacke

itself consists of angular unsorted, grains of quartz and feldspar in

a matrix of clay minerals, sericite, quartz and biOtite. Larger

biotite crystals are aligned within the rock and are probably-of .

metamorphic origin. SOme recrystallization of quartz has occurred.

Megascopically the greywacke shows the features of .a typical turbidite

(Fig. 7). ,The greywacke falls into the - feldspathic greywacke class
(Pettijohn; 1957)..

A sequence of poorly sorted, bedded,heematitic„ clayey

sandstone is exposed in the north-east corner of the Port Keats

Sheet area. The sandstone is massive to flaggy and banded in places.
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Fig. 5. Sheared conglomerate in Noltenius Formation. Bank of 

Fitzmauri ce River on western margin of Koolendong 
Valley , Port Keats Sheet area. Neg.GA/1191 . 

Fig.6. Sheared conglomerate in Noltenius Formation at same 
local ity as Fig.5. Neg.GA/1168. 



Fig.? Turbidite unit within Noltenius Formation showing graded 
bedding, bottom structures, included boulders an d a cleaved 
fine-grained shaly top. Allia Creek 10 km south-east of 
F'let chers Gully mine, Fergusson River Sheet area. 

IlJeg. GA/1469. 

Fig.8. Polygonal (?shrinka ge crack) structures in acid lavas of the 
Berinka Volcanics 30 km east of Tom Turners Crossi ng (Port 
Keats Sheet area). Neg. GA/1429 . 
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It may represent a transitional phase between Noltenius Formation

and Chilling Sandstone.

Distinguishing features: The Noltenius Formation is a medium to dar'-.

toned, photogeological unit with fairly high relief.. Some of the

more arenaceous band is show up as lighter-toned units. The formation

is distinctive by virtue of its stratigraphic relationships and lithol-

ogy. Although similar to the Hermit Creek Metamorphics in places, .

the Noltenius Formation shows a lesser degree of folding and metamor-

phism, ;s more phyllitic, less weathered and shows a more consistent

regional \cleavage. The mineral assemblages in the Noltenius Formation

are.commonly.characteristic, andalusite being virtually restricted

to this unit. The presenae of greywacke, conglomerate and sandstone

bands is also diagnostic.

Palaeogeographic significance: The Noltenius Formation was deposited

in a deep water, probably reducing, environment.closeto the contin-

ental slope. It is.a marine deposit as shown by the dominance of.

lutites and associated greywackes in the sequence. Walpole et al.

(1968) suggest that the unit was deposited largely by turbidity currents

in an environment intermediate between shelf and deep water facies.

However, no evidence of a westwards transition to shelf fades was

discovered during this Survey.

Berinka Volcanics

Distribution: The Berinka Volcanics crop out in two principal areas.

(a) North-west corner of Fergusson River Sheet area acid volcanics

crop out in an irregularly shaped area of rugged hills thirteen kilo-

metres west of the Fletchers Gully mine. They consist of tuff, agglom-

erate, metarhyolite l highly altered sperulitic acid volcanics and

amygdaloidal intermediate flows.

The volcanics are in contact with siltstones of the

Noltenius Formation and are probably interbedded with them. In

the northwest of the area they are separated from an outcrop of

gabbro.by a granophyre which has been included in the Ti Tree Gran-

ophyre.

(b) North-east corner of Port Keats Sheet area acid extrusives and

what appear to be their high-level intrusive equivalents crop out.
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The extrusives form a belt about 11 kilometres long and one kilo-

metre wide within outcrop of the Noltenius Formation and Chilling.

Sandstone. The stratigraphic thickness is about 850 metres. Out-

. crop is poor and the unit forms a prominent valley between hills of

sandstone and greywacke. The volcanics are separated from sandstone

of the Noltenius Formation to the northwest by a fault and are over-

lain to the southeast by siltstone„ sandstone and greywacke of the

Noltenius Formation, Cretaceous sandstone overlies them to the south-

west.

Lithology: The volcanics mainly consist of a medium or dark grey

or-grey-green crypto -crystalline rock most of which contains sub -

hedral phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar and black blebs of

chlorite.

Towards the southwest end of the outcrop some of the.rock

shows well defined polygonal structures on weathered surfaces.

These consist of ridges standing a few millimetres up from_the.main

body of the rock: they are in the form of irregular polygons with

curved sides.and rounded corners and are up to 21:5bms wide.

(see Fig. 8). It is probable that these are shrinkage cracks formed

while the lava was cooling.

The.volcanics contain interbeds of sandstone up to three

metres thick, as well as several beds ofhaematite up to 15 cm thick.

Most of the thin sections examined were of porphyritic

acid laVgs. No evidence of shard structures were seen. The ground-

mass is cryptocrystalline and-light- brown0 it is composed of very

small radiating aggregates of devitrified glass. Phenocrysts are

of quartz, plagioclase, alkali feldspar, augite and chlorite.

The quartz phenocrysts which are up to two millimetres in

diameter, are either anhedral or are bipyramidal with considerably -

embayed margins. The plagioclase varies from oligoclase to andesine

(An30 to An35) and is very heavily sericitised. The grains are
subhedral and up to 2 mm in diameter. In some sections the twin .

lamellae are very poorly developed. The alkali feldspar is micro- .

perthitic orthoclase somewhat sericitised and euhedral or subhedral.
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The proportion of phenocrysts of plagioclase to those of alkali

feldspar is as great as 10:1. Some sections contain augite which

forms up to 10 percent of the phenocrysts. Irregularly shaped

aggregates of chlorite are also common. One section consists of -

angular chunks of brown volcanic glass with perlitic cracks, and

ragged and angular grains of feldspar, chlorite, quartz and augite,

set in a fine groundmass,the texture of which flows round the larger

particles.

In thin section the polygonal lines in the rock (Fig. 8)

consist of lines of cracks but they do not have a noticeably different

composition from the main body of the rock, they are, however, slightly

pinker and may be a little more weathered.

Intrusive rocks: The sandstone of the Noltenius Formation to the

northwest and stratigraphically below the extrusives contains at

least three separate sills of acid intrusives which are most probably

high-level intrusive equivalents of the volcanics. Their appearance

is very different from that of the Ti Tree Granophyre.

The sills are up to 75 metres thick and 5 kilometres long.

They are conformable with the bedding over most of their length but

are transgressive in places. The intrusive rock becomes noticeably

finer grained towards the contact with the sandstone. The sandstone

at the contact is hard and indurated.

. The rock is medium to fine-grained, and grey with red-brown

patches. Thin sections show the rock to be severely altered. The

groundmass consists of.fine sericite replacing a medium-grained mosaic

of quartz and feldspar. Phenocrysts of feldspar are subhedral„ up to

2 mm long and considerably sericitised. The most common type of

phenocryst however, consists mainly of iron oxide with a little

quartz; its shape suggests that it may replace feldspar phenocrysts.

Meeway Voloanics (New name)

Introduction: The Meeway Volcanics is the name given to a number of

outcrops of Lower Proterozoic acid volcanics and rocks suspected of

being acid volcanics. These crop out near the southeast corner of

the Port Keats Sheet area. The four main outcrops are described
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separately.

(a) In the northwest corner of the Meeway Plain the volcanics cover

about ten square kilometres. The eastern part consists of acid lavas;

to the west, the lavas are apparently underlain by a tuff which becomes

more sandy towards the west and grades into a clayey sandstone. The

boundary is drawn at the scarp which separates the sandstone plateau

from the rugged hills of tuff to the east. The lavas are bounded to

the east by the Victoria River Fault which separates them from rocks

of the Auvergne Group.

The lavas form high massive tors with good but quite deeply

weathered outcrop. The tuff on.the other hand forms rugged and more

angular hills with less outcrop.

The stratigraphic thickness of the tuff is about 650 metres.

The dip of the lava flows is not clear but assuming the dip of 60 °
in the tuffs is maintained to the east this would give a thickness

of about 1000 metres for the lavas.

•^The lavas consist of phenocrysts of anhedral to euhedral

quartz and pink and green feldspar up to three mm long set in a fine

red-brownmatrix.. Thin section shows the subhedral tdpyramidal and

embayed nature of the quartz. Most plagioclase phenocrysts are very .

sericitised. Only very few of the phenocrysts are of,alkali feldspar.

The groundmass.is fine 'grained and consists of quartz, feldspar and

minor chlorite. Immediately to the west of the rhyolite the rock .

which is suspected of being a tuff is brown or speckled grey-brown.

It has a regular flaggy to massive parting and is fine to medium.

grained. In thin section the rock consists of rounded and angular

fragments up to 3 mm long of fine-grained material consisting of quartz,
feldspar, opaque minerals and sericite. Some of the fragments show a

color banding. They are set in a groundmass similar to the material

forming the fragments but coarser grained and with less opaque material

and more sericite.

Further to the west the rock becomes progressively more

typical of a sandstone. At the boundary with the underlying Chilling
Sandstone it is blue-grey, blocky, fine grained, and with a high

proportion of soft clay material. It consists of well separated
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angular-quartz grains (0.1 mm), opaques, tourmaline, and muscovite,

in a matrix of fine sericite.

(b) Along the western side of Koolendong Valley and extending

10 kilometres to the south of the Fitzmaurice River volcanics form low

rugged outcrops. They are difficult to distinguish from the other

rocks in this area (mainly gritty sandstone or greywacke probably

belonging to the Noltenius Formation) as they have been heavily

sheared and altered.

. They are fine-grained red-brown or green-grey rocks with

small quartz grains visible in places. A thin section of one,specimen

showed euhedral to_anhedral grains of sericitised plagioclase, and

quartz which shows some evidence of the bipyramidal form and of

embayment. These grains are contained within rounded blebs of quartz

crowded with fine sericite the quartz is in optical continuity

throughout all or most of,each bleb. The blebs are surrounded by a

groUndmass of fine quartz, opaque minerals, green chlorite and

possibly feldspar. The acid volcanic nature of the rock is deduced

from the euhedral form of the quartz and feldspar and the shape and

embayment of the quartz,

Thin sections of other specimens are too sheared to retain

evidence of their volcanic nature, but in hand specimen they are

similar in appearance to the rock described above.

(c) In an area 11 kilometres west of the north-western corner of

the Meeway Plain a.belt of Chilling Sandstone about 1.5 kilometres

wide strikes north-northeast. Rocks which resemble tuffs crop out.

at the base of the scarp which flanks the western edge of the belt.

Another small outcrop of tuffaceous-looking rock was found at the

southeast corner of the belt close to where it is overlain by the

Moyle River Formation. The western outcrop has a stratigraphic

thickness of about 60 metreeand lies between the Noltenius Formation

and Chilling Sandstone. The eastern outcrop appears to lie within the

Chilling Sandstone.

The rocks are hard, purple-grey and flaggy or massive. They

are fine to medium grained and muscovite rich. In places thin bedding



is well defined by alternating bands of purple-brown and grey.

The rocks consist mainly of fine grained, angular quartz. and

an opaque mineral; ragged Muscovite flakes are up to 0,2 mm long;

fine sericite is.very.abundant in patches which in. some cases are

subhedral and may be pseudomorphs after mineral or rock grains.

These rqcks resemble the tuffs at the northern end of the Meeway .

Plain but there is no clear proof that they are of volcanic origin.

(d) 1.5 kilometres north of the Fitzmaurice River and 46 kilometres

on a bearing of 125Q from Table Hill a severely sheared and altered

rock crops out over about eight square kilometres of rugged ground.

It is overlain to the east by the Moyle River Formation.

The rock is dark grey-green with euhedral green feldspar

grains up to 2 mm long. Thin section shows that it is strongly

sheared. It contains euhedral and highly sericitised phenocrysts

of feldspar (probably plagioclase) and anhedral phenocrysts of quartz.

Alkali feldspar forms smaller rounded and unaltered phenocrysts, The

groundmass is fine to medium grained and is of quartz, sericite,

muscovite and chlorite.

Chilling Sandstone 

Distribution: On the Port Keats and Fergusson River Sheet areas the

Chilling.Sandstone covers approximately 500 spare kiloMetres. On

the Tergusson River Sheet area the sandstone crops out in the northwest

where it overlies and is .faulted down.against Noltenius Formation.

This outcrop continues onto the north-east corner of the Port Keats

Sheet area to a limited extent, but the major area of outcrop in the.

Port Keats Sheet area lies immediately northwest of the Meeway

Much.of the area previously mapped as Chilling Sandstone on the Port

Keats Sheet area has now been assigned to the younger Fitzmaumide Grpup.

Conversely on the Fergusson River Sheet area, south of the type area,

a large area previously mapped as Depot.Creek Sandstone Member has

been assigned to the Ohillimg Sandstone,

Derivation of name: The name is derived from the headwaters of

Chilling Creek on the Fergusson River Sheet area, where the sandstone

is well exposed, This region has been designated the type area for
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the formation (Walpole et al., 1968). The unit was formerly included

by Hossfeld and others,in.the Muldiva Stage of the Mosquito Creek

Series (Hossfeld 1937a,b). It was'first.named and mapped by White

and Randal .(1955) on the Muldiva Creek 1-mile Sheet area. Walpole .

et.al., (1968) give an account of the unit within the Katherine-Darwin

region. The following notes are additional to their information.

Stratigraphic relationships:. The Chilling Sandstone is.the youngest.

unit in the Lower ProterozOic succession in this regich.. It conform-.

ably overlies the more argillaceous Noltenius Formation and is consid-

ered, by Walpole et al. (1968) to be in part a lateral facies change of

it, in the type area. Mapping in 1968 showed that the vertical relation-

ships .were correct but that the lateral change may be merely a local .

effect. Noltenius Formation was found to crop out beneath the Chilling

Sandstone at its western boundary of outcrop and although correlation,

of actual beds is impossible due to faulting and lack of marker bands,

there does not appear to be any strong evidence for a major lateral

facies change.

In the north-east of the Port Keats Sheet area acid and.

basic igneous rocks (Litchfield Complex, Ti-Tree Cranophyre, etc.)

intrude the Chilling Sandstone in the form of sills, bosses, etc.

Further south acid tuffs and lavas of the Mbeway Volcanics are

interbedded with the unit. The sandstone is intruded by several

early Carpentarian granites (Soldiers Creek, Kbolendong) and hence

its age is thought to be Lower Proterozoic,

The Chilling Sandstone is unconformably overlain by sand-

stone of the Moyle River Formation and by the Mullaman Beds. Several

contacts of the unit are faulted, especially those with the Litchfield

Complex.

Lithologv and thickness: The Chilling Sandstone is mainly a white,

blocky to massive, silicified medium-grained quartz sandstone which

may be termed an orthoquartzite. Some feldspathic sandstone crops out

on the Port Keats Sheet area. About 4800 metres of the formation crops

out immediately south of the type area. It is difficult to assess

thicknesses in other areas as faulting and erosion have complicated

the general picture.
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The sandstone exhibits moderate.to good sorting of grains, .

and commonly has a minor feldspar content. .Shallow water sedimentary

'structures suah.as interference ripples, cross bedding and, more

rarely, pebble bands are present. Silicification has commonly

transformed the rock into a true metamorphic quartzite in the .more

southerly outcrops, removing all traces of original structure.

Walpole et al., .(1968) report .gradation between the Noltenius

Formation and the Chilling Sandstone in the Fletcherts Gully area.

In this area in 1968 we noted sandstone beds within the upper parts

of the Noltenius Formation, and a very small thickness of poorly

outcropping transitional beds which.consist of silty sandstone and

interbedded sandstone and siltstone.

The.sandstone is commonly brecciated and extensively jointed.

Faulting is very common within the formation, which appears to have

acted as. a brittle unit during deformation. Compression has, however,

caused.some.large-scale open-fold structures such as the southerly

plunging syncline in the type area. Steep dips are common within

the formation.

Outcrop. of the contact with intrusive bodies is common

near the contact; . the sandstone has been completely recrystallized

to a simple equigranular mosaic of quartz grains (annealed texture).

Addition of feldspar and biotite has occurred within almetre arOo

of rock adjacent to the contact.

Distinguishing features: The Chilling Sandstone is a light toned, high

relief, bedded photogeological unit showing prominent jointing in

places. It is -commonly steeply dipping and forms plateau areas with

steep bounding scarps. Several steep gorges are cut in the formation,

The consistent nature of the lithology over a wide .area is diagnostic.

The stratigraphic position of the unit is also a distinctive feature.

The interbedded tuffs and lavas characterize this formation northwest

of the Meeway Plain.

Palaeogeographic significance: The Chilling Sandstone represents the

last known sedimentation in the Lower Proterozoic. It signfiies a

shallowing of water with the accomapnying change in facies from a
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deep-Water environment, in which shales and , greywackes were deposited,

to an active, shallow water, shelf environment, , in which clean,

uniformly graded sandstone was deposited, and the sandstone was

probably derived from the west since it is developed on the western

side of the geosyncline.

This extremely thick sandstone formation was probably the

source of much of the more mature sandstone.material present in

later Carpentarian and Adelaidean sequences.

Henschke Breccia 

Distribution and derivation of name: The Henschke Breccia is known

only from an area of about 20 square kilometres near Henschke Falls

in the north of the Port Keats Sheet area.

Type area: The type area is at Henschke Falls (Lat. 14°11'S, Long.
130°11'E). No type section was measured because no complete sections
of the formation are known.

Stratigraphic relationships: It is best exposed between Henschke

Falls and a south trending fault about 2.5 kilometres west of the

falls. At this locality steeply dipping Henschke Breccia is over-

lain with marked angular uncOnformity by basal conglomerate of the

Moyle River Formation (Fig. 9 & 10). Such basal conglomerates have

been seen only near the Henschke Breccia, and have obviously been

derived from it. The resulting similarity in appearance of the two

formations makes it almost impossible to distinguish between them.

further east where the unconformable relationship is not apparent.

The mapped limits may therefore not be entirely correct.

The relationship between the-Henschke BreCcia and.other

formations older than the Moyle River Formaticin is unknown. The

phyllite and granite to the north and east appear to be faulted against

the breccia. The phyllite itself is tentatively regarded as Noltenius

Formation.

Lithology and thickness: The Henschke Breccia is a formation composed

of sedimentary breccia, conglomerate and sandstone.
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In the eastern part of its outcrop the breccia is inter-

bedded with white quartz sandstone, and may be.1000 metres thick.

The sandstone is not unlike Chilling Sandstone. The,breccia also

contains at least one interbed of slate and phyllite, and it seems

most likely that it is related in age to the Noltenius Formation and

Chilling Sandstone. . It could be a tongue or lens within either of

_these formations, or possibly a _wedge of coarse elastics along a

fault zone active during sedimentation. Alternatively, although the

Henschke Breccia is older than the Fitmnaurice Group, it has not been

proved cohclusively to be as old as the Noltenius and related formations.

It could be of intermediate age.

The breccia is medium to extremely thick bedded, and its -

parting varies from blocky to extremely massive. In some localities

there is so little variation in lithology over many metres that bedding

cannot be distinguished. Prominent joint sets give a false impression

of bedding. Bedding appears to be vaguely graded in the west, but

cross-bedding is common in the east. (See Fig. 11).

The rook-types present range from a well-sorted, White,

medium,-grained quartz sandstone to a dark purple or red-brown breccia -

with white clasts of quartz and other rocks. It is extremely poorly

sorted, with elastic material from clay size through silt and sand

sizes to pebbles and cobbles. Most grains are angular to. subangular,

with rare ,clasts subrounded.

Quartz is by far the most common detrital component of the

rock. It is white, and displays strained extinction in thin sections.

Rock fragments include muscovite schist, quartzite, and probable .

volcanics.

The matrix is composed of quartz,,sericite shaematite and

limonite. The sericite appears authigenic„ and is presumably the

product of diagenetiecr metamorphic processes on a clay matrix.

Very finely dividedhaematite throughout the rock gives its-charact-

eristic colour. The haenatite has weathered to limonite in most

specimens.



Fig.9. Strongly jointed Henschke Breccia overlain unconformably 
by basal conglomerate of the Moyle River Formation. 3 km 
west of tlenschke Falls. Neg. 1445. 

l"ig.10. Vertically bedded Henschke Breccia containing prominent 
quartz clasts with fallen blocks of the overlying Hoyle 
River Formation. 2 km west of Henschke Falls. Neg .1434. 



Fig.11. Steeply dipping, cross-bedded Hens chke Breccia. Large 
and small white clasts are quart z. 6.1> km east of 
Henschke Falls. Neg. 1447. 
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Distin aishin features: The formation was at first considered to

be easilydistinguishable because of its massive nature and unusual

lithology. However, similar rock types are present in the basal

Moyle River Formation, which make the two formations difficult to

distinguish except where their stratigraphic relationships are

apparent. The boundary between the two units as mapped may there-

fore not be entirely correct.

Pala_mg_e_ogra..phicaimzt__cangl : The unit was laid down rapidly by

very strong currents. An apparent source for the quartz are the

quartz veins in the Hermit Creek Metamorphics which crop out a few

km to the north. Since the stratigraphic relationships are poorly

known very little can be said about the.geological and structural

setting of the depositional environment.
CARPENTARIAN

Basic and Intermediate Intrusive Rocks

Basic and intermediate intrusive rocks crop out in a number

of places in the Cape Scott Sheet area and in the northern halves of

the Port Keats and Fergusson River Sheet areas. They intrude the

Lower Proterozoic sediments of the Pine Creek Geosyncline and evidence

suggests that they are older than the early Carpentarian granites.

An age of 1393-1525 m.y. obtained on a sample of gabbro from

the Moyle No. 1 well to the west of Tom Turner's Crossing (Page.1968)

must be regarded as a minimum age and probably a metamorphic age.

(a)^All the basic rock west of Tom Turner's Crossing is medium-

grained quartz dolerite with pigeonite as the main mafic mineral.

Four outcrops of the dolerite are situated to the west of

the main sandstone ranges near Tom Turner's Crossing. They range in

size from one to five square kilometres.

Outcrop is in the form of low rises littered with dolerite

boulders several centimetres in diameter.

The dolerite is in contact with sandstone of the Moyle River

Formation and granite of the Litchfield Complex,. Most of the contacts

between the dolerite and sandstone are faulted. Other contacts are

very poorly exposed but it appears that the sandstone is overlying the
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dolerite. The contact with the granite is also poorly exposed but

the granite becomes finer grained towards the contact, suggesting that

it intrudes the dolerite. A 1.2 metre-wide quartz vein in the dolerite

supports this conclusion.

In hand specimen the dolerite is medium-grained and melano,

cratic. Thin sections show that the rock has a sub-ophitic texture.-

Laths of andesine (An
45) 

vary from fresh to quite severely saussurit-

ised; some are enclosed in the anhedral and subhedral grains of

pigeonite which. is. partly altered to iron oxide and a btight.green

hornblende which in turn has been partly altered to chlOrite.

Microcline and quartz form about five percent of the rock and are

commonly graphically intergrown. Biotite and skeletal or subhedral

grains of opaque mineral are accessories.

(b) Outcrops in granite on the .northern margins of the Port Keats

and Fergusson River Sheet areas.

About twenty square kilometres of basic intrusives crop out

on the northern margin of the Port Keats and Fergusson River Sheet

areas and a smaller body crops out a few^to the south-west;

both these bodies are surrounded by granite.

The rocks form low bounder-strewn hills with limited out-

crop.

Contacts with the granite are not exposed but the granite

does appear to become finer grained towards the contact.

The most common rock type is a melanocratic medium-grained

quartz dolerite with small quantities of opalescent quartz.

A coarse quartz gabbro also occurs and contains Mafics up to

two and a half centimetres long and feldspar and quartz up to half a

centimetre long. Owing to poor outcrop it is difficult to see the

relationship between this type and the dolerite but it appears to

form irregular and vaguely defined bodies in the dolerite.

Another feature of the dolerite is the presence of straight

cross-cutting ridges on the weathered surfaces. These are up to 2 mm

wide and are raised a few mm from the main surface of 'the rock. On a

fresh .surface they are slightly, darker than the rest of the rock. They

appear to have formed along joints.
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•
^In thin section the rock is similar to the dolerite west

of Tom Turner's Crossing but differs in the following ways.

The plagioclase is labradorite (An50 to An60) and forms

stumpy anhedral or subhedral grains. Alkali feldspar and micro-

pegmatite are absent, but there is up to 20 percent interstitial

quartz. Most of the pyroxene is pigeonite with varying degrees of

alteration to a yellow-brown hornblende, but in one section hyper-

sthene is the or4y pyroxpne. Opaque minerals are rare and they are

in small anhedral grains, which are generally associated with minor

biotite.

In the material forming the cross cutting bands, the

plagioclase is very heavily altered. The pyroxene has been completely

altered to hornblende, or else to a mixture of chlorite, biotite and

a pleochroic blue-green mineral. In some of the bands the quartz

content is twice as high as in the main body of the rock and is as

much as 40 .percent. The bands seem to be a more highly altered form

of the dolerite. The higher quartz content suggests that they have

been formed by the migration of siliceous fluids along joint planes

in the dolerite. The nearby granite of the Litchfield Complex is a

likely source of these fluids.

(c) DiOrite intruding Noltenius (and Chilling?) Frmations in north-
east of Port Keats 12250,000 Sheet area.

At least two small sills (UP to 30 metres wide and 1.6 kfa -

long of medium grained diorite intrude greywacke and siltstone of

the Noltenius Formation. The surrounding sediments are hard and

indurated within a metre or so of the sills. A small valley follow-

ing the strike in the Chilling Sandstone in the same area may also be

underlain by the intrusive body. The rock is a medium-grained meso-

cratic diorite. Laths of andesine are heavily saussuritised, The

pyroxene is completely converted to a green-brown hornblende, and a

little chlorite. Interstitial quartz and skeletal crystals of iron

oxide are quite abundant. Calcite is also patchily distributed.

(d) Outcrops north-west of Collia Waterhole.

About twelve square kilometres of gabbro crop out twenty
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kilometres north-west of Collia Waterhole. It forms low hummocky.

ground littered with boulders of gabbro and gives a smooth medium-

toned photo-pattern. The gabbro probably intrudes rocks of the

•Noltenius Formation and is faulted against Angalarri Siltstone.

The rock is grey or grey-green, and ranges from mesocratic

to melanocratic and from medium to coarse grained. In thin section

it consists mainly of plagioclase and amphibole with accessory iron

oxide. The .plagioclase is quite fresh and is.andesine or labradorite

and forms subhedral to anhedral grains from 0.1 to 2 mm long. In one

section the fine grain.size and angular fragments appear to be at least

partly due to-shearing. The amphibole is a brown hornblende and is
considerably altered; - grains are up to one millimetre but patches of

amphibolite and its alteration products are up to three millimetres

long.

(e) Outcrops in south of Cape Scott Sheet area.

Diorite or gabbro crops out sporadically over several square

kilometres either side of the Tom Turner's Fault about 20 kilometres

westsouth-west of Hermit Hill.

To the east of the fault a small body of gabbro crops out

between outcrops of Hermit Creek Metamorphics and granites of the
Litchfield Complex. Its relationship to the latter is not known.

The rock is medium to coarse grained and melanocratic. Virtually

all the pyroxene is converted to amphibole.

Gabbro also crops out in a narrow strip about eight kilo-

metres long to the west of the fault. It is coarse grained and

consists of light brown amphibole (75 to 80 percent of rock) and.

laths of feldspar which are almost completely sericitised. A few

small outcrops of deeply weathered schist of the Hermit Creek Meta-
morphics occur along the western edge of the gabbro. Granite and

granodiorite of the Litchfield Complex also crops out to the west of

the gabbro but contacts are not exposed. However, a fine-grained

gabbro which crops out near one of the outcrops of.the Hermit Creek

Metamorphics may be a chilled margin of the gabbro. Both the gabbro
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and its fine-grained.equivalent are cut by leucocratic aplite veins

up to four feet wide. The most likely source of these veins is the

granite of the Litchfield Complex which once again suggests that the

gabbro is older than the granite.

(f) Outcrops in the north of Cape Scott Sheet area.

Medium-grained mesooratic dolerite crops out in a northerly

trending sill on the western side of Murrenja Hill. The sill is about

400 metres wide and 3 kilometres long. It appears to intrude the
sediments forming the hill, but it may be faulted against the sediments

to the west and overlain by those to the east. The latter is the

most logical explanation since the sedimehts overlie granite which is

thought to be younger than the dolerite.

Ti Tree GrahOphkre

Derivation of name: The name is derived from Ti Tree Creek in the

southeast corner of the Cape Scott Sheet area.

Type area: The type area is on the north-east part of the Port Keats

Sheet area, where fresh granophyre forms a numher of sills in Noltenius

Formation.

Distribution and relationships: The granaphyre crops out in several

places in the northeast corner of the Port Keats and northwest corner

of the Fergusson River Sheet areas.

(a) Fergusson River Sheet area, 14 kilometres west of Feltcher's

Gully Mine

The granophyre crops out between the Berinka Volcanics and

an outcrop of gabbro, west of Fletcher's Gully. It is in contact with

the gabbro but relationships are inconclusive. "At the contact there

is a micropegmatitic mixture of gabbro and granophyre and the grano-

phyre is contaminated with gabbro. Field relationships (also) suggest

that the granophyre intrudes the gabbro" (Walpole, et al., 1968).

(b) Fergusson River Sheet area?, 24 kilometres south-west of Fletcher's

Gully.

Granophyre crops out over an area of about 40 square kilo-

metres. It is bounded to the north west by the ChillingSandstotel,
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to the south-east by what appears to be the Noltenius Formation

and is.overlain to - the south and east by the Cretaceous Mullaman .

Beds. Outcrop is mostly very sparse and deeply weathered, however,

a sMall area of fresh granophyre crops outin the south-west part

of the area, (Grid ref. 418667) near a prominent west-trending .

ridge, .The ridge consists of granophyre with an increased quartz

content. The fresh' granophyre contains about two percent of

disseminated pyithestite.

(c) Port Keats Sheet area, 35 kilometres east of Tom Turner's Crossing

The granophyre forms several sills in the Noltenius Formation

up to 300 metres thick and ten, kilometres long. The total thickness

of all the erns is at least 600 metres, No discordant contacts with

the sediments were found but photo-interpretation suggests that they

may exist.

The granophyre is not considered to be an intrusive equivalent

of the.Berinka Volcanic s since it intrudes sediments overlying the

latter. It may however, be associated with the basic rocks, and be a

late stage differentiate of them.

Topographic  expression: Outcrop is poor and virtually restricted to

large loose boulders strewn over hummocky ground. The sills weather

preferentially to form valleys in the sedimentary sequence., On air

photos they give a similar pattern to the basic sills.

Lithologv: The granophyre on the Fergusson River Sheet area is a

pink leucocratic to mesocratic medium-grained rock with dark green

blebs of chlorite, subhedral quartz and pink and cream feldspar grains.

Thin sections show that the plagioclase is zoned and almost completely

altered to sericite and epidote. The quartz is granophyrically inter-

grown with the feldspars. A green-yellow pleochroic hornblende is

considerably altered to chlorite. Small grains of iron ore are

common. The rock -has the composition of adamellite.

On the port Keats Sheet area the granophyre is a grey

mesocratic medium-grained rock with phenocrysts of green plagioclase

and black aggregates of biotite both up to half a centimetre long.
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In thin section it consists of quartz, microcline, plagioclase,

chlorite, relict amphibole, calcite and iron oxide. The microcline

forms.anhedral to eUhedral grains up to 2 mm long and is mostly quite

fresh. The plagioclase is andeSine.and forms subhedral to euhedral

'grains up to half a centimetre long. It is severely altered to sericite

and zoisite. Twinning is rather poorly developed. The quartz forms

anhedral pools up to about half a centimetre across. Graphic inter-

growths between quartz and microcline are common and form a large pro-

portion of the rock. Anhedral opaque grains and elongated flakes of

chlorite containing relict grains of amphibole are common.

No variation in composition or petrology is apparent.from

thin sections taken at various points across one of the sills.

Litchfield Complex

Introduction: The Litchfield Complex is a large area of acid and minor

intermediate plutonic igneous rocks and associated migmatites. It

covers an area of 3100 square kilometres and.extends from 14°15'S to
12°40'S in a zone about 80 kilometres wide. Walpole et al., (1968)
have described the area north of Litchfield homestead in some detail.

In the area described in this record the complex crops out along the

eastern edge of the Cape Scott Sheet area and in the north-east corner

of the Port Keats and north-west corner of the Fergusson River Sheet

areas.

Derivation of name: The name was derived from Mount Litchfield, west

of Litchfield homestead. The term Mt. Litchfield Granite was first

used locally by Hossfeld (1937a) and later extended to cover all the

granitic rocks on the western margin of the Pine Creek Geosyncline by

Noakes (1949). On account of the diversity in lithology the name was .

later revised by Malone (1962) and Randal (1962) to Litchfield Complex.

Distribution: A part of the Litchfield Complex crops out over about

520 square kilometres in the north-east and north-west corners of the

Port Keats and the Fergusson River Sheet areas,respectively. This

mass is separated from outcrops on the Cape Scott Sheet area by a belt

of Hermit Creek Metamorphics. A small stock of about 2.5 square kilo-
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metres crops out Within this belt of metamorphics 24 kilometres east

of Tom Turners  crossing.

In the Cape Scott Sheet area the complex forms a north-south

zone about 25 kilometres wide on the eastern edge of the sheet area.

Its western margin is the Tom Turner's Fault for much of its outcrop

length. Near the Daly River however, granitic rocks crop out west

of the fault. The Litchfield Complex is also known to occur below

216 m of Permian sediments in the Cliff Head Bore (Grid ref. 301289).

20 kilometres west of Tom Turners Fault (Grid ref. 301289) (Brown, 19 ).

An isolated zone of granitic rocks crops out west of Murrenja Hill

in the northern part of the sheet area.

Topographic expression: The granite crops out as rare isolated

hills or tors with large rounded exfoliated boulders up to 12 metres,

in_diameter. The hills have a maximum relief of 180 metres. The

migmatite has a more irregular outcrop pattern and the more basic

rocks crop out as low rounded knolls. Most of the complex is covered

by alluvium or black stony soil. Quartz veins and aplite bodies crop

out through the alluvium as marked ridges or low irregularly rounded

hills.

Contact relationships: The Litchfield Complex intrudes the Archaean

Hermit Creek Metamorphics causing strong contact metamorphic effects .

for up to 1 kilometre from the intrusion margin. Garnet is well

developed in the granite, and associated pegmatites in parts of the

metamorphic rocks. Tourmaline.is in the pegmatite and schist

close to the.intrusive contact. In the East Dilke Range the contact

of the granitic complex with Archaean schist appears to bean over-_^ .^,
thrust.

,An intrusive contact between.adamellite and a quartz-ortho-

clase-plagioclase-andesine-cordierite-biotite hornfels derived from

the Hermit Creek Metamorphics is well exposed 29 km east of Tom Turners

crossing.

The contact between the basic intrusives and the Litchfield

Complex was not seen but it is thought gabbro intrusion occurred

prior to that of granite. Some hybridization of basic and intrusives
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has occurred near the contact causing the development of garnetifer-

ous granodiorite. The basic and ultrabasic rocks within the Hermit

Creek Metamorphics are undoubtedly intruded by the Litchfield Complex.

The unit is unconformably overlain by the Moyle River

Formation and by Permian conglomerate and sandstone. The topographic

surface of the Litchfield Complex on which the sediments were deposited

was extremely irregular.

Lithol_g..oy: Granite forms a large part of the exposed outcrop of the
Litchfield Complex. The granite shows a range in composition from

a.true leucocratic biotite granite to melanocratic garnetiferous

granodioriteto tonalite.

In the Port Keats and Fergusson River Sheet area3the complex

• consists of leucocratic and mesocratic coarse and generally even-grained

granitic rocks. Mafia xenoliths are ubiquitous and very abundant.

The rock becomes noticeably more leucocratic towards the south-west

of the area. It is porphyritic in. two small areas. One is about

16 km east of Tom Turners crossing, and the other is a stock 24 km

east-north-east of the crossing. The phenocrysts are of microcline

microperthite; they are euhedral or subhedraligenerally about 1 cm

long and quite abundant. Blebs of pink garnet (mostly partly converted.

to biotite) appear to be restricted to the more basic granitic rocks

which crop out on the Fergusson River Sheet area.

Examination of thin sections shows that the rock ranges in

composition from adamellite to tonalite. It is generally coarae

grained with a hypidiomorphic texture. Quartz grains are equant, up

to five mm, in diameter, and considerably strained. The plagioclase

is andesine and ranges from An30 to An45 ; it forms subhedral to

anhedral grains which are partially or completely altered to sericite

and a little epidote. The grains are commonly zoned. Microcline

microperthite occurs both as phenocrysts and in the groundmassi

Myrmekitic intergrowth between the plagioclase and alkali feldspar

is common. Biotite forms between 10.and 25 percent and muscovite

between 5 and 10 percent of the rock .. The two micas are commonly

intergrown and form flakes up to two mm long. Common accessories are
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apatite, zircon and iron oxide. Some tourmaline also occurs. It

appears that there is a gradation in composition of the rock from

the north-east to the south-west. In the north-west corner of the

Fergusson River Sheet area and on the eastern margin of the Port Keats

Sheet area the rock is granodiorite and tonalite with around 25

percent of biotite; towards the south-west adamellite with 10 to 20

percent of biotite is more common, This trend continues towards the

west, the granite around Dawson Hill to the north west of Tom Turners

crossing being a true granite and very leucocratic.

Walpole et al. (1968) report an increase in garnet content

towards the Hermit Creek Metamorphics and the presence of sillimanite

and cordierite near the contact which they suggest indicates possible

hybridization with the metamorphics.

In the Hermit Hill - Mount Holder -Nacoolya Hills region

of the Cape Scott Sheet area granite and pegmatite are well exposedi

The rocks are medium-grained, leucocratic biotite granites and adamell-

ites which occur as massive rounded outcrops with widely - spaced joints.

The typical.adamellite consists of 35% orthoclase, 25g quartz, 25g
plagioclase, 14 biotite and %sericite. ,Preferential replacement
of the plagioclase (oligoclase - andesine), by sericite has occurredi

in the centre of the crystals. Graphic intergrowth,of quartz and

orthoclase occurs ih- plaOes.

The granite in the Hermit Hill region shows a distinctive

mineralogical banding striking 110 0
 and dipping between 60°S and-

vertical.. Quartz, biotite and rarely feldspar are concentrated in
/iCr

the bands. The quartz is commonly.aggregated (aggregates average 5 f cm
diam.) in zones within the granite. Small rounded biotitic xenoliths

are common but in places the xenoliths-are very large and show various

stages of .assimilation -bk . the granite. "Ghost" fold structures from

the original Schist are now preserved as biotite-quartz bands within

the granitic lithology.

In the Mount Holder - Nacoolya Hills area, the granite

contains few biotite xenoliths and is a more even-grained leucocratic

rock. Banding, dipping 80 o
NE, is rare but zones' of quartz aggregates

are common.
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The granite cropping out west of Tom Turners Fault is more

variable in composition. At 13 °49'S 130°16'E extensive outcrops of
Contaminated granite were seen. Amphibolitic and biotitic xenoliths

averaging 12 cm in diameter are common and exhibit reaction rims about

1 cm wide with the surrounding granodiorite. Further east near Tom

Turners Fault garnetiferous granodiorite crops out in association

with gabbro and Archaean schist.

At Woolbannah and Billawock Hills metamorphosed mesocratic

biotite granite and adamellite crops out, commonly with biotite-

quartz xenoliths. Some of the smaller biotite xenoliths are the

product of.the retrograde metamorphism of garnet porphyroblasts.

In thin section it can be seen that garnet growth was a late event

of granite crystallization with some further retrogression to chlorite

in partS. A weak foliation penetrates the rock and tourmaline and

quartz veins are common.

In the Elizabeth Downs region the relief is very low and the

only visible outcrops are composed of quartz and rarely aplite.

Pegmatites consisting of quartz, feldspar, muscovite and

garnet are common throughout the Litchfield Complex. Feldspar

crystals commonly reach 75 cm in length, mica crystals 18 cm and
tourmaline crystals 60 cm. The pegmatite veins range in width from

15 cm to 12 metres. Three sets may be distinguished: a gentle dipping

(100_i 50) north-west set; a conjugate south-east dipping set; and a

vertical set with variable strike. Pegmatites commonly form a marginal

facies.of the granite and also penetrate the Archaean schists in many

places.

Much of the Litchfield Complex may be termed a migmatite.

On the southern Slopes. of the Diike Range and in outcrops directly

south of this locality, large and small "rafts" of highly folded

reconstituted Archaearhchist lie in a mass.of quartz, feldspar and

muscovite with minor tourmaline and garnet. Ptygmatic quartz veins.

and flow structures in the quartz and feldspar are common. The mig-

matite grades into a more orderly pegmatitic rock towards the granite
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and into a recrystallized schist towards the Archaean rocks. In

the recrystallized schist the original structure is still retained

but quartz, feldspar and biotite are dominant new minerals.

In the north-east Dilke Range a fine to medium-grained

granite intrudes a migmatite complex which in places shows some

layering characteristics (i.e. euhedral feldspar crystals up to 15 cm

long form definite bands). Archaean schist appears to be thrust

over the top of the migmatite, the plane of discontinuity about 10°S.
Thin zones of dipping intrusive granite occur within the schist. In

the south Nacoolya Hills area migmatization has not been sufficienti.y

strong to obliterate the original foliation of the Archaean(085/75°N).
This is preserved in.large xenoliths of altered biotite schist enclosed

within the migmatite.

The granite to the west of Murrenja Hill on the Cape Scott

Sheet area s differs from the majority of the Litchfield Complex in

that it crops out extensively, forming tor-like outcrops 6 to 9 metres
thick with associated massive boulders. The granite is a leucocratic

alkali adamellite. It contains large euhedral phenocrysts of microa..

cline in a matrix of albite, quartz, biotite and hornblende. The

albite shows zoning structures.

Xenoliths are abundant throughout the Litchfield Complex.

The most common type is mesocratic to melanocratic, fine to medium,

grained and spotty due to small blebs of biotite. Some are banded.

In thin section they are hornfels ranging in composition from that of

granite to tonalite. They are up to 1 metre in diameter and form.up

to about ten percent of the rock. The formation of xenoliths by a

stoping mechanism can be seen at the contact with a hornfels 28 km

east of Tom Turners crossing.

Aga: . The Litchfield Complex has been dated by several methods on the

surrounding sheet areas. Rb/Sr whole rock isochron determinations by

Leggo.give an age of 1760 m.yrs for the intrusion (Walpole et al.,

1966).. A re-assessment of this data suggests an age of a little over

1800 m.yrs.(Compston Arriens, 1968). K/Ar determinations give

ythunger ages for the biotites and muicovites in the complex. The
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The complex is generally considered to be Early Carpentarian in age.

Sbldiers Creek Granite 

Derivation of name: The Soldiers Creek Granite was named by Hossfeld

(1937a) after Soldiers Creek which flows through the area of outcrop.

Distribution: The main body of the granite occupies an area 24 km

long and up to 8 km wide between the Buldiva and.Collia tin mines in

the north-west of the Fergusson River Sheet area. A separate body of

granite covering about 2.5 sq, kmr, crops out immediately north of the

Buldiva mine, and another outcrop of a similar size is situated 13 km

west-south-west of the mine.

The granite forms pavements, and ridges and tors up to 30

metres high, which are separated by an uneven and dissected gravel

plain. .0n air photos the granite shows atypical dendritic drainage

pattern.

Contact relationships: The granite is unconformably overlain by the

Cretaceous Mullaman Beds, the Cambrian Antrim Plateau Valcanics (with

a basal conglomerate) and the Depot Creek Sandstone Member. It intrudes

rocks of the Noltenius Formation and bodies .(probably mostly roof

pendants) of this formation are scattered throughout the main area of

outcrop. Near contacts with the granite, the latter formation has

been metamorphosed to msucavite and andaiusite - muscovite schist.

The south and east margins of the granite are defined largely by.

faults.

The granite in the body 13 kilometres to the west-south-west

of Buldiva intrudes the Chilling Sandstone,

No radiometric dates have been obtained from the granite but

it has.the same relationships as the.Allia Granite which is dated at

1820 m.y. (Compston & Arriens, 1968).

Lithology: Most of the rock is a coarse-grained leucocratic muscovite

biotite . granite.. or adamellite. Much of it is porphyritic with pheno-

crysts of microcline up to one and a half centimetres long. In places

porphyritic and even-grained varieties are intertongued.
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In the outcrop 3 km west of Buldive the granite is coarse

and even grained. Veins of it intrude the Chilling Sandstone and

blocks of the latter are caught up iniVa.

Areas of tectonic breccia occur in several places in the

granite. In some of the breccias the granite fragments are rounded

and the rock has the appearance of,a granite containing granite

xenoliths. Thin sections, however, confirm that the matrix is

intensely sheared and brecciated and is not.a solidified liquid phase.

The fragments are up to 1 metre in diameter.

Thin.sections show that the composition ranges from granite

to adamellite. The feldspar phenocrysts are of microcline and are

up to one and a half centimetres long, The groundmass is formed of

anhedral to subhedral grains of microcline, plagioclase, quartz and

biotite. The plagioclase composition ranges from An28 to An34. It
is generally heavily altered to sericite and kaolin and in many cases

is completely converted to these minerals. In a few places it is

myrmekitically intergrown with the alkali feldspar. The quartz dhows

severe strained extinction and is mostly in the form of mosaics of

grains of widely varying size with sutured contacts. The muscovite

and biotite tend to be intergrown. They form up to about five percent

of the rock each but the muscovite is more abundant and forms larger

flakes near the greisen zones. The biotite is partially replaced by

chlorite and an opaque mineral (probably iron oxide). The cleavage

traces of the micas are commonly distorted. Apatite and iron oxide

are accessories. The rock has apparently been heavily sheared in

most places.

The granite is cut by numerous intersecting veins of greisen.

These are generally from a few centimetres up to 60 centimetres wide

and are generally straight. They are harder and less weathered than

the remainder of the granite and hence stand up from it on weathered

surfaces. Where several veins are close together in a swarm they form

prominent ridges up to 30 metres high. The veins are formed of fine,

white or light grey quartzite which commonly contains large muscovite

flakes and in places quartz grains and anhedral pink rotten felspars

up to half a centimetre long. Veins of white quartz up to 15 metres -::
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wide also occur, but are not very common. Quartz-feldspar-muscovite-

tourmaline pegmatites with grain size up to 15 cm are very common at

the contacts with the Noltenius Formation and Chilling Sandstone.

Small (1 to 3 mm) grains of black cassiterite occur in areas

where the greisens are abundant. The main areas are the tin mines

at Buldiva, Muldiva and Collia, but tin is reported to have been found

at:other positions.in the granite. At Collia the tin is within greisens .

within the granite. At Muldiva and Buldiva, however, it is in greisens-
;

which have invaded the Noltenius Formation. Flaky specularite forms

pods up to three centimetres long in the greisen veins and in the

granite near them. Tourmaline is found in the greisens in the north

of the body.

The greisen veins consist of a groundmass of quartz and sericite

(and possibly kaolin). Flakes of muscovite up to three millimetres

long are abundant in most veins, and relict grains of biotite and some-

what altered alkali feldspar are also found. In the granite in the

vicinity of the veins the plagioclase is completely altered to sericite

and kaolin but the crystal form of the grains is still retained. This

granite also commonly contains patches of the fine quartz-sericite

groundmass flowing round the constitUent minerals, and represents a

transition from the normal granite to the greisen.

In the north-east corner of the granite the greisen veins

contain numerous prisms of green tourmaline up to three millimetres

long.

The presence of tin and tourmaline and increased muscovite,

the alteration of other constituents, and the appearance of the quartz

in the groundmass all point: to a hydrothermal origin for the veins.

The abundance of greisen, and pegmatite, and the numerous

roof pendants of the Noltenius Formation suggest that the granite

represents the top of an acid pluton.

Koolendong Granite (new name)

Distribution and derivation of name: Several outcrops of Lower Prot-

erozoic granite, adamellite and granodiorite have been collectively
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Valley, in the,southeast of the Port Keats Sheet area. All known out-,

crops occur in fand adjacent t4 this valley and its northerly extension,

the Meeway Plain.

Tyne Area: The type area is the granite outcrop (Lat. 14 °58'5 9 Long.
130°05'E) 16 km, south of the Fitzmaurice River.
Stratigranhic relationships: The Koolendong Granite intrudes the Lower

Proterozoic Noltenius Formation and probable Chilling Sandstone.

Xenoliths of sandstone occur, and the granite becomes noticeably finer

grained, towards the contact. Its relationship to the Auvergne Group is

unknown, as it is separated from the group by the Victoria River Fault,

Lithologv: In the type area granite and adamellite crop out over about

10 sq, km o Fresh, undeformed rock is restricted to a few small flat

pavements, and rounded boulders lying on the soil plain. The photo-

pattern of the granite area is virtually the same as much of the rest

of the plain. Sheared and weathered rock crops out to the west in

scarps capped by Moyle River Formation.

Most or all of the pavements are of a mesocratic„ biotite

granodiorite, but individual boulders up to iiiielmeitre in diameter

and piles of these boulders up to a.metmesacross are exclusively of

leucocratite adamellite. In some boulders the two types are interbanded.

A thin section cut from one of these had alternating 7,hands about one
cm, wide with modes very similar to the modes for the two types given

above.

Several large boulders of granodiorite contain single sharply

defined veins of adamellite up toimetts)6 thick. This suggests that

the adamellite has intruded the granodiorite. The presence of epidote

euhedra in both types suggests that they were derived from the same

source.

The granodiorite is laced by a network of quartz and peg-

matite veins, these vary from a few mm o to at leastirdetatthickPig,112. They

are straight or considerably contorted and well defined or vaguely

defined and discontinuous. Quartz and pegmatite also form discrete

segregations up to metre; long, some of these have muscovite rich

central zones.



Fig.12. Vaguely defined pegmatite veins in Koolendong Granite; 
Koolendong Valley, 16 km south of Fitzmaurice River. 

Neg. M/1545. 

Fig.13. Allia Creek Granite with large microcline phenocrysts, 
and xenoliths. Near centre of granite body - north-west 
corner of Fergusson River Sheet area. Neg. GA/1741. 
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The pegmatites consist of quartz, plagioclase, biotite and

muscovite. Some are even grained, others contain euhedral feldspar

phenocrysts up to 2 mmo long and muscovite looks of similar size.

Granite crops out on the western side of Koolendong Valley

8 km#4 south of the Fitzmaurice River., It forms 2 outcrops both in

the scarp below Moyle River Formation, and in the northern occurrence

in deep creeks in the plains. As.in all other. outcrops the granite

immediately below the Moyle RiverlYormation is extremely altered;

fresh granite is found lower in the adarp.

The granite is leucocratic, and of coarse, even-grained texture.

A thin section showed that its composition is granite but approaching

adamellite. Biotite forms only about 2g, of the rock.

The northernmost outcrops border the western side of the

Meeway Plain. In the scarp the granite is well exposed but deeply

weathered; further west it is very poorly exposed and outcrop is

restricted to a few creek beds where it is intensely weathered.

In hand specimen the fresher granite ifi - leucOcratic and

porphyritic, with ovoid alkali feldspar phenocrysts up to 2 pm, anhedral

and subhedral quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts up to -I- am, and black

aggregates of biotite up to 3 mm diameter.

Petrography: In hand specimen the granodiorite is coarse grained, with

rare euhedral phenocrysts of plagioclase up to 1 cm long. In places a

foliation is defined by an elongation of the quartz aggregates and

alignment of the feldspars.

Thin sections show that the texture is hypidiomorphic granular

and some signs of shearing are generally evident-. Grains are up to
5 mm long. The plagioclase varies from oligoclase to andesine and is
partly altered to sericite and epidote. The alkali feldspar is micro-

cline microperthite and this has formed myrmekitic intergroviths where

it is in contact with the plagioclase. Grains of biotite, green horn-,

blende and sphene occur separattily„ and in segregations with magnetite,.

epidote and muscovite. Small euhedral grains of apatite are ubiquitous.

In many instances the epidote which is not included in grains

of plagioclase contains a very well defined six-sided central zone,
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this.is possibly of.zoisite but is considerably altered. In some

cases the outer epidote zone is the same shape as the inner zone'

but more often it has anhedral outlines. This six sided zone bound-

ary is similar to the normal epidote-zoisite form.. Small biotite

flakes are commonly included between the two zones. These grains.
are up to one mm long and are commonly included in biotite grains.

An average mode for the granodiorite is: quart 54;

plagioclase 31%, microcline 3%, biotite 14%, epidote 1); accessory

zircon, sphene, hornblende, apatite and muscovite.

The adamellite is medium, even grained; the small quantity

of biotite is evenly distributed. In sections it is similar to the

granodiorite except that there is no sphene or hornblende, and most if

not all the epidote euhedra do not havethe central zone of altered
zoisite.

An average mode for the adamellite is:4 quartz 34%, plagio-

clase 31%, microcline 28%, biotite 5%, muscovite 1%, epidote 1%;

accessory apatite and zircon.

In thin section, the rocks in the Meeway Plains locality

vary from granite to adamellite. Modal analyses for two thin sections
are given below.

R68770183 (W222): quartz 48$, plagioclase 11%, potash feldspar 38$,

biotite 2%; accessory muscovite, zircon and apatite.
R68770184 (1223): quartz 40$, plagioclase 32$, potash feldspar 21%4

biotite 7%; accessory muscovite, zircon and apatite.

The alkali feldspar is microcline microperthite. The plagio-

clase is andesine, and is very intensely sericitised. The biotite is

considerably altered to chlorite.

The groundmass consists mainly of quartz and microcline micro-
perthite which are commonly graphicaIly

-intergrown.

The absence of migmatites or wide contact aureoles suggest
that this is a high level granite.
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Cullen Granite 

The Oullen Granite forms a large batholith in the centre of

the Pine Creek Geosyncline and has been,aescribed by Walpole et al.

(1968). A small portion of the granite, about 500 square kilo-

metres, crops out in the north-east corner of the Fergusson River

Sheet area.

In the Fergusson River Sheet area the granite intrudes

rocks of the Burrell Creek Formation and is intruded by the Edith

River Volcanics. It consists of two main types. One is a medium-

grained and even-grained leucocratic biotite granite. The other is

coarse and porphyritic biotite - hornblende granite or adamellite.

The phenocrysts are of pink potash feldspar and are up to five

centimetres across. The groundmass is of white microcline micro-

perthite, pink or yellow-green ,plagioclase„ quartz, hornblende and

biotite with accessory apatite, sphene„ iron oxide clinozoisite and

zircon.

Two samples of biotite from the Cullen Granite from near

the Edith River and near Pine Creek have been dated by Hurley et al.

(1961) at 1695 m.y. by the K/Ar method; a check determination by the

Rb/Sr method on the Edith River sample gave an age of 1765 + 90 m.y.

Later work by the Rb-Sr method on total hock indicates an age of

about 1830 mey. (Compston & Arriens, 1968).

Allia Creek Granite 

The Allia Creek Granite was described by Walpole et al.

(1968) and little additional work was carried out during the survey.

The following description is taken from Walpole's account.

Derivation of name: The name is derived from AlIba Creek, a trib-

utary of Muldiva Creek which runs across the granite.

Distiibution and topographic expression: Two bodies of granite have

been included in the Allia Creek Granite but only one of these is in

the area covered by this record. It is a mass with an area of out-

crop of about 50 square kilometres and it crops out 3 km north-west of
Fletcher's Gully on the Fergusson River Sheet area.



The granite forms massive exfoliated pavements boulders and

ridges up to 5 metres high scattered throughout the soil plane. It
also crops out in a scarp which is capped by the Depot Creek Sandstone

Member.

Contact relationships: The granite intrudes schists of the Noltenius

Formation. At the immediate contact with granite the Noltenius Formation

is intruded.by veins of aplite and pegmatite and has been metamorphosed

to a quartz-microcline-muscovite-biotite-andalusite-sillimanite rock

with minor iron ore and tourmaline. Garnet-mica schist, cordierite

schist and mica schist have also been found in the contact zone.

The.unit is unconformably overlain by the Depot Creek Sand-

stone Member.

Lithology:. The granite consists of medium to coarse-grained grey

porphyritic biotite-muscovite adamellite„ granodiorite and tonalite,

with a pronounced platy flow structure except in the centre where it

is very coarse grained and almost pegmatitic. In the adamellite the

oligoclase-andesine has been partly replaced by microcline perthite

and also contains myrmekitic intergrowths. The microcline forms crystals

up to 10 cm long. The biotite and muscovite are intergrown. In the

granodiorite and tonalite the plagioclase is andesine - labradorite

and biotite is more abundant. A little chlorite, apatite, zircon

and iron oxide are present.

The foliation is due to the alignment of the large feldspar

crystals and tabular mafic xenoliths which are up toirmettel; long.
The foliation is parallel to the margins of the granite and dips

steeply towards the centre(Fig. 13).

Age: The granite was dated at 1650 m.y. (biotite) and 1640 m.y.

(muscovite) by Hurley et al. (1961), Compston & Arriens (1968)

quote an age of 1830 m.y, from total rock Rb/Sr data.

Edith River Volcanics

The Edith River Volcanics form a number of.outcrops,in the

northeast corner of the_Fergusson River Sheet area. In all, the

outcrops cover about 40 square kilometres. The formation is described
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by Walpole et al. (1968). The following is an excerpt from that

Bulletin.

"Dykes and sills of Edith River Volcanics occur in the

Fergusson River area, where they appear to.have pierced the Cullen .

Granite and been extruded as hoods over it. The volcanics are

toscanites in this locality. The extrusive rocks have a maximum

thickness of 350 feet (105 metres); they are commonly flow-lined

and.chilled near the base, but the central part is relatively coarse

in grain. Some of the dyke rocks are markedly porphyritic. These

extrusive and hypabyssal rocks have previously been called "Fergusson .

Toscanite" (Carter, 1952) - and Fergusson Volcanics (Rattigan & Clarke,

1 955)."

Leggo dated samples of the volcanics at about 1750 m.y.

(Compston & Arriens„ 1968).
ADELAIDEAN AND YOUNGER
FITZMAURICE GROUP

The Fitzmaurice Group is a thick sequence of interbedded

siltstone, sandstone, and minor pebble conglomerate. It crops out

in a mobile belt 8 to 40 km wide which extends from near the south-

west corner of the Auvergne Sheet area, to the south-west corner of

the Cape Scott Sheet area. It is entirely restricted to the mobile

belt. The sediments are very severely faulted but are not tightly

folded except near major faults.

The group has been divided into four formations which from

top to bottom are:

Legune Formation

Lalngang Sandstone

Goobaieri Formation

Moyle River Formation

The Legune Formation was previously not incorporated in the group as

its relationships to the group on the Auvergne Sheet area were not

clear (Pontifex et al., 1968). However, it has been incorporated in

the group subsequent to mapping on the Port Keats Sheet area in 1968.
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Stratigraphic relationships: The group rests unconformably on Lower

Proterozoic rocks of the Pine Creek Geosyncline and is unconformably

overlain by .Palaeozoic rocks. It is therefore of Adelaidean or

Carpentarian age. It has been correlated with the Carr Boyd Group

which crops out in the East Kimberley region, and which has been

dated at between 1365 and 900 m.y. by Rb/Sr dating on illites (Dow

& Gemuts, 1969). The Carr Boyd Group and Fitzmaurice Group have the

following similarities:

(a) They are both very thick deposits of sandstone, grit, conglomerate

and siltstone. The Carr Boyd Group is about 9,000 metres thick

in places.

(b) Black and dark grey shale and siltstone occurs in both

sequences especially near the base.

(c) The two sequences are confined to a mobile belt (the Halls

Creek (W.A.)and Fitzmaurice(N.T.) Mobile Belt). Outcrops of

the two groups are separated by only about 20 km near the

Western Australian border.

The Fitzmaurice Group is faulted against rocks of the

Auvergne Group and the relationship between the two are not known.

Stratigraphic relationships: Most or all of the contacts within the

group appear to be conformable and gradational; however, unconform-

ities are common within the Carr Boyd Group and may also occur in

this group. The complete sequence of four formations is present

throughout most of the area of outcrop of the group; the Goobaieri

Formation is absent in two small areas, °newest of Meeway Plain and

just north of the Fitzmaurice River and the other in the southern part

of the Macadam Range on the Port Keats Sheet area.

The local absence of the Goobaieri Formation in these areas

may be due to nondeposition or an unconformity at the base of the

LaIngang Formation. On the other hand it may merely be the result

of faulting. It is worth noting, however, that a thick siltstone

band which lies in the middle of the Lalngang  Formation where,it crops

out to the north and south of the first point mentioned above, is

locally not present at the point. This suggests that the point may.

have been a fairly stable shelf or ridge which inhibited deposition.
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Lithology and .thickness: The mobile belt on the Port Keats Sheet^.

area appears to comprise a synclinorium of faulted Fitzmaurice Group.

The .rocks on the eastern liMb.are readily identified as Fitzmaurice

Group, and total, about 3000 m. The sequence in the west limb appears

to.be.over 12,000 in thick. It contains' a great thickness of sand-

stone, and also two major silAstone members which do not occur in

the east. However, the sequence has been tentatively differentiated

into the four formations recognized . elsewhere.

The sandstones to the north of Tom Turners crossing on the

Port Keats and Cape Scott Sheet areas are also mapped as Fitzmaurice

Grbup due to the similarity of thickness and rock types to the

sequence on the west of the Mobile Belti,

Palaeogeography and genesis: Sediments of the Fitzmaurice Group

appear to have.been deposited in a mobile trough and on the edge of

a stable shelf.

The scarcity of large-scale cross. beds, ripple marks and

the absence of mud cracks suggest . that, most deposition offshore with

no non-marine intercalations. However, cross bedding and ripple

marks are common in the Lalngang Sandstone this and the local absence

of the underlying formation suggests that there was a period.of up-

lift around the time of deposition of the Lalngang Formation.

The prevalance of sandstone with a silty and clayey matrix,

and siltstone in the west suggest a low energy environment. Stagnant

reducing conditions prevailed periodically and gave' rise to the black

siltstones and shale. No carbonates appear in the sequence.

The high feldspar content in much of the sandstone suggests

a.relatively close source of supply. Most of the coarser grains are

of quartz. or quartzite and could be derived from pre-existing sediment-

ary rocks. No greywackes or volcanics have been found in the sequence.

The type of environment suggested for these sediments in

therefore a rapidly subdiding shelf or trough with a close and

copious source of sediment.

For the most part sedimentation kept pace with subsidence,.

with sandstone being deposited. When the sediment supply decreased,
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or the rate of subsidence increased, water depth increased, and

siltstone and shale were deposited in the very low energy environ-

ment.

It is probable, that the trough was formed.by fault action.

The greater thickness of the sediments in the north-west part of the

belt:suggests that the source of sediment supply was in that

- direction.

Moyle RiverFormation

Dis ribution: The Moyle River Formation crops out along the eastern

edge of the mobile belt in the southern half of the Port Keats

Sheet area, and there is a small outcrop in the centre of the south-

ern margin of the sheet area. The formation also forms almost the

•whole of the MaeadanyRange and its northerly extension on the western

side of the mobile belt on the Port Keats Sheet area. The outcrops

•of sandstone extending north-north-east from Tom Turners crossing on

the Port Keats Sheet area as far as the Docherty Hills in the south

of the Cape Scott Sheet area probably belong to the Moyle River

Formation also. The sandstone and conglomerate forming Murrenja Hill

in the north of the Cape Scott, Sheet area have been mapped as Moyle

River Formation.

Derivation of name: The formation was named in 1968 after the

Moyle River on the Port Keats Sheet area (Pontifex, 1968).

Stratigraphic relationships: The formation is the basal unit of the

Fitzmaurice Group. It lies unconformably on igneous and sedimentary

rocks of the Lower Proterozoic along most of its eastern and northern

boundaries on the Port Keats Sheet area. In some places near the

Victoria River Fault, particularly in the Koolendong Valley, there

has been movement along this unconformity which has sheared and

brecciated the base of the Moyle River Formation as well as the

underlying rocks.

The formation is overlain by the Goobaieri Formation and

the contact is conformable and gradational.
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Lithology and thickness: On the eastern side of the mobile belt the

formation consists of a monotonous succession of fine and medium-

grained sandstones with a few interbeds of siltstone and coarse sand-

stone and grit; thin pebble beds occur at its base.. The thickness

ranges from 450 to 1000 metres. On the western side, however, the

character of the fbrmation :is considerably different. It contains.

several thick siltstone units and a thickness . df 10,000 metres was

estimated from air photos and measured dips although this may only

be an apparent thickness due to the repeated measurement of the same •

unit deposited as a serieslpf deltaic foreset beds.

The sequence of sandstone in the ranges north of Tom Turners,

crossing is also mapped as Moyle River Formatibn due to its similarity

to the sequence south of the crossing. This sequence also appears

to be about 10,000 metres thick.

On the eastern side of the mobile belt, the formation consists

almost entirely of white, grey, purple-grey or pink sandstone which

is blocky or massive with a few flaggy interbeds, thin to thick bedded

but mostly thin Or medium, and fine to coarse grained but mostly fine

-or medium grained; sorting is moderate or poor. The sandstone contains

up to five percent of a matrix of soft white clay and is slightly

friable. A few interbeds up to several centimetres thick consist of

grey and purple micaceous siltstone and of coarse sandstone. At the

base of the formation interbeds of pebble conglomerate are present

in some.places. The pebbles are of quartzite.and shale and are sub-

rounded. The interbeds are up to 30 cm thick. In the northof the

Koolendong Valley sedimentary breccia occurs in isolated patches

immediately overlying the granite.

Cross bedding is common and consists of planar units from

2 cm to about 25 cm thick. Ripple marks are also present. The

cross-bedding suggests that the sediment was supplied from the

north-west.

No sections were measured on the ground and thicknesses

have been estimated from air photographs and measured dips. On the

bands of the Fitzmaurice River, the formation is '400inetrè'thiek
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but some may have been removed by strike faulting. In the gorge 

30 kilometres.north-north-west of the mouth of the Little Fitzmaurice 

River it is 1000 metres thick and 34 kilometres norfuh-north-west of 

the mouth it is at least 700 metres thicko 

On the western side of the mobile belt south of Tom· 

Turners crossing, the following composite sequence has been estimated. 

Overlain by Goohaieri Formation 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Thickness 
in metres 

1300 

450, 

3200 

450 

1350 

420 

3330 

gradational contact 

Sandstone: white or red-brown, massive or 

blocky, thin-bedded, medi~ and fi~e-grained, 

well or moderately sorted,.friable, cross-bedded. 

A few thin shale interbeds. 

Siltstone: purple, laminated, fissile~ Interbeds 

of white quartz siltstone and very fine-grained 

sandstone which is fissile or flaggy, and micaceous. 

Sandstone: grey to white, blocky to massive, . 

fine t·o, coarse-grained (mostly fine to medium), 

friable, with small and large-scale cross beds. 

Interbeds of siltstone and fine sandstone. 

Siltstone grey and purple, fissile to flaggy. 

Sandstone: gr~y, massive, thin-bedded, fine to 

medium-grained, some gritty poorly sorted inter

beds. Some thin cross-bedded units. 

Siltstone 

Sandstone: grey or light brown, massive, fine 

or medium-grained, friable. Minor thin lenticular 

interbeds of coarse sandstorie and pebble conglom

erate. 

-:,!:' ..... 
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120^Sandstone: pink arta red-grey massive, thin or

thick-bedded, medium or coarse-grained. One or

two percent of clay matrix; somewhat friable;

thin cross-bedded units. Silty interbeds common.

Friable and very poorly sorted coarse sandstone

at base

Total 10,620 metres Underlain by granite

At the top of this succession the formation grades up into

the Goobaieri Formation through a series of interbedded sandstone and

white siliceous siltstone.

North from Tom Turners crossing to Docherty Hills information

is very sketchy but the following composite section has been estimated.

Overlain by Permian and Cretaceous

Thickness

in metres

2440^Sandstone.: white or grey-purple, blocky medium-

grained with minor coarse interbeds. Mudflakes and

apple marks occur.

1560^Very little outcrop. Probably predominantly silt-

stone: one prominent band of sandstone in centre

of unit.

6000^Sandstone.

Total 10,000 metres

From 10 to 21 kilometres east of Tom Turners crossing granites

of the Litchfield Complex are overlain by a sandstone which most probably

belongs to the Moyle River , Formation.

The sandstone is pink, massive, thin bedded, medium grained,

well sorted and contains well rounded grains. Discontinuous lenses
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of coarse sandstone up to 15 cm thick are common in the lower part of

the sandstone. About 2 metres of conglomerate overlain by 2 metres

of coarse sandstone form the bottom part of the formation. . The conglom-

erate consists of rounded and angular cobbles of quartzite in a very

poorly sorted sandstone matrix. The coarse sandstone is similar but the

maximum size of the grains is only about half a centimetre. About 8 km

east of Tom Turners crossing the basal part of this unit consists of a

thick sequence of sedimentary breccia. This unconformably overlies

the Henschke Breccia which is very similar to it.

Distinguishing features: The sandstone units form ridges and plateaux .

many of which have flat tops corresponding to the Mesozoic land surface.

On air photos the bedding in the sandstone units commonly shows up as

a fine black and white banding.

Goobaieri Formation

Introduction and distribution: The Goobaieri Formation was,first rec-

ognized on the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex, et al., 1968). On that

sheet it is a thick sequence predominantly of siltstone and fine sand-

stone. Outcrops of the formation continue north from the Auvergne

sheet onto the Port Keats Sheet area, as far as the Fitzmaurice River.

The formation does.not crop out for at least eight kilometres to the

north of the river. Further north, on the east side of the Madjellindi

Valley a thick sequence predominantly of siltstone has been mapped as

the Goobaieri Formation. On the west side of the Madjellindi Valley the

Fitmnaurice Group is considerably thicker and different in character

from that on the eastern side.. In particular it contains a number of

thick siltstone units. One of these consists predominantly of dark

grey siltstone Which is typical of the Goobaieri Formation in the type

area and, is therefore tentatively mapped as Goobaieri Formation. •

Derivation of name: The formation was named (Pontifex, 1968) after

Goobaieri Bay on the Victoria River, on the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex

et al., 1968).

Stratigraphic relationships: As on the Auvergne Sheet area the Goobaieri

Formation overlies the Moyle River Formation and is overlain by the

Lalngang Formation. Both contacts are conformable and gradational,

though the lower contact is the most abrupt.
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Lithologv and thickness: The formation consists of interbeddad

siltstone and fine sandstone with several bands of medium and coarse-

grained sandstone in the upper part. The siltstone and fine sandstc..le

is commonly grey and crops out poorly whereas the coarser sandstone is

white and forms prominent ridges with good outcrop.

South of the Fitzmaurice River. the bulk of the lower part of

the.formation consists of siltstone with thin interbeds (three to five

cm) of fine sandstone. The siltstone is grey or green, fissile or.

flaggy and laminated. The sandstone is grey, flaggy and laminated.

The upper part of the formation consists of alternate bands

of interbedded Siltstone and fine sandstone (the 
-sandstone bands are

up to 120 metres thick but become , thinner towards the top of the

formation) and medium and coarse-grained sandstone (bands up to 10

metres thick). The medium and coarse-grained sandstone is white,

blocky) thin-bedded, poorly to well sorted, locally micaceous and in

many places friable where it contains a.few percent of a clay matrix.

It becomes coarser towards the top of the formation.

The siltstone is white or light greeny blue, flaggy or

fissile, laminated and hard. The fine sandstone is white, flaggy,

laminated and micaceous; it becomes more abundant than the siltstone

toward the top of the formation.

The following section is of the top 170 metres of the

formation measured 13 km north-west of Kbolendong yard. At least

two major sandstone bands occur . below this section but do not crop

out at the point where the section was measured.

Overlain by Lalngang Formation

Thickness
in metres

9 Siltstone: interbedded with sandstone
-. Sandstone

is white or light blue-green, flaggy, laminated

very fine; mud cracks are common.

fi

3^Sandstone: white, blocky to flaggy, medium-grained

well sorted; about two percent kaolinised feldspar.
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^

33
^

No outcrop. Scree includes ferruginous fissile

siltstone, and also sandstone: white, flaggy to

fissile, laminated, very fine-grained.

Sandstone: white, blocky, thin-bedded, medium-

grained well sorted.

^

108^No outcrop. Scree includes siltstohes red-brown,

flaggy and fissile, laminated. Sandstone: white

very fine and micaceous.

Sandstone: white, blocky, thin-bedded, medium-

grained, poorly sorted with about two percent of

white clay grains, possibly kaolinised feldspar.

Also interbeds of coarse sandstone: poorly sorted

with sub-angular to sub-rounded grains.

No outcrop.

^

3
^

Sandstone white, blocky, thin-bedded, fine well

sorted, slightly friable with about one percent of

msucovite,

Total 173
^ soil plain - no outcrop

18 km west of Kbolamiong yard the thickness of the upper

part of the formation (from the lowest prominent sandstone band) was

estimated to be about 420 in from air photos and measured dips. The

lower,part of the formation was estimated to be a minimum of 120 in

thick.

North of the Fitzmaurice River on the eastern side of the

Madjellindi Valley the lithology of the formation is essentially

similar to that south of the Fitzmaurice River. However, the silt- •

stone and fine sandstone is green rather than grey, and the bands of

coarser sandstone are not so prominent and are probably fewer. A

minimum thickness, of about 700 metres has been estimated for the

formation in this region. Thrust faulting has occurred in the region

and appears to have taken place within the Goobaieri Formation.

On the *estside of the Madjellindi Valley outcrops mapped as

Goobaieri Formation are separated from each other by the Chalanyi Creek
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Fault. To the west of the fault the following sequence is exposed.

Thicknesses are estimated from air photos and measured dips.

Faulted Against Lalngang Formation

Thickness
in metres

^

90^Grey siltstono

^

30^Sandstone - white blocky, fine

^

90^SiltstOne: grey, fissile and flaggy„ laminated

^

180^Interbedded siltstone and sandstone. Siltstone:

grey or brown, flaggy to fissile, laminated,

micaceous. Some is dark grey and slaty.

Sandstone: green and grey, blocky, fine to

medium-grained, poorly sorted, muscavitic.^.

^

240^Siltstone: very dark grey, fissile to flaggy,

laminated.

... =as seas •Soosaa osSesegisSS s sss

^Total 630^Underlain by Moyle River Formation

The top of the Moyle River Formation does not crop out

where the section was measured but the photopattern suggests that it

consists of interbedded sandstone and siltstone. The contact is

therefore vaguer here than it is in other parts of the sheet area.

To the east of the Chalanyi Creek Fault the formation crops

out in a belt about 27 km long which trends north-north-east. In

the south of the belt the formation consists of an estimPted 480

metres of interbedded grey siltstone and fine sandstone. The sand-

stone is poorly sorted and contains sporadic coarse sand grains, it

also contains interference ripples. In the north, on the Moyle River,

the sequence is only about 240 metres thick and consists of dark grey-

green fissile and laminated siltstone with a prominent band of coarse

sandstone in the centre: the sandstone contains sub-rounded quartz

grains in a dark green argillaceous matrix.

Distinguishing features: The formation invariably forms well defined

valleys. Outcrop of the siltstone and fine sandstone is scarce and
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generally restricted to the scarps below outcrops of.sandstone. The

sandstone bands form prominent ridges in the valleys.

In the field the thick sequence predominantly of grey or

green siltstone and fine sandstone between the monotonous sequences

of sandstone of the Lalngang and Moyle River Formation is distinctive

in most places. Ripple marks including interference ripples are more

common than in other units of the Fitzmaurice Groupe

LalngangShndstrinei

Distribution: The LalngangSandstdne crops out extensively in the

centre of the mobile belt on the Port Keats Sheet area. It has not

been proved that the areas that have been mapped as Lalngang Sandstdnel

to the west and north of Madjellindi Valley do in fact belong, to this

formation; this is discussed under "lithology and thickness".

Derivation-of name: The formation was named after Lalngang Creek on

the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex et al., 1968).

Stratigraphic relationships: In most places where it crops out the

formation is conformably overlain by. the Legune Formation and conformably

underlain by the Goobaieri Formation, both contacts being gradational.

However in the southern part of the Macadam Range the Goobaieri Form-

ation is apparently absent and the Lalngang Sandstdm_ lies directly on

the Moyle River Formation. The Goobaieri Formation is also absent, just

west of Meeway Plain where its absence is probably due to faulting,

although it is possible that there is an unconformity below the Lalngang

SandstOne.

Lithology and thickness: On the banks of the Fitzmaurice River 40 km

south-east of Table Hill the formation consists of interbedded fine,

medium and coarse sandstone, minor pebble beds and also siltstones

The sandstone is light grey when fresh but is generally weathered to

red-brown: it is blocky or massive, poorly to moderately sorted and

thin to thick bedded. Soft green or white grains of clay (possibly

altered feldspar) form up to 15 percent of the rock. Cross beds and

ripple marks are common. The pebble beds are up to 25 cm thick. The

rock is very well exposed and supports little vegetation, it tends to

have a black weathering surface.
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In the syncline a few kilometres to the east of this exposure

the lithology of the formation is similar but it contains bands up to

3 metres thick of thin-bedded to laminated sandstone and siltstone

which comprise about five percent of the formation.

.^The formation grades down into the Goobaieri Formation through

a sequence of,interbedded siltstone and sandstone. The sandstone is

white, blocky, thin bedded and medium—grained. It is interbedded with

white siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone. The boundary between

the two formations is taken at the top of the uppermost thick siltstone

band.

The top of the formation consists of interbedded white medium

sandstone and coarse sandstone which grades up into the Legune Form-

ation. The boundary between the formations is an arbitary one and is

taken as the point at which the rounded "soft" photopattern of the

Legune Formation is first detected.

Several kilometres south of the Fitmaurice River, the rock

types are similar but about 450 m from the base of the formation there

is a 120 metre thick sequence composed predominantly of siltstone.

Due to its soft nature this band is easily recognised in the field and

on air photographs. The siltstone is grey..green or red-brown, fissile

or flaggy, laminated and slightly micaceous. It is interbedded with

finegrainedflaggy sandstone, and also White or brown coarse sandstone, .

The latter is very poorly sorted and generally has a soft silty matrix.

The band crops out in the centre of the syncline 8 km north-

west of the Koolendong Valley. The soft unit forming a small hill

48 km south-east of Swamp Point probably belongs to the same band.

The band grades laterally into, sandstone between 3 and 11 kilometres

south of the Fitzmaurice River.

A minimum estimated thickness of 1500 metres of the formation

is exposed in the cliffs.either side of the Fitzmaurice River :40. kt,L;

south-east of Table Hill.

In the north-north-east trending band between the Madjellindi

Valley and Meeway Plain the following section is present,
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Overlain.by Legune Formation

Thickness
in metres

510^Sandstone: white blocky to massive, thin-bedded

with alternate beds of medium and coarse grains,

very poorly sorted, friable in places with 2-5%

soft white clay matrix. Towards the base the.sand-

stone is moderately sorted and medium-grained.

210^Siltstone: purple fissile to flaggy, laminated,

with interbeds of blocky and medium to coarse-

grained sandstone

510^Sandstone: white, blocky to massive, thin-bedded,

medium-grained very poorly sorted with some grains

up to half a cm diameter, contains a soft clay

matrix.

Total 1230 metres^underlain by Goobaieri Formation

The central siltstone unit appears to.grade southward into

sandstone 13 km north of the Fitzmaurice River.. However, the disappear-

ance of the unit may in fact be due to faulting.

West of the Madjellindi Valley the rocks of the Fitzmaurice

Group are not typical of the group elsewhere. In this region the

rocks mapped as Laingang Sandstone comprise a sequence of interbedded

sandstone and siltstone between the extrapolated upper horizon of the

Moyle River Formation and the inferred lower boundary of the Legune:

Formation. .A very roughly estimated thickness of the sequence is •

1800 metres, The upper part consists of interbedded fine flaggy sand-

stone and fissile siltstone both of which are grey-brown, laminated

and micaceous. At the base of the formation the sandstone ranges from
flaggy to blocky, thin to .medium-bedded and from fine to coarse-grained,

and is very poorly sorted,

Sandstone to the north of Madjellindi Valley has also been

mapped as Lalngang Sandstone, Most of this is overlain by Cretaceous

sandstone but it does crop out in creek beds and sporadically in the
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shallow valleys which the creeks occupy. The sandstone is white,

massive or blocky,.thin-bedded,_medium...grained, moderately to,poorly

sorted and contains a few percent of a soft white clay matrix.

Distinguishing features: South and immediately north of the Fitzmaurice

River the formation forms ranges with very rough surfaces of well exposed

sandstone supporting little vegetation. The stepping produced by the

bedding gives a characteristic photopattern. On the east side of .the
Madjellindi Valley the formation forms high rugged ridges while on

the west of the valley it forms low hills: in both these areas it

supports.quite abundant vegetation. To the north of the Madjellindi

Valley outcrop is mostly.limited to the creek beds which consist of

flat sandstone pavements.

In the field the coarse and gritty material is quite

characteristic and helps to distinguish the formation from the Moyle

River Formation.

Legune Formation

Distribution: The Legune Formation crops out in a belt running from

near the ;southwest corher of the Auvergne Sheet area to the north of

the Madjellindi Valley on the Port Keats Sheet area. On the Auvergne

and Port Keats Sheets it forms the majority of the nnotthwestern half

of the mobile belt south of the Fitzmaurice River. North of the

Fitzmaurice River it crops out in the Madjellindi Valley where it

occupies the core of a major syncline in the centre of the mobile belt,

Derivation of name: The formation was named (Pontifex et al., 1968)

after Legume Station on the Auvergne Sheet area (2o,itifox (;.;

Stratigraphic relationships: The Legune Formation is the youngest

Precambrian unit cropping out in the mobile belt. On the Auvergne Sheet

area where the unit was first recognised the relationships between it

and the rest of the Fitzmaurice Group are not entirely clear, but inter-

bedded siltstone and sandstone conformably overlying the Lalngang

Sandstona.north of Bulb o Homestead are thought to be part of the Legume

Formation. On the Port Keats Sheet areas also relationships between

these units are not everywhere clear.
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. _South of and just to the north of the Fitzmaurice River

the_Legune Formation is faulted against older rocks of the Fitzmaurice

Group. On the east side of the Madjellindi Valley interbedded shale

and siltstone of the Legune Formation grade down over a few metres

into sandstone of the LaIngang Sandstone. This contrasts with the

western.side of the.Madjellindi Valley where siltstone and shale of

thSIegune Formation grades down through a thick sequence of inter-

bedded siltstone and sandstone into sandstone. The sequence on the

western side is much thicker and considerably different from that on

the eastern side. The boundary between the Legune and LaIngang

ronmations has been taken as the point at.which the siltstone and

shale give way to siltstone and sandstone.

Lithologv and thickness: On the Auvergne Sheet area the formation

consists of a monotonous succession of interbedded sandstone and silt-

stone. This type of lithology continues onto the Port Keats Sheet

area to a few miles north of the Fitzmaurice River, The Madjellindi

Valley is occupied predominantly by interbedded siltstone and shale.

Along the banks of the Fitzmaurice River the formation

consists of interbedded siltstone and fine, medium and coarse sand-

stones, The interbeds of all these types range from a few.millimetres

to several feet in thickness, and are generally lenticular. The hills

are composed predominantly of sandstone and the intervening tidal flats

appear to be underlain by a high proportion of siltstone.

The siltstone is grey, white, green or reddish brown; it is

fissile, thin-bedded or laminated and generally quite hard. It consists

of fine angular quartz grains (0.05 mm) with a matrix of fine seriCite

and in some specimens l limonite. The bedding is defined by varying

amounts of the fine matrix which constitutes as much as 80 percent of

some beds. Iron oxide and tourmaline are accessories.

Commonly two types of sandstone are present; a fine or medium-

grained type and a coarse or very coarse type with grains commonly

3 mm and rarely up to 10 mm in diameter. • Both types are grey, white

or light green, flaggy, blocky or massive, thin to thick-bedded,

generally poorly sorted and commonly contain up to ten percent of

white or light green grains of clay which is possibly a replacement

after feldspar.
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The sandstone consists of varying proportions of clay, silt .

and sand grains. In places it is distinctly bimodal p having moderately

well-sorted grains of quartz and quartzite up to one centimetre set in

a.matrix of clay, limonite and angular silt grains. Other samples .

contain a very poorly sorted assemblage of grains from half a centi-

metre down to fine clay flakes. Where there is a high proportion of.

silt and clay matrix the larger grains are separated from each other.
,^ As
the proportion of larger grains increases there are patches of rock

in which the larger.grains are in contact with each other, and have

wide syntaxial.rims. Some sandstone contains up to 95 percent of the
coarser grains.

The larger grains are rounded or subrounded • They consist

of clear quartz, generally with marked undulose extinction, coarse

polycrystalline quartzite and a few grains of microcrystalline quartz.

Fine grains of tourmaline and iron oxide are common accessories.

24 km north of the Fit zmaurice River on the east side of the

Madjellindi Valley the formation consists of interbedded hard,white,

siliceous siltstone and shale with sandstone interbeds near the

contact with the Lalngang Sandstone. The sandstone is white, blocky

and flaggy, thin-bedded and fine-grained. The siltstone is white or

light grey, flaggy or fissile and thin-bedded or laminated. The shale

is browny green, very fissile, laminated and micaceous.

The siltstone consists of small (0.05 mm) angular grains of

quartz with syntaxial rims forming a.mosaic with about five percent

of a matrix of sericite and limonite. The shale consists of small

angular quartz grains which are not in contact with each other but

surrounded by a matrix of limonite and clay which forma up to 50

percent of the rock.

In the extreme north and northwest; of the Madjellindi Valley

the formation consists lpredominantly of siltstone Which is greyish

brown or purple brown and fissile. This grades,down into the LaIngang

Formation.through a series of interbedded shale, siltstone and fine

sandstone. The siltstone is pale blue, green or grey,. hard, laminated

,
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and flaggy but with poor fissile partings, The shale is white 9 very

soft and has.poor fissile partings. Interbeds of both types vary

from about 2.5 cm to 15 cm thick. Fine flaggy sandstone becomes

more abundant towards the base of the formation.

Thickness: Only a minimum thickness can be estimated since the form-

ation is the highest Precambrian unit in the mobile belt. The measure-

ment is also difficult as the formation occupies the core of a syncline.

At the head of the Madjellindi Valley a thickness of about

675 metres was estimated from air photos and measured dips. On the

banks of the Fitzmaurice River a minimum thickness of about 2100 metres

was estimPted from air photos and measured dips.

Distinguishing features: South of the Fitzmaurice River the formation

forms a rugged terrain of sharp sandstone ridges and hills with inter-

vening areas of low undulating country underlain by siltstone. Along

the banks of the Fitzmaurice River the formation forms isolated rounded

hills and ridges separated by tidal flats. In the Madjellindi Valley

it rarely crops out although hard sandstone bands form a few isolated

ridges. At the northern end of the valley the siltstone and shale

form very finely dissected hills.

TOLMER GROUP 

The Tolmer Group is a sequence of shallow-water sandstone 9

siltstone and limestone 9 which crops out in the northern part of the

Fergusson River Sheet area, It is about 1000 metres thick and uncon-

formahly underlies the Palaeozoic sediments of the Daly River Basin.

It overlies Lower Proterozoic sediments and early Carpentarian granites

with a marked unconformity. The group is considered to be Adelaidean

in age. It is moderately faulted and only gently folded.

The age relationship between the Tolmer Group and the lithol-

ogically similar Bullita and Auvergne Groups is not known.

Buldiva Sandstone 
---

The Buldiva Sandstone is the oldest unit of the Tolmer . Group

and comprises the Depot Greek and Stray Creek Sandstone Members.
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Depot Creek Sandstone Member

Distribution: The-Depot.Creek Sandstone Member, which is the basal

unit of the ToIner Group, crops out on the Fergusson River Sheet area

in a :northwesterly trending zone, north of the Collia Fault. There.

is also a small linear outcrop about 10 km east of Jindare homestead.

The unit extends north onto the Pine Creek Sheet area where it was

originally recognized and defined. The extensive distribution of the

Depot Creek Sandstone Member previously mapped on the Wingate Plateau

(Randal, 1962) has been found by .the present survey to be incorrect.

The unit is now known to be restricted in outcrop solely to the margins'

. of the Daly River Basin.

Derivation of name: The name is derived from Depot Creek which lies

on the eastern side of the Daly River Basin on the Pine Creek Sheet

area. The unit was originally defined by Randal (1962).

Stratigraphic relationships: The Depot Creek Sandstone Member uncon-

formably overlies early Carpentarian granite and folded Lower Proterozoic

sediments. In the south the unit is faulted against Angalarri Siltstone.

The relationships of the unit to the Auvergne and Bullita Groups are not

known.

The unit is conformably overlain by the Stray Creek Sandstone

Member, the transition in places being gradational. It is also uncon-

formably overlain by the Antrim Plateau Volcanics and the Mullaman

Beds.

Lithology: The Depot Creek Sandstone Member has been described in

detail by Walpole et al. (1968). Our notes refer only to the work

done on the Fergusson River Sheet area during 1968.

At its most southerly extent, the unit crops out against the

Collia Fault, 3 km east-southeast - .of Collia Waterhole.. The beds dip

steeply south and consist of white, blocky, thin-bedded, medium-grained,

poorly sorted sandstone with abundant pebble beds. The pebbles are up

to 2 cm in diameter. The rock contains about TA of muscovite with

aggregates up to 3 mm long.

About 3 km northwest.; of Collia Waterhole the Depot Creek

Sandstone Member unconformably overlies steeply dipping Noltenius
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Formation. The rock consists of white and red, blocky to massive,

medium-bedded, very friable, medium-grained sandstone, which is

. composed ofuniformly sized, sub-rounded quartz grains, commonly

istained'by7iron oxides.

A good section through the formation crops out in the Fish

. River GOrge. Here the unit is composed of white, pink and brown,

.blocky, indurated, medium-grained sandstone. The induration may be

only a near surface effect. A few kilometres west of the gorge

2
 ripple marks with a wavelength of 4 ca; and an amplitude of 1 cm

:occur near the pebbly base of the unit. Small blebs of white clay

(possiblysi.lecomposition product of feldspar) were noted near the

base of the member at this point.

Thirteen kilometres north of Fletcher's Gully, white, massive,

thin-bedded, medium-grained, moderately to well sorted sandstone, with

poorly-sorted pebbly zones, crops out. It unconformably overlies Allia

Granite and Noltenius Formation.

The member has a comparatively uniform lithology over a.large

area and characteristically exhibits prominent vertical jointing.

The sandstone is extensively silicified along fault zones where

speculaihaematite occurs sparingly.

Palaeogeogrephic significance: The Depot Creek Sandstone Member

Marks the beginning of a marine transgression over the area of the

Daly River Basin, and its margins. A large time break prior to the

deposition of the unit is suggested by the angular unconformity and

marked erosion surface at the base of the unit. The gently dipping

triable sandstone overlies strongly folded, metamorphosed Lower Prot-

brozoic sediments and the peneplained surfaces of early Carpentarian

granite intruding them. The sandstone was probably deposited in a

quiet, shallow-water environment since oscillation ripples, pebble

bands, etc., are common. Cross-bedding, however, is not abundant

in the unit. The member lies at the base of a sequence of marine

siltstone, dolomite, mudstone and sandstone.
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Stray- Creek Sandstone Member

Distribution: A band of Stray. Creek Sandstone Member crops out for

some 48 km.northeast' from Collie Waterhole, on the Fergusson River
Sheet area, The outcrop boundaries are substantially as mapped by

Randal (1962).

A small area of outcrop has been delineated immediately north

of Collie Waterhole; and another between the Fish River and Bamboo
Creek about 32 km north of the waterhole.

•^The member also occurs on the eastern side of the Fergusson

River Sheet area, and extends onto the Pine Creek Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The formation was named by Randal (1962) after
Stray Creek, which runs westwards past Jindare homestead, into the

Daly River.

Reference area: Although the formation has its type area on the

eastern side of the Daly River Basin; good exposures occur on the west-

ern side of the basin, in the outcrops east of Collie Waterhole. A

fairly complete section exists about 10 km northeast of the waterhole.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Stray Creek Sandstone Member conform

ably overlies the Depot Creek Sandstone Member of the Buldiva Sandstone,

and is apparently conformably overlain by the Hinde Dolomite. The

boundary with the Depot Creek Sandstone Member is gradational and is.

defined at the base of the lowest fine-grained fissile sandstone bed.

Lithology and thickness: The member consists of fine-grained silty

quartz sandstone, commonly glauconitic„ with minor flaggy medium-

grained sandstone interbeds in the lower part.

A section measured northeast of Collie Waterhole gave a
thickness of 96 metres for the lower half of the member. The whole
of the member is probably about 180 metres thick.

Nearly all of the section measured consisted of fissile, grey-

green coarse-grained siltstone or.fine-grained sandstone which are

commonly micaceous and chloritic • At least three flaggy, white to

pink, medium-grained, quartz sandstone beds occur in the lower part

of the sequence. They are identical lithologically to the Depot Creek
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Sandstone Member.

The, typical fine-grained sandstone is extremely glauconitic

or chloritic, and is in places a bright green colour and commonly

weathers to a purple colour,. ^is generally thin-bedded to laminated,
and_ the. surface of beds commonly contain very prominent current linea-

tions, and SOMB skip or prod casts. These features are very widespread

and are useful in identifying the member in areas of poor outcrop.

Near the top of. the lower half, of the member several flaggy.

beds between 15 cm and 1.5 metres thick, have a:peculiar composition.
The most prominent bed ranges between 60 and 150 cm thick along

strike, and is quite massive, It is reddish purple due to the

presence. of a large percentage ofhezmatite and has green patches and

specks up to 5 mm across. The green patches„,which resemble malachite,
are composed of a mineral of the illite group, probably glauconite.

The rock also contains very coarsely crystalline carbonate, through

which thehsematite and glauconite are scattered.

The upper half of the Stray Creek Sandstone Member consists.of

very fissile fine sandstone or siltstone which crops out very poorly.

Distinguishing features: The predominance of fine-grained s green-grey

sandstone and siltstone distinguishes this member from other units in

the area. On aerial photographs it is distinguished from the Depot

Creek Sandstone Member by its slightly darker tone and the more

subdued, rounded topography.

Hinde Dolomite

Distribution: The Hinde Dolomite crops out prominently between 11

and 13 km to the northeast of Collia Waterhole. It is probably present

beneath superficial cover further north, to the west of the Fish River.

It has been observed on the limbs of an anticline about 35 km north
of Collia laterhole.

Derivation of name: The Hinde Dolomite was named by Randal (1962)

after Mount Einde, on the Pine Creek Sheet area.

Reference area: The type area is on the eastern side of the Daly River .

Basin, on the soutilbranch of the Adelaide River (Walpole et al., 1968).
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In 1968 9 a complete section was measured through the Hinde Dolomite

13 km northeast, of Collia Waterhole.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Hinde Dolomite appears to be conform-

able with the underlying and overlying formations.

There is an abrupt change from elastic rocks to carbonate,

at_its base, which.is therefore easy to define, Its upper limit is.

marked by a chert bed which is followed by brown siltstone and fine-

grained sandstone of the Waterbag Formation.

Lithology and thickneSsg_ Near the northern margin of the Fergusson River

Sheet area, the following section was measured through the Hinde Dolomite:

Top of hill

Thickness
in metres

15
^

Flaggy to blocky, medium-bedded, pink to purple,

crystalline dolomite.

12

^

^Flaggy to blocky, medium-bedded, pink, finely

crystalline dolomite.

37 Pink blocky dolomite at top overlying a stromat-

olitic grey crystalline dolomite with some intra-

clasts. Large colonial stranatolites are inter-

bedded with fawn silty dolomite bands and many

thin siltstone bands.

 

--

 

Sea

    

Total 67^ Bottom of hill.

This section is overlain by massive chert, which commonly

forms a hard ridge on the hill top.

Thirteen kilometres northeast of Collia Waterhole, a complete

section through the formation revealed the following:

Top of hill

Thickness^Chert and sandstone on hilltops.
in metres

63^Poor outcrop. Some.dolomite, but probably mostly

dolomitic siltstone. Some scree of almost black

shale
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10^Grey and yellow-brown, flaggy blocky and. massive,

finely' crystalline dolomite.

.5°8^Poor outcrop. Some dolomitic siltstone in scree.

3.6^Blocky and flaggy dolomite with some yellowish

fissile siltstone bands.

4.3^
Flaggy dolomite, Poor. outcrop, Probably some

interbedded siltstone,

3.6^Flaggy and blockhgxey, ^dolomite. Some beds
contain intraclasts or pellets which appear to

be of finely crystalline dolomite.
28^No outcrop.

0 !45^Yellow-brown weathering dolomite, Medium-

grained crystalline carbonate with some minor

.black.specks.of.iron mineral.

Total 118,75^Stray Creek Sandstone Member

The chert at the top of the formation appears to be in. the

sequence, between the Hinde Dolomite and the Waterbag Formation. It

comprises mas.sive pink to brown chert with -patches of more coarsely

crystalline quartz. It is brecciated andre-3emented in some areas,

Its mode of formation could be similar to that of the Bardia Chert

Member of the Skull Creek Formation (page 85),

Distinguishing features s The formation stands out on aerial photo-

graphs by virtue of its light tone, and strongly banded pattern.' In

the field it is fairly prominent, being the only thick sequence of

massive fairly pure dolomite in the area.

Palaeographic .significances The presence of stromatolites is taken

to indicate an intertidal environment; otherwise little is known of

depositional environment of the formation.

Waterbag Formation

Distributions The Waterbag Formation crops out on the Fergusson

River Sheet area from its northern margin, between the Fish River and

Bamboo Creek, southwards to an area about 23 km northwest of Dorisvale
homestead,
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•^Some of the area originally delineated by Randal (1962) as

Waterbag Formation is now considered to,be Jinduokin Formation. This

is the area east of the Dorisvale Fault, in the area around Dorisvale

homestead. The rocks to the west of the fault are now mapped as Bynoe

Formation*

Derivation of name: The name is derived frac Waterbag Creek, a .

tributary of the Flora River. It was first used by Randal (1962).

The area through which the creek runs is now considered to be Bynoe

Formation but the original type area is still considered to be

Waterbag Formation. The name is therefore still valid.

Type area: Good outcrops of the formation are seen to the south-.

west of Beantree Spring; although it does not appear in the literature,

this.is regarded as the type area for the formation (Randal, pers.

comm.).

Stratigraphic relationships: The Waterbag Formation overlies the Hinde

Dolomite, apparently conformably, although the presence of chert at the

top of the latter introduces a degree of uncertainty into the relation-

ship. The Waterbag Formation is overlain, unconformably„ by basalt

and minor sandstone of the Antrim Plateau. Volcanics. Its original

thickness in the area is therefore unknown,

Lithology and thickness: The total thickness cannot be measured for

the whole formation, as its upper limit is unknown, and the portion

preserved dips northeast at a low angle, making it difficult to

measure. However, oVer 150 metres can be seen in the lower.part of

the formation, and there could be over 300 metres preserved.

The formation contains a variety of rock types, and these

are generally in thin to medium beds. These are interbedded in

apparently random fashion, and comprise siltstones„ sandstones, some

of which are dolomitic, and dolomite.

The best exposure of the basal 60 metres occurs 13 km north-

east of Collia Waterhole. The base of the hill comprises grey-green

sericitic siltstone, and fine to medium-grained quartz sandstone, The

sandstone contains numerous pits 2 to 3 mm across on its surface,.
caused by the leaching out of patches of coarse-grained carbonate.
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The_sandstone weathers a light red-brown, and generally
. contains

specks of,limonite. Most of the hill is made up of chocolate-and

red-brown, fissile, siltstone, mostly dolomitic, interbedded with

sandstone similar to that lower in the sequence. Mudflakes are

common.. There are a few flaggy interbeds of white dolomitic quartz

siltstone, and grey fine-grained dolomite with halite casts.

Further northeast, flaggy and blocky dolomite is the pre-

dominant lithology in the upper part of the formation. The dolomite

is grey, fine-grained, and contains chert Which stands out from the

weathered surface of the dolomite, The chert bodies are generally

sub-parallel ta the bedding, but their boundaries are irregular, and

cut across laminations, suggesting a replacement origin. Such dolomite

is exposed near the track from Beantree Spring to Collia Waterhole,

some 11 km from the spring. It is interbedded with red-brown, dolomitic

siltstone. Most of the Waterbag Formation occurs in low hills with

limited outcrop of siltstone, but covered with much rubble of fine-grained

sandstone, The sandstone is thin-bedded, and commonly contains ripple

marks, halite casts, and mud flakes.

Purple-violet laminated shale with halite casts occurs as

thin partings between siltstone beds, in the bank of the Fish River

16 km from Beantree Spring,

Distinguishing features: Neither topographic expression or lithology

are really useful in recognising the Waterbag Formation, since the

Jinduckin Formation and the Bynoe Formation are similar to these

respects. The only useful feature is its position in the sequence

above the Hinde Dolomite

PalaeogeographilAignificances Sedimentary structures indicate that

at least some of the formation was deposited in very shallow water

with periods of subaerial exposure. Little is known of areal changes

in thickness or environment of deposition.

BULLITA GROUP

The Bullita Group comprises a sequence of dolomite, dolomitic

siltstone„ and minor sandstone and chert. Although the base of the group

is not exposed within the area described in this record, a thickness of
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about 540 metres has been measured from the southwestern part of

the Delamere.Sheet area. A greater thickness may exist in the north

if the thickest part of the Banyan Formation is included. The

group crops out to the west of Dorisvale homestead on the Fergusson-

River Sheet area and in the >smith-western part of the Delamere Sheet

area. .Other outcrops occur to the south of the area covered by this

record.

The age of the Bullita Group is not known, but is regarded

as being Adelaidean or Carpentarian. This is based only on relation-

ships with the Auvergne Group.

Timber Creek Formation

Distributions The Timber Creek Formation crops out on the western

margin of the Delamere Sheet area where it is seen in scarps near the

Victoria River for a distance of about 13 km-from the sheet margin.

It_is,present in the adjacent Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex et el.,

1968), and extends to the south of the area mapped in 1968.

Derivation of names The unit was named informally by Laing and Allen

(1956), and has been defined by Pontifex et al. (1968)0

Reference areas The type section for the formation is about 1.6 km

west of the Timber Creek Store, on the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex

et al., 1968). Other good exposures occur within a few kilometres of

the Timber Creek Store.

Stratigraphic relationships The relationships can only be observed

for the upper boundary of the formation, since its base is not exposed

in the area described in this record. However, further south on the

Victoria River Downs 1s250,000 Sheet area it passes down conformably

into a sequence of interbedded sandstone, siltstone and dolomite.

Contrary to the ideas of Laing and Allen (1956), who believed

that the Timber Creek Formation was a lateral equivalent of the Skull

Creek Formation, mapping in 1968 has shown that it underlies the

latter formation.

This relationship is best shown near Mount Sellars, 8 km

south-southeast of Timber Creek. In Fig, 14 Timber Creek Formation
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forms the floor of the valley, and is overlain by massive dolomite of

the_Skull-Creek Formation. The relationship is also apparent along

both sides of-the Victoria River upstream from Timber Creek for a
distance of about 19 km.

Around Timber Creek the formation is overlain unconformably
by Jasper Gorge Sandstone. Plate 54 shows the very Light angular

discordance between Jasper Gorge Sandstone and Skull Creek Formation.

About one kilometre further west the Skull Creek Formation has been..

completely eroded, and Timber Creek Formation underlies the sandstone.

Lithology and thicknessi A detailed description.of the lithology of
the formation is given by Pontifex et al, (1968),

A number of excellent exposures were seen along the Victoria
River.

The formation is predominantly siltstone, with lesser amounts

of fine-grained sandstone, shale, and dolomite. Some of the,siltstone

is dolomitic. It is generally quartz-rich,coarse siltstone, red-

brown or chocolate, with green patches or spots in places. Light grey-

green siltstone also °colas. The siltstone is commonly thin to medium-
bedded, with flaggy to blocky partings.

Most of the sandstone is fine-grained and silty, but just

west of Timber Creek several interbeds of clean, medium-grained quartz
sandstone were observed.

Shale and mudistone are common, and range from fissile to flaggy,

and laminated to thin-bedded. They are commonly grey-green, but ferric

iron colours such as purple and chocolate are not uncommon.

Sedimentary structures, such as halite casts, mudoracks, and
small-scale ripple marks, are very common.-

The several rock types are randomly interbedded, and their

flaggy nature and varying resistance to weathering results in etched
exposures, of slope and ledge topography.

The thickness of the formation is more than, the 80,4 metres

observed in the type-section (Pontifex et al., 1968), where the lower

part is unexposed and the.upper part is eroded and overlain unconformably
.

by Jasper Gorge Sandstone.



/ 

Fig.14. Near Mount Sellars, 8 km south southeast of Timber Creek. 
Timber Creek Formation forms valley floor, and is overlain 
by dolomite (well bedded rocks) of the Skull Creek Formation. 
The capping of Jasper Gorge Sandstone lies with angular 
unconformity on Skull Creek Formation. Neg. M/796. 
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- The second section recorded by Pontifex et al, includes some

of what is now defined as Skull Creek Formation. Although massive

dolomite occurs in the Timber Creek Formation, the unit as a whole

does not appear to be very dolomitic. The upper boundary of the

Timber Creek Formation is now placed.at the change from predominantly

non-dolomitic to dolomitic siltstone.

In the area mapped the Timber Creek Formation definitely

underlies the Skull Creek Formation. However, the possibility that

elsewhere the two formations have an intertonguing, or laterally
1

gradational contact, as suggested by Laing and Allen (1956) 9 cannot

be dismissed.

Palaeogeographic significance: Laing and Allen (1956) suggest that

the Timber Creek Formation is a neav-shOr94acies„ with mainly fine

detrital material being supplied, along with lime, magnesia and silica

in solution. The occurrence of halite casts and mudcracks show that

the sediments were deposited from bodies of hypersaline water which

periodically evaporated completely. The environment is.thus probably

paralic„ with lagoonal and some shallow marine deposits.

Skull Creek Formation

Distribution: The Skull Creek Formation crops out in the southeast and

southwest corners of the Auvergne and Delamere Sheet areas respectively.

These outcrops continue to the southwards.

The formation crops out extensively between.Timber Creek and

Fitzroy Station on the scarps of a dissected plateau. The best outcrops

occur between the main Katherine-Wyndham highway and the Victoria River.

South of the highway outcrop is generally poor. Good exposures occur in

low hills, which run northwest for about 13 km near the southern margin

of the Delamere Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The formation was designated "Skull Creek Limestone"

in an unpublished report by Laing and Allen (1956), The name was

modified to Skull Creek Formation and formally defined by Pontifex et al.

(1968).
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Type areas The type locality for the formation is 1 km west of

the -Timber Creek - Victoria River Downs road,.in the southwest corner

of the Delamere_Sheet area (Grid Ref. 351992). Although the core of

the anticline at the type locality is faulted, the. base of the form-

ation may occur at the southeast; end of the hills,

Stratigraphic_relationshipss The formation overlies the Timber Creek

Formation in the Delamere Sheet area (see Fig. 14). It is overlain

conformably, by the Bynoe 'Formation, which in some areas lies directly

on dolomite, and in others, on the Bardia Chert Member, The Skull

Creek Formation is overlain with angular unconformity by the Jasper

Gorge Sandstone in some areas.

Lithology and thickness The Skull Creek Formation comprises pure and

impure dolomite, dolomitic siltstone and sandstone, and chert. One ,

particularly thick bed or series of beds of chert has been mapped as

the Bardia Chert Member,

The Skull Creek Formation has a fairly uniform lithology

over large areas and.it is difficult to trace stratigraphic horizons

within the formation. This difficulty has been partly resolved by

the delineation of a prominent marker horizon of massive dolomite.

It is probably the same,bed as that designated by Laing and Allen (1956)

as their "upper marker", and will be referred to as such in this record.

A second prominent marker of massive and blocky dolOmite crops out

near the Victoria River on the Delamere Sheet.area and is referred as

the "lower marker" -. Laing and Allen (op. cit.) discuss a "lower marker"

also, but this was not identified during the 1968 field season,

It has not been possible to measure the.complete thickness

of the Skull Creek Formation at any one locality. Seyeral sections

have been measured through parts of the formation and, by using the

upper and lower markers as points of reference, it has been possible

to build up a composite section of the formation.

Pontifex et al. (1968) record a section measured 10 km
south-southwest Of Timber Creek which they refer to as

, the Timber-Creek
Formation, but later mapping has shown that only the basal 3 metres
is Timber Creek Formation'. The overlying Skull Creek Formation was

recognized as such by the presence of the "lower marker", The section

- as measured by Pontifex et al., is repeated belows.
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Top of hill

Thicknes6
in metres

15^Flaggy dolomite alternating with bands of light

purple 9 fissile siltstone and shale.

24^The "lower marker" horizon. Massive and blocky .

-H^ dolomite; contains mihor siltstone and sandstone.
4-,^ Ripple marks and halite casts.

0^1.5^Very.fine-grained9 purple-brown indurated sandstone.

o

^

^ Fine-scale cross-bedding and contorted laminae

(slumped foresets).

6^Massive silty  dolomite with minor interbedded white

friable siltstone. Halite casts and minor small

chert lenses.

^

40.5^Mostly dolomitic siltstone.with fissile or flaggy 9

very fine-grained dolomite.

0^1.5^Flaggy9 fine-grained quartz sandstone.

Er)^405^Massive9.laminated9 partially re-crystallized

dolomite. - Contains numerous sub-spherical and

elongate chert bodies up to 30 cm across. Bedding

laminations.continue through them and are contorted

within them.

aam1/.•

Total 93

3 +^Fine-grained sandstone 9 light brown 9 contains

mudflakes and pellets.

.00^
Base of hill

E4

There is thus about 54 metres of dolomite 9 sandstone and siltstone

below the "lower marker". This part of the formation 9 capped with

the massive layer of dolomite 9 forms steep-sided small hills 9 generally

with a characteristic slope-and-ledge-type topography.
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_Another section, 8 km north-northast; of the one above,

near Mount Sellars, was measured through the same part of the formation.

The non-outcropping zones probably indicate the presence of siltstone.

Top of hill

Thickness
in metres

45 +
^

Medium-grained, massive to blocky, cross-bedded

sandstone. Conglomeratic at base.

Angular

Unconformity

44.8

1.5

Very little outcrop. Minor beds of dolomite,

Very dark grey-weathering, medium, crystalline

dolomite.

^

13.7^Flaggy grey dolomite and flaggy„ fine-grained

dolomitic sandstone; finely laminated and ripple-

marked ("lower marker"?)

^

8.8
^

No outcrop.

^

8.8
^

Flaggy and blocilrgrey dolomite.

^

3,0
^

No outcrop.

^

0.9
^

Flaggy dolomite.

N000utcrop o

^11.9^Flaggy and blocky fine-grained dolomite.

^5.2^Fissile dolomite or dolomitic siltstone.

^.8 ! 5

^
Flaggy to massive fine-grained dolomite.

^13.7^No outcrop,

^0.9^Massive dolomite band.

^5.5
^

No outcrop.

Total 136^ Bottom of hill

Titber Creek Formation forms the floor pf the valley. The

top of the Skull Creek Formation has been eroded, and Jasper Gorge
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Sandstone deposited directly_on the lower part of,the formation. The

"_lower marker" is not.as distinctive as elsewhere, but is probably

represented by the 13.7 metres of flaggy dolomite near the top of the

section.

The formation between the two marker units is well exposed

on both sides of the Victoria River from near its confluence with Skull

Creek to the region.near Trinity Reach-Winkham.Heights. A section was

measured on the east bank of the river about one and a half kilometres

west of.Wickham Heights, and revealed a thickness of 68 metres between

markers. -This part of the section.does not crop out-very well„-and

may_bejargely dolomitic siltstone. However several beds of grey,

flaggy, fine-grained dolomite, from 30 cm to 150 cm thick do crop out

in this interval, The upper marker in this region is about 27 metres

thick.

A section measured by barometer through the upper part of

the formation about 5 km southeast of Wickham Heights revealed a thickness

of 70 metres from the top of the "upper marker" to the base of the Bynoe

Formation. The rocks are flaggy and blocky dolomite, with some poorly

Outcropping fissile dolomite and dolomitic siltstone. Most of the

dolomite is fine-grained, but a few beds are medium or coarsely cryst-

alline,

By combining the sections measured.. south of Timber Creek, and

west and southeast of Wickham Heights, it is possible to give an estim.

ation of the total thickness of the formation is estimated as below:

Above "upper marker" 70

"Upper marker" 27

. Between markers 67

"Lower marker"^24?

Below lower marker^55

Total 243 metres

A section was measured across the limb of an anticline 8 km.

southwest of where the Victoria River Downs road crossed Skull Creek,

This is the locality of Laing and Allen's type section for the Skull

Creek Formation. The uppermost outcrop is a massive grey dolomite, and

is the "upper marker" of Laing and Allen.
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The section is as follows:

TOP

Thickhess
in metres

30^Massive grey dolomite; karst-type weathering.

"Upper marker"

15^Softer, flaggY ddlomite, does not crop out as

prominently as beds above.

15^Massive, dark grey, karst-weathering dolomite.

Fine to medium crystalline; some hemispherical

stromatolites.

23^Light grey, flaggy, finely crystalline dolomite.

Some irregular chert lenses.

41^Interbedded flaggy grey dolomite (30-60 cm interbeds)

and more fissile, dolomitic siltstone. The dolomite

is very finely crystalline.

18^Flaggy, ripple-marked, very fine-grained dolomitic 

sandstone and sandy dolomite. A few 30 cm interbeds
of pure dolomite.

1.5^Massive,.laminated, fine and medium grained crystalline

dolomite. .Chert bodies are very abundant and parallel

to bedding.

6^Dolomitic silt stone,

3^Blocky, smooth, buff-weathering, very finely

crystalline, grey or pink dolomite.
m■mmmmmmoMm ......... mmmm ...... m ............ emmmmommm■ ...... mmmmm■mmm.m.

Total 152.5^Bottom of exposure - core of anticline

The oldest beds exposed in the core of the anticline are

probably somewhere in the sequence between the two markers,

The "upper marker".is easily recognized on aerial photographs

by its dark mottled texture. This is due partly to the occurrence of

extensive bare outcrops on hillsides, almost devoid of soil and veget-

atiohl, These areas weather to a dark grey, and result in an almost
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black,tone on photos. The_marker also supports a small tree with dnrk

green„,very dense, foliage. This also gives a.dark texture on the

photos, and is commonly the distinguishing.feature of the marker even

where it does not form large bare outcrops. The appearance of the

"upper marker" is shown in Fig. 15 9 16, 17 and 18.

The "lower marker" crops out very prominently near the Victoria

River between Trinity Reach and The Brothers, a distance of 32 km.

It_is not as prominent on aerial photos as the "upper marker", perhaps

because of its very regular jointing, which causes it to be eroded more

easily. The marker horizons are lithologically similar, however.

They both are composed of fine to medium-grained crystalline dolomite,

in thick beds with blocky to massive.partings., Laminations are absent

or very faint on most fresh surfaces. However, many weathered surfaces

have been etched by solution, and reveal the presence of stromatolites

in the rocks (see Figs. 16 9 17 and 18).

Stromatolites are ubiquitous in the upper marker. Similar

strictures have been observed in the "lower marker" in a small cliff

section at Trinity Reach, on the northern bark of the Victoria River.

Chert occurs in the purer dolomite beds throughout the form-

ation. It forms small lenses and nodules generally parallel to

bedding. In outcrops about 40 km south of the Timber Creek turnoff

on the road to Bullita Station the chert occurs as resistant beds, .

up to several centimetres thick and running many metres along strike.

It is laminated in the same manner as the surrounding dolomite, and

is considered to have replaced the dolomite.. In the same area chert
-occurs as brecciated„ silica-cemented masses, also parallel to bedding.

The most notable chert occurrence is at the top of the Skull

Creek Formation, where there is a massive unit at least 15 metres thick

which has been named the Bardia Chert Member. It is described later.

. Most of the purer carbonate rocks are micrites (Folk, 1959,

1962). The carbonate is extremely finely crystalline, and most

specimens have no allochems. In fact, only one oolitic dolomite was

seen, in a bed near the top of the formation. Many specimens contain

some coarser carbonate, which is considered to be recrystallized micrite

rather than sparite because of the general absence of allochems.

(Sparite is usually found only as a cement in rocks containing allochems

- Folk, 1959) 9

^



A particularly coarsely crystalline carbonate occurs at the

top of the formation on the.northern side of the Victoria River,

Its grainsize ranges from 0.5 mm up to about 5 mm. It is quite dense,

and some beds are limonitic orhimatitio. Specimens 168 (68770220)

and 169, D (68770073) are very coarsely crystalline, and both have low

Ca^ratios (Table 3). X..-a'v diffraction dhows that they contain

magnesite. They also contain appreciable quantities of manganese

and iron but the X-ray work did not reveal the presence of siderite

or ankerite. The Skull Creek Formation has been recognized in the

cores of two anticlines within the Jasper Gorge Sandstone, one near,

the northern edge of the Delamere Sheet area 26 km east of 341 Yard,

and the other one about 13 km further north, on the Fergusson River

Sheet area.

At the first locality the "upper marker" has been recognized,

It comprises several massive beds, totalling about 7.5 metres. A

pink-grey bed near the top contains abundant stromatolites, Three

rocks sampled from this area are apparently all calcitic dolomites•

(Y209, 210, 213, Table 3), Numerous patches and lenses of chart occizr,

and a concordant barytes vein, up to 1,5 metres wide, and 3 0 5 to 4.5

metres long, was seen.

At the second locality the marker was not recognized. A

hundred metres or so of grey, flaggy dolomitic siltstone is.intembedded

with thick beds of grey to pink finely crystalline dolomite. Small

barytes veins and limonite pseudomorphs after pyrite were noted,

Table 3

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF SKULL CREEK4ORMATION

Field Reg, No, MA 24 2aAg.g.
(molar)

Residue %
No,

• W4 68770213 1,05 36,2 21. 6,7

W9a "^214 11,1 21.6 1.19 7.9

Nil "^215 10.1 '20,7 1.24 3.0
W15 "^216 10.1 2009 1.31 9.8

W19 "^217 10.7 21,8 1,24 8,9

W22 67770067 5.8 10,6 1.26 55,6

W40B ' " 0070 8,9 20.9 1.50 5.2



Fig.15. "Upper marker" of Skull Creek Format i on showing clints 
and gri kes. Near southern margin Delamere Sheet area. 

Neg . M/796) . 

Fig.16. lIUpper marker " of Skull Creek Formation . View of top 
of bed showi ng stromatolites. 15 km west of Fit zroy 
Homestead, Delamere Sheet area. Neg. M/796. 



Fig.17. Side view of a s tromatolite showing conical form of 
laminae . Same locality as Fig.16. Neg.M/796 . 

Fig.18. Hemispherical stromatolite from Skull Creek J:i'ormation 
"upper marker" . Large loose block by roadside at Timber 
Creek - Victoria River Downs road junction 29 km east of 
T1mber Creek. Photo has been inverted to show stromatolite 
the right way up. Neg. M/796. 
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Table 3 (cont.)^.

Field Reg. No. 1614 ,2_4 Ca)Mg Residue
No. (molar) .

W46 6877218 10,7 22.5 1.28 8.7

W56 " 219 10.7 22.0 1.25 907

1768 " 220 11.7 3.5 0.18 21.9

W69B 67770073 9.3 19.7 1.29 17.4
w69D " 0073 11.1 5.8 0.32 20.6

1192 68770221 6.2 12,2 1.19 48.2

W96 " 0222 11.05 17.9 1.32 3.1

Y209 " 0223 10.7 22.0 1.24 24.9

Y210 " 0224 11.2 23.3 1.26 5.0

Y213 " 0225 11.2 21.5 1,16 7.5

Bardia Chert Member of Skull Creek Formation

Distribution: The Bardia Chert Member covers an area of about 325

square kilometres in the southwestern part of the Delamere Sheet area,-
with'minor occurrences westwards on the Auveroae Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The name is derived from Bardia Yard, which is a.

stock yard near the Victoria River Downs road crossing of Skull Creek.

Type area: The main Katherine-Wyndham highway crosses Skull Creek_

about 18 km northeast of Bardia Yard, and passes over excellent

outcrops of ohert in the creek bed. Lpw hills in this locality are

the best refenencearea for the member, and the type locality is in

a small cliff 1.km west-sauthlyest: of the old road crossing of Skull

Creek (Grid ref. 370012).

Stratigraphic relationships, lithologv and thickness: The Bardia Chart

Member is at the top of the Skull Creek Formation. ,There are other

prominent lenses and beds of chert in the formation, but they are not

as widespread as the Bardia Chert Member.

The chert occurs as a flat-lying capping on low hills in .

the west of the Delamere,Sheet area. However, about 12 km to the east,

it dips gently southeasti, and can be seen below the Bynoe Formation

(Fig. 38).

It is between 6 and 15 metres thick near Skull Creek.
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, The chert varies from red-brown to pink on the weathered

surface, and generally forms massive, resistant outcrops. The rock

is predominantly micro-crystalline quartz, with some veins and vughs

ofooarser :grained quartz and calcite crystals. The internal structure •

of the rock is variable; in many areas, including that near the Skull

Creek road crossing, it is finely laminated. It contains concentric,.

domed_laminations which may be replacements of stromatolitic dolomite.

In many.areas the chert has been brecciated andra-,emented by chert or

coarser-grained quartz.

Origin of cherts The chert is part of the Skull Creek Formation but

the exact time of its formation is not known, Possible origins axes

(1) that it formed by chemical precipitation

Immediately following the deposition of the

remainder of the Skull Creek Formation, and was

then overlain by the Byone Formation;

(2) that it replaced a series of dolomite beds. This

would explain the apparent stromatolite structures

in the chert. It would also provide an explanation

of the occurrence of breccia.chert. It has been

suggested by.M.:Brown (pers. comm.) that the breccia

could have formed by collapse of laminated °herb

into cavities formed in the dolomite by circulating

waters.

Either of these mechanisms suggest that the interval between

the end of Skull Creek deposition and the beginning of Bynoe deposition

could be quite long, and that the surrounding land was of veIly.low

This. would provide little or no detritus, but may provide silica-rich

waters, Alternatively, the,chert may actually represent a hiatus at

the end of Skull.Creek time, with the chert actually being a form of

fossil duricrust.

Another possibility is that the chert replaced the dolomite

at some later datel that is, after deposition of the Bynoe, and

perhaps even subsequent formations. This could involve distarbance

of Bynoe Formation. There is no evidence of such distrubance,
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Bynoe Formation

Distribution: The Bynoe Formation crops out extensively on the south-

west quarter of the Delamere Sheet area. Two minor exposures occur

near_the northern margin of this sheet area. The formation crops out

extensively in southwestern part of the Fergusson River Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The formation was originally called, informally,

the.Coolibah Formation (Laing and Allen, 1956), but this has been

changed to Bynoe Formation which is taken from the Bynoe Range, an

elongate mesa 1.6 km north of the Victoria River, and between 3 and

13 km west of Coolibah homestead.

Reference area: .The Bynoe and Fitzroy Ranges provide good exposures

of the formation. The type section is on the southeastern slope of

Wcindoan Hill, a prominent butte 3 km west of Coolibah homestead.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Bynoe Formation overlies the Skull

Creek Formation, probably conformably. The contact is marked by the

Bardia Chert Member of the Skull Creek Formation in the area about

32 km south-southwedt of Coolibah Homestead.

The contact between the two formations is easily traced on

the aerial photos, and on the ground it is defined as the change from

predominantly dolomite or chert (Skull Creek Formation) to siltstone

(Bynos Formation). The contact may be gradational over a few feet, but

it is not generally exposed.

The Bynoe Formation is overlain unconformably by Jasper Gorge

Sandstone in some areas, but in the Fitzroy and Bynoe Ranges it is

overlain, also unconformably, by Wondoan Hill Formation.

Lithology and thickness: The formation comprises a monotonous series

of massive green, purple and red-brown siltstone, with interbeds of

fine-grained sandstone, marl, and dolomite.

The best exposed section is the type section at Wondoan Hill,

and is as follows:
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TOP

Thickhess^Base of sandstone^Wondoan Hill Formation
in metres^cliffs

^

16.2^Poor outcrop - mostly siltstone (see text below)

^

0.6^Grey silty dolomite 

^

9.Q^Siltstone 

^0.9^Dolomitic sandstone, thin to medium-bedded, fine

to very coarse-grained sand; crossbedded and

ripple marked,

^7.5^Siltstone 

^0,3^Grey dolomite 

^18.0^Siltstone with occasional greyish, thin (8-15 cm)

dolomite interbeds.

Grey dolomite

^14.4^Siltstone 

^0,6^Slightly silty grey dolomite 

^45^siltstone 

.^0.6^Flaggy, grey laminated silty dolomite. Ripple
marks.

^

10.5^Siltstone 

^0.3^Finely laminated dolomitic sandstone
^25.5^Siltstone 

^0.3^Slightly dolomitic sandstone, ripple marked some

green mud flakes and possibly halite casts.

Siltstone 

^0.3^Dark brown-weathering dolomitic sandstone, Res

thick leached crust on outcrops.

^9.3^SiItstone

^

0.6^Fine-grained sandstone, laminated to thin—bedded,

ripple marked.

^

19.8^Siltstone 

^0.3^Dolomitic sandstone, laminated, blocky, with

leached crust.

^

16.5^Siltstone

^

0.6^Hard grey sandstone 

^

3.9^Siltstone 
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TOP

Thickness
in metres

Hard grey sandstone 

^0.6^Grey-green siltstone 

^

0.6^Massive, indurated siltstone 

^

1.5^Purple siltstone 

^

0.3^Grey-green siltstone 

^

303^Purple siltstone 

^

0.3^Light grey, fine-grained sandstone 

^

10.5^Siltstone

Base of
^

River level

section^.

TOTALs 187.2

This is the best exposed, and probably the most complete

section known of the Bynoe Formation. The base of the section, at

riVer level is probably within a few metres of the top.of the Skull
/-
Creek Formation, which crops out about 6 km downstream. The Bynoe

Formation is overlain by-extremely thick-bedded, massive sandstone

of the Wondoan Hill FOrmation.

The most characteristic rock type is the massive siltstone,

which is seen in most outcrops (see Fig. 19). It is thick-bedded,

in beds from 15 cm to a metre or so thick, and is red-brown to purple.

When weathered the siltstone breaks into small angular fragments.

The siltstone has a high proportion of quartz (of the order of 60

percent), carbonate (dolomite) v and muscovite. The red-brown silt-

stone contains iron as limonite, and green and grey green siltstone

probably in clay minerals, or as siderite. Beds of both colours occur,

but most red-brown beds contain spherical patches from 1 mm to (rarely)

5 cm across of grey green colour. It appears that these are places in

which the iron has been reduced from the ferric to the ferrous state.

However, this.is not conclusive, and the reaction could have proceeded

the other way. Such reactions are not related to recent weathering,

since these features have been seen in very recently exposed, unweathered

outcrops.
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The, green siltstone and spots contain a much higher proportion

of carbonate, probably dolomite, as well as clay minerals. It seems

likely that the red-brown siltstone formed when carbonate was leached

from the rocks, and iron-bearing clays weathered to give limonite as

one of the residues, with accompanying colour changes from grey-green
4

to red-brown.

The rock types.interbedded with the siltstone are dolomite

and dolomitic sandstone. The dolomite and dolomitic sandstone are

generally light grey or fawn on fresh surfaces, but when weathered they

develop a crust (generally between 1 and 5 cm thick) consisting of a,

porous, limonite-rich rock, devoid of carbonate. This is quite soft,

in contrast to the highly indurated nature of the fresh rock, which has

both dolomite and silica (quartz) cement.

The type section at Wondoan Hill contains several sandstone

beds in the lower and middle parts of the sequence and becomes more

dolomitic near the top. In the Fitzroy Range, south of Wondoan Hill

a similar trend is noticeable and shale, is associated with the dolomite.

Another section, measured on a hill near Bob's Grave.Spring in

the southwest of the Delamere_Sheet area, totalled 112 metres. ,This
HilI

also is overlain by WondoanPormation. The base is not present, but

is seen about 1.5 km further west. Dips are low (1-3 0 east),.and

probably between 30 and 60 metres of formation exist below the part

which was measured. The first 22.5 metres.of the section contains

interbedded siltstone and flaggy sandstone. The sandstone forms small

ledges, giving the lower slopes of the hill a terraced appearance. It

is a white to faint grey-green sandstone, with some ripple marks. The

siltstone and sandstone is overlain by about 64 metres of typical Bynoe

Formation, siltstone (i.e. red-brown. to purple and grey-green micaceous

siltstone, probably also dolomitic). In the top 30 metres of the section

there is flaggy and blocky, fine-grained siliceous sandstone.with minor

dolomite in the matrix. Halite casts and ripple marks occur. There

are not dolomite beds in this locality.

Bynoe Formation crops out extensively east and northeast of

Wombungi outstation in Fergusson River Sheet area. The rocks are of

typical "By-rice Siltstone" lithology, and include interbedded sandstone.



Fig,19. Bynoe Formation. Massive grey-green (light tone) and 
red- brown to purple (dark tone) siltstone, with a 
thin sandstone interbed near top of photo 1.6 km north 
of Bob's Grave Spring. Neg. M/796. 
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On the southern side of the Wbmbungi-Dorisvale track up

to 3 metre thick bands of grey to light brown, massive, fine-grained

sandstone are interbedded with the siltstone. The siltstone is

friable, thin-bedded„ cross-bedded and ripple marked.

In the same area silty dolomites up to 1.2 metres thick are

interbedded with .grey-green dolomitic siltstone with halite casts.

Medium to coarse-grained, poorly sorted, pebbly sandstone also crops

out -in layers up. to 1.5 metres thick. Grains are subrounded, and

mostly of.quartz, with some chert, and possibly a little silicified -

siltstone. Some mudflakes or shale fragments are also present.

. In this northern area the Bynoe Formation has been lateritized

in several places. This is not a Cainozoic laterite, but a Precambrian

one, developed.on an old land surface before the Auvergne Group sediments

were laid down. Fresh siltstone has been observed to grade up into a

structureless, mottled or leached ferruginous laterite, which is aver-

lain by fresh Jasper Gorge Sandstone.

In some areas, notably along the foot of Stokes Range,

travertine or calcrete has developed on the,Bynoe Vbrmation. This

is generally a grey, pink or purple deposit, between a few centimetres

and 1.5 metres thick, and is presumably a result of leaching of the

dolomitic siltstone.

Distinguishing featuresg On aerial photographs the Bynoe Formation

show as smooth slopes where it is capped by a harder rock type.

Where the capping has been removed, it crops out as low, rounded hills,

or commonly as spurs, with a prominent terraced effect due to hard beds

within the formation. The latter feature is well developed in the

southwest corner of the Delamere Sheet area•

Lithologically, the Bynoe Formation is distinguished by the

red-brown to purple and grey-green siltstone. Although similar rock

types do occur in the Timber Creek Formation, they are interbedded

with a variety of other rocks, Where there is doubt in this regard

the stratigraphic position relative to the Skull Creek Formation is

the best criterion for distinction.
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Palaeogeogranhic significance: The minor rock-types in the Bynoe
Formation display. sedimentary structures such as ripple marks,

small-scale cross-bedding and halite casts which are indicative of

deposition in very shallow water with periods.of exposure. The

presence of dolomite supports this suggestion. A paralic or lagoonal

environment with hypersaline conditions would result in halite and
dolomite precipitation,:•,!

The depositional environment of the siltstone is unknown,

It, is generally medium to thick•.bedded, and the absence of other

structures indicates that there was little.or no modification by

currents either during or after deposition, As this rock-type is

very wide spread, it could represent a marine facies, with the

interbeds of other rock-types representing minor periods of paralic
sedimentation,

Banyan Formation

The Banyan Formation is a new name for a predominantly

limestone/dolomite unit which overlies the Bynoe Formation in the

southern-central part af the Fergusson River Sheet area. It is
considered to be part of the Bullita Group,

Distribution: The unit crops out over an area of about 500 square

kilometres on the.Fergusson River Sheet area, around the Flora River

and Hayward Creek, It extends as far west as.Scissors Creek, and it

is ant-off to the east by the Dorisvale Fault.- Its norther],y extent

is the watershed of the Flora Valley and in the south it reaches almost

to the sheet margin in the Hayward Creek area, The formation occupies

the flanks of a large basin structure, the central part of which is
filled with Lower Cambrian basalts. A small inlier of the formation

• 

is exposed in a structural window in the Jasper Gorge Sandstone on

the northern margin of the Delamere Sheet area,

Derivation of names The name is derived from Banyan Creek, a southern
tributary of the ,Flora River. This creek cuts across a large thickness
of the formation, but outcrop is poor.

apja_amag No type section has been established, but the type area
is in the Flora River valley, between Hatwood and Scissors Creeks,

I.
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Previous nomenclature: .
 The Banyan Formation was originally included

in the "Palm Creek Beds" and laterbag Formation, by Randal (1962),

Stratigraphic relationships: The lower contacts of this formation are

not exposed. In the Flora River section, dips appear to be consistently

eastwards, The Banyan Formation in most places appears to lie conform-

ably on the Bynoe Formation. Both the Banyan and Bynoe Formations

are truncated by a weathering profile of pre-Auvergne Group age,, At

the -western margin of outcrop 13 km east-northeastl: of Wombungee„ how-

ever, horizontally bedded limestone of the Banyan Formation overlies

siltstone of the Bynoe Formation dipping 3 4°B, Similar unconformable

relationships of this magnitude occur locally in other areas around

the margin of the Banyan Formation,

The formation is unconformably overlain by. the Stubb Formation

or where this is absent, the Jasper Gorge Sandstone, The Antrim

Plateau Volcanics and the Mullaman Beds also overlie the formation

unconformably,

The relationship of this unit to the Tolmer Group is discussed.

later.

Lithology and thickness: The Banyan Formation is basically a thick

limestone and dolomite unit with sandstone near the base and silt-

stone near the top.

The sandstone near the base is interbedded with minor flag.

to blocky dolomite and fissile siltstone, The sandstone is red-brown,

calcareous, and flaggy„ and commonly contains halite casts, It has a .

weathered, iron-oxide stained "crust" around the hard unweathered rook.
1^ _

Small-scale cross-bedding is common within the sandstone and becomes

very abundant in the grey, crystalline dolomite. The siltstone.is

purple to oream and light brown, fissile and dolomitic. This basal

sandstone is only exposed in the cores of two gentle easterly plunging

anticlines about 6 km south of the Flora River in the Hayward Creek
area, It is estimated to have a minimum thickness of 45 metres.

Above the sandstone the Banyan Formation is composed almost

entirely of dolomite and limestone (except for the siltstone near the top).
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In the Hayward Greek Valley the sandstone is overlain by

a chertified limestone-breccia. The angular fragments of chert are

all sizes and commonly are white to grey. The bed is massive and contains

rare small crystals of pyrite. It has a maximum thickness of 30 metres.

Overlying the chert-breccia is a sequence of grey to pink, fine-

grained, crystalline, stramatolitic limestone and dolomite with some shsly

limestone bands. The "Collenia"-type stramatolites are generally closely

grouped in specific horizons. Columnar stromatolites also occur in

association with the "Collenia"-type. Fig. 20 shows typical exposures or

the columnar stromatolites. The larger single stromatolite colonies reach

one metre in diameter.

Oolitic limestone and fragmental limestone and dolomite with a

few bands of crystalline limestone make up the remainder of the sequence

below the upper siltstone. The oolites are macrotcopic and show evidence

of recrystallization in part. Brecciation and re-cementation are wide-

spread throughout. The grey to buff, fragmental limestone and dolomite

contains numerous angular to rounded fragments (1 mm to 5 am) of lime-
stone, dolomite and chert and is the most distinctive lithology in the

whole formation. Small rounded quartz grains and larger shale fragments

occur in a commonly glauconitic, limestone matrix. Stromatolites also

occur in forms similar to those described above. Halite oasts were

noted in places. Sulphide minerals have been found in the more crystall-

ine masses within the fragmental rock; these axe assumed to have been

introduced during recrystallization. Galena occurs in small euhedral

crystals up to 8 mm across at a point on the north side of the Flora

River opposite Banyan Creek (1e46tS, 131018 11E). Pyrite orystals up

to 5 mm across occur in a similar stratigraphic horizon at 14 °58tS,

131019 1E.

The carbonates between the bottom sandstone and top siltstone

are estimated from air photos to be 210 metres thick near the centre of

the basin but thin considerably towards the margins. In the structural

window on the northern margin of the Delamere Sheet area, a single band,

2.4 metres thick, of fragmental limestone appears to conformably

overlie the Bynoe Formation. The lithology of this limestone and its

stratigraphic position almost oertainly verify the band to be Banyan
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Formation, Stubb Formation unconformably overlies the bed, This

is.the fsaUthwestern limit of the formation and may represent the

edge of its depositional basin.

The siltstone at the top of the formation has a thin sandstone

capping.

Hayward Creek, in its upper course has cut through a small

scarp and exposed about 15 metres of the siltstone. The sequence

consists of pale purple to cream, fissile, laminated, fine-grained

siltstone and shale. These are capped by a dark purple, massive, thick-

bedded, friable sandstone. The siltstone may be recognised by its

colour, lack of dolomite and mica, and by its regular bedding,

The siltstone is thickest towards the centre of the basin

where about 60 metres occurs near the confluence' of the Flora River

and Piker Pocket Creek. The sequence here consists of leached light-

brown, yellowish mudstones and fissile siltstones with small nodular

concretions in places. It is doubtful if these beds abelong to the

Banyan Formation or to the unconformably overlying Stubb Formation.

They appear conformable with the carbonate sequence however, and

are grouped with the Banyan Formation.

The carbonates have been replaced by chart south of the Flora

Valley. The replacement appears to be related\to the present topography

and is assumed to have developed during Cretaceous time. Claystone,

sandstone and laterite, all of Cretaceous age, overlie the chert.

The chert varies from white to yellow, red and brown and is only rarely

brecciated. Stromatolites are found in the chert indicating.that the

chert has replaced pre --existing carbonate rocks of this unit.

Distinguishing features: The Banyan Formation generally is poorly exposed

and forms areas of low relief. Outcrops on ares of higher relief are

chertified. The carbonate part of the sequence gives a distinctive

finely-llianded„ bedded pattern on aerial photographs, It is generally

light tdned in contrast to the chert which is medium toned, unbedded .

and shows a higher relief pattern. The lower siltstone is light toned,

exhibits low relief and appears to be unbedded. The upper siltstone can

be recognized by its soft, medium-toned appearance with a capping of

light to medium-toned, bedded, unjointed sandstone.
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The oarbOnate rocks are characterized by pink fine-grained

crystalline dolomite and fragmental, grey to buff limestone. Lithol-

ogically they- .are.aImost identical to the Hinde Dolomite of the Tolmer

Group. The.photo-pattern and topographic expression of both units

are similar. Correlations between the two units however, are difficult

to substantiate.. The Banyan Formation is notable for its abundance

of stromatolites.

The upper siltstone part of the unit may be distinguished by

its purple to cream and yellowish brown, fissile, compact_siltstone

and shale. These contain no mica, and are rarely nodular,; The lower

sandstone is similar to part of the Jindlckin Formation, and where they

crop out in adjacent areas it is difficult to positively identify the

formation on a lithological basis only.

.122.1,2.2.2LeogranhEz_ic_;siificance: This formation represents the last

sedimahtation prior to an erosional break and deposition of the

Am:verge Group in this area. The character of the limestone suggests

it is/shallow-water deposit formed in an active environment, probably

intermittently lagoonal and sub-aerial. Stromatolite colonies, ara

abundant in some horizons.and tend to confirm the interpretation as a

shallow7.water environment. Brecciation, re-cementation, and cross-

bedding, are all common and together with the abundance of derived

fragmental limestone-dolomite, suggests considerable preconsolidation

disturbance.

The distribution of this unit is restricted and it appears

to have , formed in an isolated basin, roughly co-extensive with its

present known position.
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Wondoan Hill Formation (new name) 

The Wondoan Hill Formation crops out in the vicinity of

ftolibah homestead and in the Stokes and Fitzroy Ranges on the Delamere

Sheet area. It lies unconformably upon the Bbllita Group and is absent

from the sequence in many place, having been eroded prior to the deposition

of the Auvergne Group. The formation consists of a series of alternating

sandstone; shale3and siltstones ;Of marine origin.

Distribution: The Wondoan HiLl Formation crops out over about 125 square

kilometres in the central and .southwestern parts of the Delamere Sheet

Area. It forms the capping oft, the Fitzroy Range and of the hills south

of Coolibah homestead. It is also exposed in the scarps west of the

Victoria River crossing. Thefunit also crops out near Bob's Grave Spring

in the southwest corner of #e Delamere Sheet area. It extends south-
:

wards onto the Victoria River:Downs Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The name' is derived from Wondoan Hill, a prominent
,1=

mesa4prox iporth of Fitzroyyhomestead on the Delamere Sheet area. The

basal sandstone of the forma ition is well exposed there although the upper
parts of the formation are bsent. The type section for the formation

is at the eastern end of th0 Fitzroy Range-(Long. 130 °55'E, Lat. 15 °38'S).
Stratigraphic ralationships: The Wondoan Hill Formation unconformably

overlies the Bynoe Formatifia and is also the last evidence of sedimenta-

tion before a further erosonal break. The unit is commonly absent

from the succession and th'e Stubb or Jasper Gorge Formations lie

unconformably on the oldei Bynoe Formation. The Wondoan Hill Formation

is unconformably overlaiby the Stubb Formation and the Jasper Gorge

Sandstone.

Lithology and thickness: The formation consists of a sequence of

interbedded sandstone, stltstone and shale. The lower parts of the

formation are extremely laauconitic and are represented by a very

friable green sandstone; The unit has a maximum thickness of about

110 metres on the Dela*re Sheet area. The type section is as follows:
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Thickness
^ TOP OF HILL

in metres

6^White to brown, flaggy, thin-bedded medium-grained sandstone. 

8.8^Fissile, laminated sandstone and brawn siltstone. Some
coarser sandstone bands.

4.9^No outcrop. Flaggy to blocky thin sandstone boulders.

10^No outcrop. Boulders of blocky, coarse to medium sandstone,
with pebbly bands.

9.7^No outcrop. Blocky to massive boulders of hard, white,
medium-sandstone.- Somehmatite bands,

7.6^Fissile, pale yellow to cream dolomitic siltstone and shale.

14.3^No outcrop. Boulders of blocky to flaggy sandstone, commonly
haematitic.

5.5^Blocky to flaggy, medium-bedded, coarse to medium-grained
sandstone with some pebbly bands.

4.0^No outcrop. Pebbles of red micaceoushaematitic shale.

1.5^Red, fissile,haematitic, micaceous shale. Overlain by 30 cm
of pale-brown, fissile, thin-bedded micaceous sandstone.

8.8^No outcrop. Blocky to flaggy, pebbly, sandstone boulders.

0.6^Blocky to pebbly, coarse sandstone. Rounded chert pebbles
common in sandstone.

5.5^No outcrop. Boulders of cross-bedded, flamy to blocky
sandstone.

7.9^No outcrop. In upper parthmmatite shale fragments abundant.
Some flaggy cross-bedded sandstone boulders-in lower part.

6.4^No outcrop. Green glauconitic sandstone and shale fragments
in places.

4. 0^Blocky to flaggy cross-bedded sandstone.

2.4^Massive, white to brown, medium-grained, thick-bedded
sandstone.

Total 107.9 metres^ Bynoe Formation



Fig.20. Colonial columnar stromatolites in the middle dolomite 
member of the Banyan Formation. 14 km south- west of 
Mount Freda - Fergusson River Shee t area. Neg. M/857. 

Fig.21. Cross- bedding in the basal sandstone member of the Wondoan 
Formation. 10 km south-west of Cooli bah homestead, in the 
Fitzroy Range , Delamere Sheet area . Neg. GA/1466. 
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The basal, massive, sandstone of the Wondoan Hill Formation forms

a very prominent band along the Fitzroy Range and also forms the capping

of Wondoan Hill and the hills directly south of Coolibah homestead.

Cross—bedding is well developed in the sandstone (Fig. 21).

It is about 30 metres thick at Vondoan Hill and consists of a

thick—bedded, massive to blocky, medium—grained quartz sandstone which

contains some very thin restricted micaceous lenses. The cross—bedded

units are 60 to 150 cm thick.

The formation exhibits several east—facing monoclinal flexures,

the most marked of these being exposed on the western side of Ryan Creek.

Here a "window" of Wondoan Hill Formation is exposed in the Stubb

Formation. The Wondoan Hill Formation dips beneath this younger formation

and is last seen in the old Victoria River crossing where a resistant

sandstone forms a natural causeway. The sequence is faulted down east

of Coolibah homestead and forms the floor of the main valley.

In the southwest' area of the Delamere Sheet about 3 km
- .

ENE of Bob's Grave Spring, green micaceous shale and fissile friable

sandstone crop out above the purple siltstone of the Bynoe Formation.

They are overlain by brown to red and pale yellow shale with interbedded

blocky sandstone.

Distinguishing features; The formation is a soft to medium—toned

photogeological unit, the basal bed beinga light to medium toned,

bedded, sandstone unit, indistinguishable from the Jasper Gorge Sandstone.

The formation invariably crops out in scarps and commonly forts the soft,

poorly exposed unit in.the Stokes Range. The unit may be recognized by

its distinctive lithology of green glauconitic sandstone and sbales. The

•redhmatitic shale and:yellow dolomitic siltstone are alsO distinctive.

PalaeoReorgaphic significance: The Wondoan Hill Formation consists of a

marine sequence possibly formed in shallow water. The presence of glaucon-

ite suggests that the lower part of the formation was formed by slow

deposition in a marine environment between 20 and 750 metres indepth.
The formation is assumed to be deposited in shallowing water since

sandstones become more abundant upwards. The erosion which oOdurred

following the deposition of this unit has commonly removed much of it.
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AUVERGNE GROUP 

The Auvergne Group comprises a shallow water sequence of

siltstone, sandstone, and dolomite, totalling some 600 metres in thickness.

(Pontifex et al, 1968). Its outcrop is continuous from the northeastern:1

part of the Auvergne Sheet area, to the Port Keats, Fergusson Rier, and

Delamere Sheet areas. Outcrop extends south beyond the area dealt with

this report.

The Auvergne Group is older than the Adelaideantillites, of

the Duerdin Group (Pontifez, op.Cit) . , and is thought to be . of Adelaidean

age. Its relationships to the Tolmer and Fitzmaurice Groups are not

_known,

Stubb Formation 

The Stubb Formation is a new name and it applies to the basal

unit of the Auvergne Group. The formation consists of shale, siltstone

and sandstone and conformably underlies the Jasper Gorge Sandstone. In

contrast to the Jasper Gorge Sandstone which is .very widespread, the

Stubb Formation is restricted in both outcrop and•occurrence

Distribution: - The Stubb Formation is a relatively soft unit and crops

out sparsely, mainly in scarps. An area of about 1200 square kilometres,

extending west of Delamere homestead to the Victoria River is composed

of this unit. It extends as far north as Innesvale homestead but is not

present west and north of Coolibah homestead. The formation also occurs

extensively in scarp outcrops between the Victoria River gorge and the

Timber Creek - Victoria River Down
oad

if 1n/the northern-central part of the

Delamere Sheet area a small inlier of the unit crops out. There are also

several small outcrops in the south-central part of the Fergusson River

Sheet area. The formation extends southwards onto the Victoria River

Downs Sheet area.

Derivation of name: The name i8 derived from Stubb Yard (Long. 131 °10',

Lat. 15
o36 ,S) on the Delamere Sheet area.

Type_ares: The formation is well exposed in Sullivans Creek valley which

is followed by the Milleroo - Timber Creek road.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Stubb Formation conformably,.underlies

the Jasper Gorge Sandstone and is the basal unit of the Auvergne Group.

It is commonly absent from the sequence, the basal rock type then being

the massive Jhsper Gorge Sandstone, The Stubb formation, where present,
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grades upwards into the Jasper Gorge Sandstone, and the boundary is

defined at the bottom of the lowest prominent massive sandstone. The

Stubb Formation . =conformably overlies the Wondoan Hill Formation, the

Bynoe Formation, and the Banyan Formation. It is itself unconformably

overlain on its eastern margin of outcrop by the Antrim Plateau

Volcanic a.

Lithology

The formation ranges in lithology from fissile dark grey shale

at the base through red-brown micaceous quartz siltstone to blocky white

friable sandstone at the top. The upper sandstone beds commonly form

hill cappings which on aerial photographs are indistinguishable from

Jasper Gorge Sandstone. The unit has a maximum thickness of about 210

metres which is best exposed in the type area. A large thickness of

poorly exposed Stubb Formation occurs in the Victoria River Gorge, south

of the main road crossing.

In the Sullivan Creek valley the lower silty parts of the unit

are well exposed in road cuttings and small cliffs. A composite

section measured in this area is as follows:-

Thickness
^Jasper Gorge Sandstone

in metres

^

13.7^Blocky to massive friable creamy-white tol)rown sandstone;
little cementation; rounded quartz grains; medium to
thick-bedded, medium. to coarse-grained; iron oxide staining
present. Some cross-bedding.

^

11.3^Blocky to flaggy quartz sandstone, medium-bedded.

^

15.2^Flaggy, grey, fine-grained sandstone.

^

15.2^No outcrop. Grey to white flaggy fine-grained sandstone
boulders.

^

7.6^Grey siltstone with some sandy beds. Little outcrop.

^4.6^Flaggy to blocky, white to brown cross-bedded sandstone.

^13.4^White to brown flaggy sandstone; cross-bedded with some
interbedded siltstone. Some small pebbly bands. Mud flakes
common.

^

6.1^White to brown flaggy sandstone, cross-bedded with interbedded
siltstone 60 cm band of grey to brown shale.
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^

9.1^Grey to purple fine-grained sandstone and interbedded
silts tone.

^

18.3^Micaceous purple to grey and brown siltstone. Some
harder sandy bands of iron rich, nodular, fine-grained grey
to red-brown and purple sandstone.

^79.2^30 metres of brown shale above a 15 cm band of sandstone.
Then 48 metres of iron-stained, grey and purple, friable
siltstone and shale. Some fine sandstone bands.

Total 193.7 metres^Base not seen

Several kilometres fur-tlier east on a small- hill, 100 metres
south of the main road, 36 metres of grey, purple and yellow-brown

friable shale and siltstone crop out. They are very rIcaceous and

weather purple. Mud cracks are common. The shale and siltstone contain

several hard, white to grey and purple siliceous sandstone lenses ranging

from 2.5 cm to 60 am thick. The fine-grained, indurated, quartz

sandstone is composed of well sorted, well rounded white, quartz grains.

The formation thins sharply near the westward limit of the

scarp of the Stokes Range and is absent near the Victoria River Downs -

Timber Creek road. This is assumed to be due to an uneven surface of

deposition but some evidence points to an erosional phase during the

period of deposition of the unit.

At Long, 130°41'E, Lat. 15 °54'S a section of the whole sequence
was measured as follows:

Thickness
^

Jasper Gorge Sandstone
in metres

^7.3^Laminated, fissile, cream and. pale-purple siltstone.
Shaly in purple zones. No obvious structures apart from
depositonal disconformities.

^

6.7^Flaggy to massive sandstone, medium-Trained, predominantly
thin-bedded; white to brown and purple. Some brown very fine-
grained laminated sandstone bands.

^

18.9^Brown to white, blocky to flaggy sandstone with some silty
bands. Sandstone medium to fine-grained, well sorted, grains
sub-rounded; thin to medium-brded, with abundant cross-bedd-
ing. Origin of foresets 340 .

^

6.7^Flaggy to blocky, medium-bedded sandstone. Darker bands
about 0.6 cm thick, with well rounded grains. Outcrop poor.
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^7.9^Cream to brown, laminated, fissile to flaggy very micaceous
siltstone.

^

13.7^Grey shale weathering tj iron-stained beds. Some silty
-micaceous bands (0.6 to,, 15 cm thick). Friable an]. fissile.

38^Laminated, fissile, friable grey shale with thin fine-grained
siltstone and sandstone lenses.

76^No outcrop - probably shale.

Total 175.2
^

Bynoe Formation

Cross-bedding and slump structures suggest a west to

south-west provenance in this area.

Good outcrop is rare but at one locality in the Stokes

Range 25 km SSW of Coolibah homestead, fissile, laminated, micaceous,

brown siltstone and shale crops out well. It contains a 1-metre band

ofigematitic sandstone breccia and some large lenses of blocky to

massive, friable, medium-grained sandstone.

The Stubb Formation displays abundant sedimentary structures

in the Stokes Range - Victoria River area.Figyre 22 shows a typical

slump structure in the western part of the range. Flute casts, skip
t - )1
casts, load structures, ripples marks and-cross-bedding are all common.

In an inlier within the Jasper Gorge Sandstone 3 km east of

Mount Hogarth near the northern margin of the Delamere Sheet area

the Stubb Formation consists of blocky to flaggy, medium-bedded, white

to red-brown quartz'sandstone, overlain by poorly bedded flaggy to

fissile, grey micaceous siltstone.

On the Fergusson River Sheet area 30 km east-southeast of

Wombungi outstation an unusual rock-type crops out interbeddedllith

grey to purple micaceous shale and siltstone of the Stubb Formation.

It consists of a massivehEematitic siltstone with cone-in-cone structures

defined by calcite.
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Further north at a. point about 28 km ENE of Wombungi outstation

2-metre thick layer of laterite underlies the Jasper Gorge Sandstone.

It consists of quartz and shale fragments in -a' ferruginous matrix, and

unconformably overlies dolomite of the Banyan Formation. It is

possible that this ferruginization occurred during the period of

deposition of the Stubb Formation.

6 km NE of Vambungi outstation the Bynoe Formation below

the Jasper Gorge Sandstone is also ferruginized and silicified.

This period of ferruginization, possibly a laterite-forming phase, is

thought to be represented by thehmmatitic sandstone and breccia

which is widespread within the Stubb Formation.

Distinguishing features: The Stubb Formation forms a soft, medium-

toned, photogeological unit with some outstanding hard bands near the

top. It generally has a restricted outcrop in scarps and is only well

exposed in steep gullies, truncated spurs or road cuttings. It is

at the base of the Auvergne Group and lithologically it can be

distinguished by its micaceous nature and its dark grey basal &hale

where present. The ferruginous bands are unique to this unit and it

also contains abundant sedimentary structures.

The unit represents the first deposition
after a period of erosion and forms the base of the Auvergne Group in

many places. Sedimentation began with mud and silt which appear

possibly as a function of outcrop, to be thicker in the west. Deposition
•

became progressively more arenaceous with time and.in places graded

imperceptibly into the Jasper Gorge Sandstone. It seems to have been

deposited "patchily" in basin areas on the eroded surface.'

The formation is probably marine in origin. The ,rate of

deposition was rapid as shown by the lensing of beds, and by the

abundant sedimentary structures.

Jasper Gorge Sandstone 

The, Jpsper Gorge Sandstone covers a very large area on

the Delamere and Fergusson River Sheet areas. It consists of a massive

to flaggy, medium-grained, white to brown sandstone with a very uniform

lithology throughout. The unit truncates the Bullita Group, with

strong unconformity in places. It forms the base of the Auvergne Group,

where the underlying Stubb Formation is absent. The unit has been



Fig.22. Slump folding in the upper part of the Stubb Formation. 
22 km east- north-east of Bardia Yard, Delamere Sheet area. 

Neg.M/797. 
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defined and described by Pontifex et al (1968) on the Auvergne Sheet

Area. Part of the "Palm Creek Beds" on the Fergusson River Sheet area

(Randa10962) have been found to belong to this unit, and hence have

been allocated to it.

Distribution: The formation crops out over 4500 sq km in the

western part of the Delamere Sheet area. It also covers 500 sq Wn in

the south-central part of the Fergusson River Sheet area. The

sandstone mostly forms a scarp - plateau topography since it is

resistant to weathering.

Stratiaughic relationships: The formation unconformably overlies all

members of the BUllita Group (Wondoan Hill Formation, Bynoe Formation,

Banyan Formation, Bardia Chert Member, Skull Creek Formation and Timber

Creek Formation). In places it overlies them with marked discordance

but in the central part of the Delamere Sheet area there is little

angular discordance between the Jasper Gorge Sandstone arid the Wondoan

Hill and Bynoe Formations. It conformably overlies the Stubb Formation.

The Jasper Gorge - Sanistone is conformably overlain to the

north and west by the Angalarri Siltstone; the contact is well exposed.

near the Ikymbon' River on the Delamere Sheet area as shown in Figure 23.

In some areas especially in the northeast of the Delamere Sheet area

the Jasper Gorge Sandstone is unconformably overlain both by Antrim

Plateau Volcanics and Mullaman Beds. The volcanics and their associated

sediments commonly lie within old valleys and channels in the jasper

Gorge Sandstone.

LithologY: The Jasper Gorge Sandstone is a white to brown,flaggy

to massive, medium-grained sandstone. It is very uniform in lithology

throughout its outcrop area. Commonly it has a thin basal conglomerate

in the western area of outcrop and also contains a considerable thickness

of green and purple shale and siltstone. The sandstone consists of

well sorted, well rounded grains of quartz with very few accessory

minerals. It was probably derived from a pre-existing sandstone since

the grains show high sphericity and the rock is very mature. The quartz

grains are 001 mm to 2 mm in diameter and have some minor syntaxial growth.

The matrix is composed of more angular quartz crystals. Accessory

minerals which make up about 3% of the total volume consist . of rounded

grains of tourmaline, volcanic glass and rarely zircon with minor mus-

covite.04e sample showed poor sorting with a possible bithodal distribution

but generally, sorting is very good.
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The formation is generally less than 30 metres thick,

although it does appear to attain 105 metres in the Victoria River

Gorge area.

A section through the Jasper Gorge Sandstone was measured

about 6 km SSW of Trinity Reach on the northwest side of the

Victoria River:-

Thickness
^ Top of Hill

in metres

^

42.6^Flaggy to blocky, medium-grained sandstone; white to
brown.

^

4.6^Indurated, massive thick-bedded medium-grained sandstone.

^

6.1^No outcrop - possibly flaggy fine-grained sandstone and
coarse siltstone.

^

17.1^Laminated, micaceous quartz siltstone and lenticular
mudstone and sandstone. Cross-bedding and ripple'marks
abundant. Fig. 24 shows probable sandstone dykes. Beds
fissile to flaggy, rarely blocky.

^

5.5^No outcrop - probably soft beds.

^

10.7^Massive and blocky,L medium to thick-bedded, medium-grained
sandstone with a 30 cm basal conglomerate.

Total 86.6^Skull Creek Föxmation

In the western part of the Stokes Range there is a thinner
-

thi5trgh-sii-mewhat similar sequence of beds:-

Thickness
^Top of Hill

in metres

^

7.6^Massive, thick-bedded, red-brown to White sandstone.
Indurated in lower part.

^

6.1^Purple and green-grey, coarse-grained, spotted siltstone;
abundant cross-bedding; blocky, laminated beds.

^

22.9^Flaggy, thin-bedded, friable sandstone; indurated near top.

^

7.6^Blocky, medium to thin-bedded sandstone white to grey with
dark bands. Some local discontinuities lensing, washouts,
cross-bedding, ripples and mud cracks; beds become
flaggy to fissile near top with thin interbed of purple
silts tone,



Fig.23. 

Fig.24. 

Uppermost surface of JOasper Gorge Sandstone exposed in 
creek, overlain by Angalarri Siltstone. 8 km s outh of 
Mount Thymann, Delamere Sheet area. Neg.GA/1176. 

Vertical sect ion of Jasper Gorge Sandstone s howing small 
sandstone dykes and lenticular thin sand beds produced 
by ripple structure. 6 km south-south-west of Trinity 
Heach, Delamere Sheet areas. 
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6.1^Massive, brown to white, medium to thick-bedded sandstone.
Widely spaced jointing.

^

Total 50.3^ Stubb Formation

Further east along the scarp of the Stokes Range the

basal sandstone becomes reduced to about 4 metres in thickness,

overlain by 25-30 metres of flaggy sandstone and siltstone which

is capped by 7.5 metres of blocky friable sandstone. The siltstone

beds lense out southeastwards.

In the Stokes Range near the Victoria River crossing

the basal massive to blocky, ferruginous sandstone, forms a very

prominent scarp about 36 metres high.

A section 6 km ENE of Stubb'Yard in the Sullivan Creek

valley shows the following sequence:-

Thickness^ Top of Hill

in metres

^7.9^Flaggy, white to cream and brown, friable, thin-bedded
sandstone. Indurated near top.

^6.7^Blocky, medium-bedded, medium-grained, white to cream,
brown and purple sandstone.

^9.4^Flaggy to blocky, medium-bedded, white to brown and
purple sandstone. Near the top is a 1.5 metre band of
limonite-spotted, purple and white, f/lable sandstone.

^805^Blocky sandstone, becoming flaggy near the top; friable,
medium-grained, white to purple and brown, mud flakes
present, also cross-bedding.

^

14.6^Massive, thick-bedded, white to red-brawn, cross-bedded,
coarse-grained sandstone. Nodular weathering in upper part.

Total 47.1 metres
^

Stubb Formation

The Jasper Gorge Sandstone shows some interesting features

north of Ingaladdi Waterhole. Six kilometres north of the waterhole

Antrim Plateau Volcanics and associated sediments lie in a channel

within the Jasper Gorge Sandstone. The volcanics appear to crop

out in partly sand infilled river channels. The Jhsper Gorge

Sandstone in this region is grey, blocky, thin-bedded and friable.
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Ten kilometres north of Ingaladdi Waterhole large-scale

cross-bedding is developed (Fig. 25). The rock is a massive, white to

purple, medium-grained, medium-bedded, friable sandstone, composed of

well rounded quartz grains which rapidly weather t o white sand. Some

pebble bands are present. Coarser-grained bands commonly define the

cross-beds which indicate a provenance direction from the east north...

east.

In the Crocodile Yard - Mount Thymanan region of the Delamere

Sheet area, the topmost beds of the Jasper Gorge Sandstone are exposed.

They consist of up to 6-metre thick bands of medium to coarse-grained

sandstone interbedded with up to 2.5 metre thick bands of siltstone.

The sandstone varies from thick to thin-bedded with abundant cross

bedding, the individual foresets measureing up to 3 metres thick and
9 metres long. The sandstone is poorly sorted and contains some pebbly

inclusions; mud flakes are common. Minor barytes is scattered through

the sandstone.

On the Fergusson River Sheet area, the Jasper Gorge Sandstone

is largely sand covered and shows less surface jointing than further

south. The rock in hand specimen is identical to that on the Delamere

Sheet area but the unit commonly weathers to a grey colour.

Nineteen kilometres northwes of Collia Waterhole a small

outcrop of brown to white, medium to thick-bedded, blocky to massive

sandstone probably belongs to the Jasper Gorge Sandstone. It

underlies the Angalarri Siltstone and contains abundant small-scale

cross-beds.

On the Port Keats Sheets area a similar small outcrop of

Jasper Gorge Sandstone occurs in the North Meeway Plain. It is cut

off to the west by part of the Victoria River Fault system.

Nineteen kilometres south of Timber Creek, on the Auvergne

Sheet area, a basal chertsandstone breccia which was not noted by

Pontifex et al (1968Y,7 (WellObck consists of poorly rounded and sorted

clasts of chert and, more rarely, quartzite and sandstone, in a poorly

sorted fawn sandstone matrix. The clasts are generally 2-3 mm in

diameter but do reach 10 cms in places. (Fig. 26). This basal

conglomerate occurs locally around Timber Creek, but is not developed

elsewhere in the area mapped.



Fig.25. Cross- bedding in J asper Gorge Sandstone. 10 km north 
of Ingaladdi Waterhole. Delamere Sheet area. 

Neg. GA/ 1464. 

Fig.26. Poorly sorted basal sedi mentary breccia of the Ja sper 
Gorge Sandstone. Angular clasts of chert and quartzite 
lie in a sandstone matrix. 19 km south of Timber Creek, 
Auvergne Sheet area. Neg.M/796. 
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Distinguishing features: The Jasper Gorge Sandstone is a light to

medium-toned photogeological unit and is easily distinguished by its

bedded and very jointed nature. It is lithologically a monotonous

sandstone unit with some interbedded green and purple siltstone. The

siltstone is well developed in the western part of the region, but is

absent east of the Victoria River Gorge. The unit forms most - of the

scarps and plateaux present on the Delamere Sheet area. - Cross-bedding

and mud flakes are commonly present but there are no widespread load
--

oasts, flute oasts or slump structures in this unit as in'the underlying

Stubb Formation

Palaeogeographic significance:  The surface Of deposition of the Jasper

Gorge Sandstone was very regular and since lithology and thickness are

very uniform over a large area, a progressive marine transgression1
over a peneplained area is suggested. The sandstone is a shallow-

water deposit and the abundance of cross-bedding indicates considerable

current movement. Lack. of other sedimentary structures however,

suggests that no high gradients were present on the depositional surface.

The presence of shale and siltstone in the west indicates that a deeper-

water environment prevailed in that area at least during part of the

deposition of this unit.

'.Angalarri Siltstone

Distribution: The AngalarriSaltstone was previously defined and

described for the Auvergne Sheet area by Pontifex et al. (1968).

On the Delamere Sheet area it forms the Angalarri River valley and

extends northwards to the headwaters of the Angalarri and Fitzmaurice

Rivers on the Fergusson River Sheet area. It also occurs between

the Collia Fault and the Wingate Plateau. On the Port Kàts 'Sheet

area it crops out along the eastern margin and thetoolendong -Valley

and Meeway Plain and in isolated outcrorsin the Meeway Plain.

Reference area: The reference area is the Baines River-lambarra

Range area, 19 km north-northeast of Auvergne homestead in the Auvergne
3 .

Sheet area. (Pontifex et al., 1968).^
: , • -^)

Derivation of name: The unit was named by Randal:(1962)_after the

Angalarri River in the southwest corner of the Fergusson River Sheet

area.
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Stratigraphic• relationships: The Angalarri Siltstone is a constituent

formation of the Auvergne Group.

It conformably overlies the Jasper Gorge Sandstone, a

relationship which may be seen between the Ikydbamand Angalarri

Rive and near The Twins. About 8 km south of Mount Thymanan, highly

fissile grey-green siltstone of the Angalarri Siltstone rests on an

upper exposed surface of Jasper Gorge Sandstone which shows large

interference ripple marks (Fig. 28). Similar relationships and

similar structures in the Jasper Gorge Sandstone are exposed in the

northernmost margins of the Meeway Plain.

The unit is conformably overlain by the Saddle Creek

Formation, a relationship which is shown in the scarp slopes of the

ranges forming the western margin of the Angalarri River valley and

along the eastern margin of the Koolendong Valley and Meeway Plain.

The Antrim Plateau Volcanics and associated interbedded sandstone

unconformably overlie the Angalarri Siltstone near The Twins. The

Jarong Conglomerate overlies the unit southwest of the Collia Fault

and the Mullaman Beds unconformably overlie it in the northern part

of the Delamere Sheet area and south of Collia Waterhole.

Lithology and thickness: The Angalarri Siltstone has much the same

lithology, thickness, and physiographic expression as previously

described for the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex et al., 1968).

Notable exceptions are the inclusion of sandstone interbeds in some

areas, and relatively more dolomite interbeds in others.

The sandstone interbeds occur in an area extending from

The Twins,_along the east of J41 Yard, between and to the south of

the IkyMbonand Angalarri Rivers, in isolated remnants sitting on the

Jasper Gorge Sandstone plateau; the southernmost of which is

Valley Hill. These interbeds are in the lower part of the unit, and

consist of fine-grained silty, sericitic sandstone and form bands

up to 4.5 metres thick. One or two in particular form prominent

benches in otherwise soft-weathering slopes. They form marker-

horizons which are easily followed on the air photos for up to

64 km.



The following three sections are from this area. They are

the most complete sections measured from the Angalarri Siltstone,

but they only provide a minimum thickness since the Saddle Creek

Formation does not overlie the unit at any one of these localities.

The base of the unit at the contact with Jasper Gorge Sandstone is

clearly defined in each, the rocks overlying each section are Mullaman

Beds and/or Cainozoic laterite.

I : Section through Angalarri Siltstone at Valley Hill,

a prominent isolated hill of flat-lying sediments,

conformably lying on the Jasper Gorge Sandstone, 32 km

-' northwest of Coolibah homestead, Delamere Sheet area.

Thickness
in metres

Capping of laterite. Base is irregularly nodular and
lumpy, passes up into regularly pisolitic laterite.

^7.5^Siltstone: white, massive and completely structureless,
somewhat porcellinized. Irregular patches of mottled,
and ferruginized rather clayey rock. (Believed to be a
leached zone of a laterite profile within Angalarri Silt-
stone),

^

12.2^Poor exposure. Siltstone: light-grey, white, laminated,
fissile. Apparently leached Angalarri Siltstone.

^

0.6^Sandstone: mottled, varisgated,yellowish brown to
red.

^

4.6^No exposure

^

0.9^Siltstone bands: light-grey to white, apparently
leached.

^

7.6^No outcrop, scree-covered.

^

0.9^•Sandstone: greyish-red, silty, fine-grained, massive;
flaggy towards top. Forms a distinct platform.

^

0.9^Siltstone: grey-green to reddish, fissile.

^

3.0^Sandstone: fine-grained, silty, grey, sericite,
limonite-spotted, flaggy to thin-bedded towards the
top.

^

4.0^Poor exposure; mainly fissile siltstone.
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^

2.1^Bench-forming band of sandstone: massive, grey, fine-grained,
laminated and thin-bedded towards top where it grades into
fissile siltstone above it.

^

34.1^Largely scree-covered. Mainly fissile siltstone, slightly
coarser and more sericitic than the lower 48.8 metres,
and may grade to fissile fine-grained sandstone. Grey-
green, laminated, mud cracks, sole markings, ripple marks
and minor halite casts. Sericitic lamellae of mudstone.
This siltstone contains minor interbeds of massive fine-
grained sericitic sandstone (as in the lower bench), in
bands up to 61 cm thick.

^

2.4^Minor bench-forming band of siltstone: grey to greenish
grey, fine-grained, sericitic. Overall massive, but
laminated to thin bedded. Some mud flakes, fine-scale
cross bedding, minor limonite spottings.

^

48.8^Slope, mostly scree-covered. Minor outcrop of reddish
brown fissile siltstone, grey-green and shaley in places.

Total 129.7 metres^Base of hill formed by top of Jasper Gorge
Sandstone

II : Section through Angalarri Siltstone; forming an

isolated laterite capped hill lying on Jasper Gorge

Sandstone, 8 km south of Mount Thymanan, Delamere

Sheet area.

Thickness
in metres

^47.2^Poor exposure. Siltstone with up to 5% interbeds of
fine-grained sandstone. Siltstone is green-grey,
weathers reddish, fissile, laminated; complete scree
cover near top.

^

39.6^Siltstone, to fine-grained sandstone. Poor exposure and
much weathered. Generally brownish red, fissile,
breaking into thin plates rather than flakes as in basal
150 ft. Apparently fairly homogeneous; interbeds of
sandy siltstone rare.

^

18.3^Siltstone: grey-green weathers reddish generally fissile,
slightly coarser than in basa147 2metn3. Minor thin (46 um)
interbands of sericitic silty sandstone.

^

1.8^Sandstone: fine-grained, silty matrix, grey-green,
limonite-spotted-and slightly sericitic: - weathers flaggy
to rounded, bench and platform-forming.

^47.2^Poor exposures. Siltstone: grey-green, fissile to platey.
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^

4.6^Sandstone: grey, fine-grained with silty sericitic matrix,
generally massive but fine bedding seen on weathered
surface. Forms fairly prominant bench around lower part
of hill.

^

25.9^Generally scree-covered. Siltstone in creeks: grey-
green, highly fissile to shaley, weathering to flakes,
laminated, mud cracks.

Total 184.6 metres^Base of hill, top of Jasper Gorge Sandstone.

III : Section through Angalarri Siltstone, 10 km south-

east of J41 Yard, Delamere Sheet area.

Thickness
in metres
^ Mullaman Beds

^

17.1^Siltstone: fissile to platey, laminated to thin-bedded,
grey, weathen reddish; immediately under Cretaceous
sandstone it is leached with patches of ochreous powder.

^

1.2^Minor bench of fine-grained silty sandstone as in lower
benches

^

9.1^Scree cover of fissile, shaley siltstone and fine-grained
sandstone.

^

3.0^Upper main bench and platform. Sandstone: fine-grained,
silty matrix, laminated, massive, sericitic, limonite-
spotted.

^30.5^Poor exposure of siltstone: fissile, grey-green to
reddish/

^

41.2^Minor bench-forming band of fine-grained sandstone:
massive, grey, sericitic silty matrix.

^4.6^Poor outcrop. Minor exposure of grey-green shaley 
siltstone. Much scree cover of fine-grained sandstone.

^

1.8^Lower bench and platform. Sandstone: grey to khaki,
silty matrix, limonite-spotted, locally sericitic; massive,
but thin-bedded.

^45.7^Poor exposure, mainly siltstone: grey-green to khaki,
fissile, weathers to plates and scales, laminated, some
sericitic, locally flaggy

^

9.1^No outcrop, scree of fissile and platey siltstone.

Total 123.3 metres^Base of hill, top of Jasper Gorge Sandstone.
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Where the Angalarri Siltstone is not capped by Cretaceous

sandstone or by laterite it forms low rounded hills, generally

covered byscree-of fissile and platey siltstone.

It forms the slopes below the scarp formed by the Saddle

Creek Formation and Pinkerton Sandstone, along the _northwestern side

of the Angalarri River, and along the Fitzmaurice River. It is

generally covered by scree from the overlying sandstone units, but it

is well exposed 8 km north of Mount Kukpalli where it consists of

typical grey-green, extremely fissile siltstone, varying locally to

platey, and flaggy. The rock is glauconitic and reddish brown

(weathered) bands are common. Thin-bedded to flaggy limestone bands

occur at plain level near Mount Woolonjang and also 10 km northwest

of Wombungee.

Along the southern side of The Twins Fault (or Monocline)

the Angalarri Siltstone dips steeplyto the south. One of the silty

sandstone interbeds about4 metres thick is at the base, and lies directly

on Jasper Gorge Sandstone. The fissile siltstone found elsewhere ,below

the silty sandstone has apparently been removed by faulting. In

places, this silty sandstone band has obviously been affected by the

faulting, and has a crude metamorphic foliation or cleavage (parallel

to the fault), is sericitic and is extensively ferruginized. It was

probably this foliated rock which erroneously led Randal (1962) to

map the rocks of this area as Noltenious Formation.

The foliated, sandstone is overlain by about.5 metres of

fissile, ferruginized siltstone, and then by a 3-metre bed of silty

sandstone which is relatively uneffected by the fault and can be

followed, for about 12 1ô,

This silty sandstone band is overlain by about 100 metres

of chocolate, (and lesser grey-green), fissile, shaley siltstqne which

weathers to fine plates and scale-like fragments.

The chocolate: eiltstone is overlain by 30 metres of grey-

green shaley siltstone which contains up to 30 beds of - flaggy dolomite

and some flaggy, hard dolomitic grey siltstone. The dolomite beds- are

up to 25 cm thick. Above the dolomite bands the formation consists

entirely of grey-green shaley siltstoneo.
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Between- the Wingate Plateau and the Collia Fault, the Angalarri

Siltstone generally occurs in scree-covered slopes capped by Mullaman

Bed-s,, About 16 km west-southwest of Collia Waterhole where it is
,Formation

overlain - by- the Saddle Creek/it consists of red-brown fissile siltstone

with interbeds 1 cm thick of grey limestone and calcareous siltstone,
mn

from 1 cm to 3O/apart . The base is not exposed in this area. About

8 km-east-southeast of Collia Waterhole up to 42 metres of grey-green,

shaley and fissile, slightly sericitic siltstone, forms slopes below

Cretaceous sandstone and Cainozoic laterite capping. In some slopes

it has a homogeneous composition. In others, slightly higher in the

sequence, the unitconsists of pinkish grey dolomitic siltstone as

flaggy bands up to 8-cm thick, which are intercalated_ with red-brown

and grey-green fissile siltstone, in bands up to 25 cm thick.

The Angalarri Siltstone in the Collia area is similar to the

unit further south but thin interbedded carbonate rocks are more

abundant near Collia and the siltstone is commonly more highly

weathered, which produces a greater proportion of the red-brown coloured

silts tone

In the northern part of the Meeway Plain the Angalarri

Siltstone occurs in isolated outcrops composed of laminated to thin-

bedded, grey-green and red-brown, and fissile siltstone with some

interbedded thin (2 am) sandy bands.

The Upper contact in the Angalarri and Fitzmaurice Rivers

area is .distinct, with a very marked- ahangefrom -fissile siltstone

to the medium-to coarse-grained, poorly sorted, basal sandstone of

the Saddle Creek Formation. However on the east side of the Koolendong

Valley, near the southern margin of the Port Keats Sheet area, the

contact between Angalarri Siltstone and Saddle Creek Formation is

gradational: over a vertical distance of 6 metres fissile siltstone
of the lower unit gradesup into sandstone of the upper unit.
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Thickness: Pontifex et al. (1968) calculated a minimum thickness of

300 metres for the Angalarri Siltstone in the Auvergne Sheet area.

However more recently a bore located 3 km northeast of Bradshaw

homestead penetrated 275 metres of the unit without entering the under-

lying Jasper Gorge Sandstone and at least 120 metres of the unit forms

the cliff slope immediately above the plain on which the bore was

sunk. A minimum thickness of 395 metres can therefore be assumed near
Bradshaw.

In 1968 the maximum thickness measured, from the base up to

its contact with overlying Mullaman Beds, was 185 metres near Mount

Thymanan. A total thickness calculated from an assumed dip of 1 0 is

about 500 metres in the Mount Thymanan area.

Distinguishing features: The relatively uniform lithology of the

Angalarri Siltstone over wide areas is characteristic. The exceptions

described above, particularly the inclusion of prominent bench-forming

silty sandstone bands in the J41-Mount Thymanan area are local (in

terms of the extent of this unit throughout the Victoria River Basin).

The highly characteristic basal sandstone of the overlying Saddle

Creek Formation is diagnostic of its upper contact.

Palaeogeogranhic significance: The Angalarri Siltstone is widespread;

and is believed to have been deposited in marine water of moderate

depth (Pontifex et al, 1968).

Saddle Creek Formation and Pinkerton Sandstone 

The Saddle Creek Formation and Pinkerton Sandstone have

previously been defined and described for the Auvergne Sheet area by

Pontifex et al. (1968). They are discussed together here because of

their close association in the field.

Distribution: The main outcrop of the formations is along the margin

of a dissdcted plateau or tableland which extends from the northwest

corner of the Delamere Sheet area to the southwest and central-west

of the Fergusson River Sheet area- Outcrops also occur between the

Collia Fault and -Wingate Plateau in the Fergusson River Sheet area and

along the eastern margin os the Koolondong Valley and Meeway Plain

in the Port Keats Sheet area.
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Reference area: The reference locality for both formations is in the

Pinkerton and Yambarra Ranges in the Auvergne Sheet area (Pontifex

et al, 1968).

Derivation of name: See Pontifex et al (1968).

Stratilranhic relationshiu: Both units are constituent formations of

the Auvergne Group. The Saddle Creek Formation conformably overlies

the Angalarri Siltstone and is conformably overlain by the Pinkerton

Sandstone, The Pinkerton Sandstone is conformably overlain by Lloyd

Creek Dolomite.

Seven sections have been measured through these formations

in the area and these are diagrammatically represented in Fig. 27.

The Saddle Creek Formation in section No. 1 is lithologically

similar to the unit as previously defined for the northeastern part of

the Auvergne Sheet area. The formation is thicker in Section No. 2

on the eastern margin of the north Koolendong Valley. Along the margin

of this valley, the unit is photogeologically distinct from the

overlying Pinkerton Sandstone. The lower.boundary.cannot always be

traced positively since flaggy sandstones in some places occupy

scarps which give a similar photo pattern - to Angalarri Siltstone. The

lower contact in this area is gradational over 5 to 10 m. Typical

Angalarri-type siltstones give way to siltstone with thlh (2 to 10‘cm)

beds of line-grained quartz sandstone. The proportion of such

interbeds increases upwards until they predominate, with subordinate

siltstone. The siltstones then disappear completely, and thicker,

flaggy sandstone crops out.

There is considerable facies change within the Saddle Creek

Formation along the margin of the northern Koolendong Valley and the

Meeway Plain. Near the Fitzmaurice River the formation consists

predominantly of fine to medium-grained, blocky to massive, cross-bedded

and ripple-marked sandstone. Some mudcracks and oontorted beds occur.

There is no siltstone overlying these sandstones, but the white, hard

basal Pinkerton Sandstone does overlie them.
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Five km further north, bordering the Meeway Plain, the

lower part of the unit continues as a massive, cross-bedded, reddish

sandstone. Several feet of blocky white sandstone overlies this,

and is in turn overlain by up to 15 m of poorly outcropping, sandy

siltstone. This is typical of the unit much further south, suggesting

that the sandstone near the Fitzmaurice River is a local development

only.

The basal sandstone of the Saddle Creek formation is exposed

in a valley 16 kn north of the Meeway Plain. It is a continuation

of the margin of the Plain but separated from it by the cover of the

Mullaman Beds. Large scale cross bedding is typical of this exposure.

Similar facies variations in the upper part of the Saddle

Creek Formation appear to exist in the area between Mount Kukpalli,

The Twins, and northwest of The Twins in the scarps immediately north

and south of the Fitzmaurice River. Considerable siltstone is shown

in sections 3, 4, and 5. By flying along the scarp in a helicopter,

variations in the thickness of the sandstone bands, and the resultant

thinning of the siltstone can be recognized. In places the basal

sandstone of the Pinkerton Sandstone, and sandstones of the Saddle Creek

Formation, are in contact and it is difficult to positively determine

the boundary between the two units. This difficulty is emphasized on

air photos, because whereas the contact may be seen in section in the

scarp cliff, it is not always visible from vertically above.

The basal sandstone persists throughout the area but it is

generally thicker than previously defined (up to 30 in as compared

with 10 m in most of the Auvergne Sheet area), and in places it can

be subdivided. In the scarp between Mount Kukpalli and the northern

margin of the Delamere Sheet area an upper, indurated, thin-bedded

sandstone caps the more friable cross-bedded sandstone. The latter

varies from 3 in to 12 m thick and directly overlies the Angalarri

Siltstone. Primary sedimentary structures generally occur throughout

the basal sandstone, but north and northwest of The Twins these are far

more pronounced in the upper part. Bands up.to 2 in thick which contain

flame and load structures, and distorted bedding tend to be restricted

to the upper part of the basal sandstone. Ball and pillow type structures

of the type described by Potter and Pettijohn (1963) are also common.
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The upper siltstone of the Saddle Creek Formation is rarely

expose& but it is generally represented by a slope of a soft weathering

unit above the basal sandstone. In places it is found to consist

predominantly of massive, fine-grained, sericitic, sandstone;

intercalated with fissile to flaggy siltstone. Twelve km north of Mount

Kukpalli these interbeds are locally contorted by primary sedimentary

structures. The elumpedfissile siltstones which "wrap around" massive

fine sericitic sandstone seen in Fig. 28 are identical to the structures

in the same stratigraphic position in the unit near The Tombs on the

Auvergne Sheet area.

Within 1 km west of The Twins the upper siltstone is

absent. The Saddle Creek Formation there consists entirely of an

estimated 20 m thick sandstone. It is overlain by about 13 m of

massive, clean, medium-grained sandstone, which is almost certainly

the basal sandstone of the Pinkerton Sandstone.

This massive sandstone may, - however, be a band in the

upper part of Saddle Creek . Formation. Certainly to the northwest of

this locality massive sandstone up to 7 m thick are common in a poorly

outcropping sequence, representing-the upper part of the Saddle Creek

Formation. In the vicinity of section No. 4 the thin bedding of the

basal sandstone is highly characteristic. Also the sandstone is

blocky to flaggy, medium-grained, friable and in the lower part

current-bedded units measure up to(0m thick. A massive sandstone

with large-scale cross-bed units overlying this is commonly limonitic.

The Saddle Creek Frmation is exposed in several pockets in

the Coolamon area, generally in the vicinity of the Coolamon Fault

which has locally disrupted the flatlying sequence, up-throwing and

giving relatively steep dips to the lower units of the Auvergne Group.

The basal sandstone of Saddle Creek Formation is seen

overlying Angalarri Siltstone, 10 km northeast of Coolamon homestead,

(section Nb. 6 in Fig. 27) Sedimentary structures of the type

described above characterize this isendstone but thy ^more pronounced
towards its top.
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In some places overlying this is a very thin—bedded sequence

of intercalated fine—grained sandstone and siltstone, part of which

appears to be calcareous. The formation in this area is generally

thinner than to the south and southwest.

At the head of Soldiers Creek a massive unit of sandstone

is cream—white. and brown, thick bedded, medium—grained and has a

blackish weathering surfaces it is flaggy to massive and typically

friable. It contains large scale cross bedded units (up to 10 in

long by 3 in thick); their typical altitude is 125 ° strike 45 0 dip
to the northeast. Ripple marks and small scale slumping are also

common. Near the top of the outcrop a bed 1 in thick contains

contorted bedding and flame structures.

Above this basal 11 m of sandstone is a tO in band of no

outcrop, interpreted as being the upper siltstone part of the formation.

This is overlain by massive white Pinkerton Sandstone.

No Angalarri Siltstone -was actually seen below the basal
but

sandstone at this locality _/ iiaterpretation from surrounding areas

and the swampy nature of the valley floor suggests an
impermeable underlying bedrock and suggests the presence of this

siltstone formation.

The Saddle Creek Formation in this area is thus 21 in thick,

which confirms the indications in the Coolamon area that the unit

becomes much thinner in its northern and north eastern extent,

relative to its occurrence on the Auvergne and Delamere Sheet areas.

Characteristic of the Pinkerton Sandstone is the ubiquitous

basal quartz sandstone which is white and weathers brownish—red,

massive, fine to medium—grained and commonly ripple—marked and

contains mud—flake clasts. Sandstone containing varying amounts of

silt and is either massive, blocky or flaggy, and more or less

resistant to erosion, occur above this massive basal band. Lithologically

the unit is similar to that described on the Auvergne Sheet area,

although generally it was not differentiated into relatively distinctive

sandy and silty layers as in this Sheet area. Its thickness of 50 in

in section 1 (Fig. 27) is less than the maximum of 100 m of this unit

in the Auvergne Sheet area, but it is consistent with the 55 m of the
unit measured near Bradshaw. Section No. 5 (Fig. 27) revealed 24 in
of almost continuous sandstone ( of varying properties), between the

Saddle Creek and Lloyd Creek Formations.



Fig.28. Structures in siltstone and sandstone i n upper part 
of Saddle Creek Formation. 13 km nort h of Mount 
Kukpalli, Delamere Sheet area. Neg. GA/1192. 
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In the Collia area no complete section of Pinkerton Sandstone

is exposed but the general impression from isolated observations of the

sequence suggests that it is of the order of 30 m thick. Halite awts

were noted in the beds in this region. It therefore seems likely that

the Pinkerton Sandstone is thinning in a general northeasterly direction.

Distinguishing Features 

A distinctive property of the Saddle Creek Formation is

the abundance of primary sedimentary structures in the basal sandstone.

The character of the upper siltstone part of the formation has proved

to be variable. Its position under the ubiquitous, massive, thick,

sandstone band which characterizes the base of the Pinkerton Formation,

in most cases aids in its recognition.

The sandstone forming the Pinkerton Sandstone is not in

itself diagnostic. Only the- stratigraphicposition of this unit and

its topographic expression within the Auvergne Group, allows it to

be recognized on the ground and on air—photos.

II • er Auver e Grou^Lbo d Creek Formation,

Spencer Sandstone and Shoal Reach Formation

Distribution: Lloyd Creek Formation, Spencer Sandstone and Shoal

Reach Formation, which will be referred to as the upper Auvergne

Group, crop out over about 1000 sq km on the Auvergne, Port Keats,

and Fergusson River Sheet areas. The formations are now recognized

on over 400 square miles of the Port Keats Sheet area east of the

Koolendong Valley and Meeway Plain. They extend onto the Fergusson

River Sheet area where they crop out north of the Fitzmaurice River

for several kilometres along the length of Laurie Creek.

The northernmost outcrop of the upper Auvergne Group is

about 16 km west of Collia Waterhole, and is a very poor exposure

of Lloyd Creek Formation.

Derivation of names: The three formations have been formally defined

and named by Pontifex et al (1960 9- from features on the Auvergne Sheet

area.
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Reference areas: The type localities for all three formations are

in the area between the Pinkerton and Spencer Ranges on the Auvergne

Sheet area (Pontifex et al, 1968).

StratiRraphic relationships: In all localities the Lloyd Creek

Formation conformably overlies-the Pinkerton Sandstone, and is

overlain conformably by Spencer Sandstone, which is overlain in

like manner by Shoal Reach Formation. No younger Precambrian units

were observed b- overlie the Shoal Reach Formation as they do on the

Auvergne Sheet area (e.g. the Bulb o Sandstone), but it is masked in

some_areas by the Mullaman Beds .(Cretaceous).

LithoIoRy and thickness: The lithology and thickness are essentially

the same as those described by Pontifex et al. (1968)0

The general relief of the area is fairly low (from 30 to

120 metres) and as a result outcrop is poor. Rare good outcrop

occurs on the outer bank of meandering streams, which have cut

deeply into the surrounding hills.

The following sections were measured through the Lloyd

1.Creek FOrmatiotrand- the Spencer Sandstone. -
northeast of Mussel Fele Yard,

(1) Eight Kilometres/where a-sequence-afhe .11.:EnreleGroup

dips.atabout 200 to the east. on_the limb of a monocline, and is

crossed by a major creek.

m

^

a^in metres-, .
pi o
0 -P
0 0)

^0 rri^32^Light brown to pink, thin-bedded to laminated sandstone.
P4
ED a

^cd^ Halite casts , imid flakes, sole markings common.
u) En

1.2 Oolitic dolomite, replaced by chert.

-12.8 - -. Poor exposure, scree indicates fine-grained sandstone with
bands of dolomite and dolomitic siltstone. Some oolites.

0
^+3^ , 19o:? Dolomitic siltstone: minor oolitic dolomite replaced by

chert.

7.6 Basal cliff: includes thick beds of partly silicified
^• o^ stroMatolitic dolomite, intercalated with reddish,

fine-grained sandstone, and grey, hard, dolomitic sandstone.
Minor bands of fine-grained, clean dolomitic occur.
Some silicified intramicrite. Small lenses of silicified

^

0^ oolitic dolomite.

Total 40.8

Thickness^ :-Top of Section

Pinkerton Sandstone
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- (2) Sixteen kilometvs9lorthwest of Bradshaw outstation. This is

the southernmost outcrop of Lloyd Creek formation north of the Yambarra

Range and is about 75 m thick. It is capped by 6 m of Spencer Sandstone.

It comprises dolomitic siltstone in the lower portion, overlain by very

silty, thin bedded stromatolitic dolomites. Above this is a sequence of

about 15 m of blocky, yellow-brown weathering, grey dolomites. Oolite

is common, as are intraclasts in some beds. The overlying Spencer Sandstone

is fine-grained, quartz rich, and is ripple marked, thin bedded, flaggy

.weatherinz, and contains halite casts and mud flakes.

(3) East Bank of Little Fitzmaurice River

Bradshaw Outstation 

  

miles north of

 

•

     

Thickness
^

Top of hill
in metres

100+ Fine grained sandstone.

96^Thin bedded quartz sandstone. Minor interbeds of purple
sandstone.

100: -Limonitic coarse-grained siltstone and very fine-grained
sandstone, some dolomitic. Medium-pedded, blocky to
.flaggy, some convolute bedding.

^

150^Fissile green siltstone and flaggy to blocky green-brown
and grey-green siltstone. Most are^medium-beCde4.
but some current and convolute laminations.

^

3^Dolomitic siltstone with a few laminae of silty dolomite.
Blocky parting.

Total 253^ Base of hill
(Lloyd Creek)

Other sections on the Auvergne and Port Keats Sheet areas

- show - that the Lloyd Creek Formation is predominantly dolomitic siltstone

with interbedded oolitic and stromatolitic dolomites. The Spencer

Sandstone is a fine-grained sandstone, and shows, no major change

from the area mapped in 1967 (Pontifex et al., 1968). The northernmost

outcrop of Lloyd Creek Formation is about 8 miles west of Collis Watexihole.
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_ The Shoal Reach -Formation does not crop out at,all between

Lalngang Creek and the.upper reaches of Alligator Creek, some 64 km
north. •In-its northernmost outcrops around Alligator Creek, and east

to Coolamon homestead, it is of similar lithology to its type area, on

the -Auvergne Sheet. It consists of fissile to thin-bedded, flaggy,

chocolate and green siltstone e _There are some hard, quartz-rich

flaggy beds, 5-10 cm thick, With ripple marks and laminae. caused by

concentrations of chloritic flakes.

Above, these rooks' white(leached?) and purple siltstone with

minor dolomite, are overlain by flaggy dolomite and white dolomite-
quartz siltstone. -
PALAEOZOIC AND YOUNGER.
Palaeogeogranhic significance 

The Lloyd Creek Formation probably resulted from deposition

of carbonates and silts -time:in a restricted marine or lagoonal environment,

or both. Such conditions are known to favour dolomite precipitation
and growth of'stromatolites.

More sand and silt was deposited during the time represented
by the Spencer Sandstone, although condition S may still have been
suitable for dolomite precipitation.

The Shoal Reach Formation may result from an environment

similar to that for the Lloyd Creek Formation. Although it contains

no oolites or stromatolites, the dolomite contains many halite cast.,,

which suggest that it formed in evaporitic conditions.

No conclusions as to the shape of the basin of deposition

can be drawn from the lithology of these formations.

Antrim Plateau Volcanics

Distributions In the area covered by this record the Antrim Pl ateau
Volcanics crop out on the Delamere and Fergusson River Sheet areas*

On the Fergusson River Sheet area they crop out over an area

of about 320 sq km round Calla Waterhole„ over a similar area just to the

west of Wombungie Outstation, and in a belt up to 24' kin wide which runs

roughly sOuth weAt -across the centre of the sheet area from the north to
the south margin. This belt forms the south-western nidrgin of the Daly -
Basins the area'in it which is mapped:as volcanios is about' 509 sq km.
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On the Delamere Sheet area the volcanics crop out in a belt

up to 48 km wide in the eastern half of the sheet area: a few scattered

outcrops also occur as far west as a line running north-south through

Cbolibah Station. In all, the volcanics.cover about 3000 sq km on the

Delamere Sheet area.

Topographic Expression

The volcanics are not well exposed. On the west of the belt

which runs across both sheet areas and in the valleys round Collia

Materhole they crop out sporadically in scarps below the Cretaceous. In

the main part of the belt however, they form rounded and terraced hills

strewn with cobbles of basalt, and flat black soil plains on which outcrop

is found only in creek beds. In the area to the west of Womblingee they

form hills up to 45 metres high on which outcrop is once again mainly
restricted to scattered boulders. Vesicular and amygdaloidal varieties

form the most prominant outcrops.

Stratigraphic relationships 

The volcanics lie with^angular unconformity on the Precambrian

rocks. To the north of Collia Materhole they rest on Carpentarian

Soldiers Creek Granite; north of Muldiva tin mine they rest on rocks

of the Tolmer Group. Elsewhere they lie on rocks of the Auvergne Group

with a low-angle unconformity. The surface on which the volcanics

rest is very uneven and in some places such as to the east of Ingaladdi

Materhole the volcanics rest in 14,01Wcut in the Jasper Gorge

Sandstone.

The voloanics are_disconformably overlain by Middle Cambrian

Tindall Limai):mms and CTeacsou6 Mullaman Bease

Lithology and thickness (Figs. 29, 30)

The volcanics are mainly grey, grey-purple or grey-green coarse-

grained basalt. The top and bottom of flows are fine grained and

vesicular and amygdaloidal. Vesicles are filled with quartz, prehnite,

banded agate or green clays.

Sandstone, conglomerate and limestone are commonly interbedded

with the volcsnics.
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A tuffaceous rock crops out along the eastern side of Bamboo

Greek on the northern border of the Fergusson River Sheet area. It
Avained

consists of a fine/weathered red—brown groundmass which contains rounded

and subangular fragments of quartz and quartzite, up to about 30 am

diameter. Small lenses of sandstone are interbedded with the tuff. The

groundmass consists of rounded and angular grains of quartz, ortho—quartzite

feldspar and sericitised pseudomorphs (possibly after feldspar) in a matrix

of iron oxide, sericite and angular elongated grains of quartz. The

texture of the groundmass "flows" round the coarser fragments.

The basalt consists of anhedral to subhedral laths and small

phenocrysts of plagioclase, anhedral or subhedral grains of augite,

small grains of iron oxide and minor interstitial quartz and chlorite.

The grain size of the laths varies from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, the phenocrysts

are up to 1 mm long. The augite grains vary in size from 0.1 to 1 mm.

The plagioclase is andesine or labradorite and varies from quite fresh to

completely sericitised. Augite—is mostly fresh but some is converted

to fibrous mats of chlorite whiohconstitutes between 10-and 25 percent of
the rock.

Thickness: Up to about 90 metres of volcanics are exposed in the scarps

on the highway near Fig Tree Yard (Delamere Sheet area). This is lying

on Stubb Formation and is overlain by Cretaceous sandstone. The maximum

proved thickness of the volcanics in the area covered by this record is

150 metres in a bore hole about 24 km east of Delamere homestead.

Geochemistry: Geochemical analyses were made of 65 samples of Antrim

Plateau Volcanics. The results are recorded in the Appendix. Most of

the trace elements are within the normal range for the basalts,

although the Fe (iron) content for weathered samples is high. The single

sample with high Cu value (No. 69-34) came from basalt adjacent to a sandstone

interbed about 6 km northeast of Delamere homestead.



Fig.29. Hard fine -grained basalt in creek bed 6 km south of 
Innisvale homestead - Delamere Sheet area. Neg.GA/1746. 

Fig.30. Basalt north of main highway near Sullivan yard -
Delamere Sheet area. Neg.GA/1778. 
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Sediments interbedded with the Antrim Plateau Volcanics 

Sandstone p conglomerate, chert and limestone have been found 

interbedded with the Antrim Plateau Volcanics (Barclay and Hays (1965) p 

Randal and Bro'l'ln (1967)). In the area covered by this recordpsandstone, 

conglomerate, and limestone have been found p of which the sandstone is by 

/
igo 320 

far the most common t yp. None of the sediment shave been named 

except for the Jarong Conglomerate . 

Outcr ops of the sandstone offer good sites for roads and 

homesteads in country which is otherwise covered by black soil developed 

on basalt o Aborigines have used overhangs on several outcrops for camp 

sites and rock paintings; and they have used it for the manufacture 

of tools where it has been baked and indurated. 

Sandstone~~~~~~~~ I!~r~th~y south of the Fergusson River 

sheet areas sandstone forms sporadic elongated outcrops 1vi thin two major 

belts each of 1'1hich is up to 16 km wide and trends at about 3000
• Delamere 

and Inni svale homesteads lie on one of these and Ingaladdi l'laterhole on the 

other. The sandstone also crops out quite extensively between Wombungee 

and Dorisvale homesteads along the western margin of the Daly Bas i n and in 

the val leys around Collia Waterhole on the Fergusson River Sheet area. 

The sandstone i.s difficult to distinguish from the volcanics on air phot os 

and for this reason t here i s possibly considerably more outcrop of it than 

shown on t he mapo 

The sandst one is i nterbedded with the lower flows of Plateau 

Volcanics and also underlies them. Apart from the volcanics it lies 

on rocks ranging from Lower Proterozoic Nol tenLu."3 Formation. to the 

Adelai dean Angalarri Siltstoneo On the Delamere and southern part of the 

Fergusson Ri ver Sheet areas i t commonly forms elongated lenses withi n 

the volcani.cs up to 30 metres thickp :3 km wide and several kilometers longo 

They generally strike about 3000
• 

The depos i ts of sandstone between Wombungee and Dorisvale 

homesteads and near Coll i a Waterhole are somewhat di fferent i n form from 

those to the south. The sandstone generally occurs as numerous, t hin 

(0.6 to 15 metres) and rather extensive sheets interbedded with the 

volcanics. In these areas conglomerates are only f ound below t he volcanics 

whereas on t he Delamere Sheet area they are i nterbeddedWLth them. 
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Along the western edge of the Daly Basin on the Fergusson River

Sheet area the sandstone occurs as scattered thin deposits lying on the

Waterbag Formation.

The majority of the sandstone is light grey or cream and weathers

to red-brown. It is generally blocky or massive but tends to have a

parting along the foreset beds; it is thin to medium bedded, medium to

coarse grained, and well (or moderately) sorted. Up to 20 percent of soft,

white, brown, and black grains are visible. Many outcrops are very

friable with honeycomb weathering and case hardening; whereas others are

hard and indurated poRpibly due to metamorphism by overlying basalt flows.

Cross-bedding is ubiquitous in the outcrops on the Delamete Sheet area;

units are up to 6 metres thick and are generally of the planar-grouped type

although trough cross-beds also occur. The dip directions of the foreset

beds are mostly between about 240 ° and 340°. On the Fergusson River Sheet
area the bedding is indistinct and cross-bedding is uncommon or entirely

absent.

In thin section the rock contains grains of quartz (60 to 70

percent), plagioclase and microcline (up to 5 percent), coarse and fine
siltstone (up to 15 percent) fine chert (less than 5 percent) a brown

semiopaque mineral possibly limonite (one or two percent) and accessory

tourmaline. The grains are rounded, from about 0.1 to 1 mm in diameter

and well sorted. The quartz has wide syntaxial rims separated from the

original grain by a sheath of brown mineral (possibly limonite) and clay.

The feldspar is either fresh or severely altered. The coarser siltstone

consists of angular grains of quartz and feldspar up to 0.05 mm long in

a matrix of clay, sericite and limonite. The finer siltstone consists of

sericite, limonite and fine quartz. Both the siltstones are typical of

types found in the Angala:cri Siltstone. The grains are widely separated

and the matrix or cement forms up to 20 percent of the rock. The harder

rocks are cemented by quartz whereas the softer ones have a matrix of clay

(most of which is removed in the section making process). One specimen

taken from a sandstone dyke in the basalt had a cement of fine chert.



I 

Fig.31. 
~ ~ 

Sandstone dyke in basalt of the Ant rim Pl ateau Volcanics. 
About 100 m. north of main road 4 km east-north-east of 
Sullivan Yard, Delamere Sheet area. Neg. GA/1776. 

Fig.32. Typical outcrop of aeolian(? ) sandstone interbed of 
Antrim Plateau Volcanics. 16 km north-east of J41 Yard, 
Del amere Sheet area. The outcrop is about 6 m. high . 

Neg. GA/1189 . 

.. 
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Randal and Brown (1967) describe a thin section of an indurated

sandstone at the base of a basalt flow in which the quartz cement contains

abundant needles and short prisms of an orthorhombic mineral probably .

mullite.

The high content of feldspar,clay, silt and opaque grains

distinguish the sandstone from almost all other sandstones in the district.

In many places the sandstone and its associated conglomerate form low

vertical cliffs and quite commonly crop out as well defined small mesas

and stacks. On the Delamere Sheet area the ubiquitous cross—bedding and the

discordant relationships between the sediments and the volcanics are very

distinctive.

On air photos the small mesas, stacks and -cliffs are ddstinctive

where they are big enough to show up, also the ground underlain by sandstone

tends to be slightly darker than that underlain by the volcanics. However,

in some places, especially on the Fergusson River Sheet area it is only

possible to differentiate the sediments from the volcanics (and other

underlying formations) by field investigation.

The elongated lenticular deposits of sandstone may either be

infilled channels or ridges which have been surrounded and overlain by

basalt. In support of the first theory both volcanics and sandstone lie

in a channel cut in the Jasper Gorge Sandstone 6 km north of Ingaladdi

Waterhole showing that some form of channel cutting agency (presumably rivers)

was active not long before and so possibly during the diffusion of the

volcanics. Most of the evidence however, supports the view that the

sandstone was deposited as ridges and mounds. Randal and Brown (1967)

describe deposits of the sandstone in the vicinity of Delamere homestead

in which the sandstone — basalt interface dips under the basalt and in

which the basalt lies on the bedding surface of the sandstone. They

support the view of Barclay and Bays (1965) that the sandstone is aeolian

and suggest that the deposits are longitudinal dunes. They cite the

following evidence for the aeolian nature of the sandstone: the large—

scale cross—beds, the good sorting, the lack of pebbles; the occurrence

as mounds and ridges, the sharp and little disturbed contact between the

sandstone and the overlying basalt and the partial melting of a narrow

zone of the sandstone at the contact indicating that the sediment was

dry. They also report shallow elongated ridges and furrows on the surface

of the sandstone below the volcanics apparently caused by the viscous drag

of the lava moving over the surface.
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The remarkable parallelism of all the deposits is strong

evidence of the dune origin theory, since only the wind direction is likely

to be such a uniform influence over such a large area. However, the high

percentage of clay grains is not typical of aeolian deposits.

Twenty nine kilometres soutlwest of Willeroo homestead an

elongated lenticular sandstone is overlain by a thinner but more extensive

sheet of basalt conglomerate. For many miles past the south-west limit

of this conglomerate the horizon at which it occurs is a very prominent

bench and the basalt forming this bench contains sandstone dykes. It is

probable that the bench is an old land surface and since it lies above the

sandstone lens it is possible that the latter was an infilled channel

in the land surface. .

Sandstone dykes: In several places the basalt beneath deposits of

sandstone contains dykes of sandstone. These are generally straight,

more or less vertical and from a few mm to a metre or more wide. The

sandstone in them is similar to that in the overlying deposit. However,

instead of having syntaxial rims, the grains are separated by fine quartzite.

The sandstone probably filled cracks in the basalt.

In several places the dykes are severely contorted into tight

folds. It seems probable that this sand, probably wind blown, was

incorporated in the basalt while the latter was still at least semi-

liquid. (Fig. 31).

Conglomerate: In several places conglomerate is associated with the

sandstone or is in a similar stratigraphic position. One of these

conglomerates crops out in the vicinity of Collia Waterhole and has been

differentiated as a separate formation, the Jarong Conglomerate. Three

other types of c onglomerate have been found: chert conglomerate;

basalt conglomerate; sedimentary breccia.

A small amount of chert conglomerate crops out near Pandanus

Springs (29 km south-west of Willeroo Homestead on the Delamere Sheet area)

and underlies the typical sandstone. It consists of fragments of chert

and highly altered basalt, in a matrix of indurated sandstone. The chert

is red, yellow and white and is in subangular to subrounded fragments

ranging in size from 1 cm to 50 an. The matrix is a fine cherty material

containing 40 to 50 percent of subrounded grains of quartz with minor

feldspar and limonite. Randal and Brown (1967) report a barite or celestite

cement in places. The basalt fragments consist of a ferruginized alteration

product, possibly of glass, with laths of feldspar partially or whoILy
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replaced by calcite. The large lumps of chert are similar to the cherty

matrix and appear to grade into it. Several of them contain lath-like

structures only visible in plane light suggesting that they are lumps of

basalt completely replaced by chert.

Basalt conglomerate consists of lumps of basalt, mostly vesicular,

in a sandstone or clay matrix. It has been found in two areas, one

is around the main highway 29 km south west of Willeroo homestead and

the other extends from 1.5 to 13 km east of Delamere homestead.

In the former area the conglomerate overlies interbedded

sandstone. About 7.5 metres of the conglomerate is exposed. It consists

of rounded lumps of vesicular basalt from a few centimetres to at least

60 cm in diameter set in a matrix similar to the sandstone. The basalt

forms up to 80 or more percent of the rock. In places there is so little

sandstone that itiSdifficult to tell whether the sandstone is the matrix

of a conglomerate or is a sandstone dyke. A similarrock crops out 1.5

km east of Delamere homestead. Thirteen kilometres east of the homestead

the basalt is overlain by 6 metres of a conglomerate consisting of lumps

of basalt up to a metre in diameter, rounded to angular and of wide

variety of types including vesicular and non-vesi,cular. The matrix is

soft and dlayey. Overlying this conglomerate there is 12 metres of a similar

rock with a hard matrix similar to the sandstone. The sandstone also forms

lenses from 5 to 60 cm thick in the conglomerate and overlies the whole

deposit.

A sedimentary breccia associated with the sandstone crops out

in the areas between the Twins and Wombungee, between Wombyngee and

Dorisvale and 5 km north west of Collie Waterhole on the Fergusson River

Sheet area. At all the outcrops investigated the breccia underlies the

Antrim Plateau Volcanics. It is probably an extension of the Jarong

Conglomerate. It consists of angular slabs of sandstone and minozsiltstone -,

from a 0.6 to 25 cm long. The matrix is identical to the sandstone. Where

the breccia or sandstone overlies the Angalarri Siltstone it contains

numerous small fragments of the latter. The thickness of the breccia

ranges up to about 4.5 metres.
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Limestone: Six kilometressouth-west of Mount Freda on the Fergusson River

Sheet area flaggy to bloc^trple and grey limestone crops out interbedded

with weathered basalt. The imestone is finely-oolitic and crystalline.

Stromatolites are abundant in the beds which total about 7.5 metres in
thickness. Near the top of the sequence the limestone becomes flaggy and

even fissile, and thin shale bands appear. Limestone pebbles were seen

enclosed in the overlying basalt. The limestone is restricted to this

area only.

Jarong Conglomerate

The Jarong Conglomerate is a new name; it refers to a locally

distributed boulder conglomerate at the base of the Antrim Plateau

Volcanics.

Distribution: The Jarong Conglomerate crops out to the south and west

of Collie Materhole on the Fergusson River Sheet area. Its areal

distribution is very limited; it covers only 20 square kilometres. Further

small outcrops of the conglomerate occur 16 km south-west of Collie

Waterhole and 5 km north-east of Wombungie.

Derivation of name: The name is taken from Jarong Spring, which lies

10 km west of Collie Tinfield. The type area is a hill 5 km south-east
of Collie Tinfield (Lat. 14 °24'S, Long, 130°55'E). No sections were
measured as the unit is very variable in both thickness and lithology.

Stratigraphic relationships: The Jarong Conglomerate unconformably

overlies the Angalarri Siltstone over much of its area of outcrop. It

also overlies the Soldiers Creek Granite. The conglomerate is overlain

conformably by Antrim Plateau Volcanics and unconformably by the

Mbilaman Beds of Cretleeous age.

The relationships of the unit to the sandstone interbedded with

the volcanics are obscure. It appears in places to overlie the sandstone

but nowhere is the reverse true. It is probably a local, lateral

equivalent to part of the sandstone. The Jarong Conglomerate is probably

equivalent to the Witch.Vai Conglomerate as defined by Walpole et al.

(1968) on the Pine Creek Sheet area.
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Lithology and thickness: This unit may be lithologically termed a

petromict conglomerate (Pettijohn 1957). Although it has a restricted

extent and thickness, many of its features are similar to the larger,

better known conglomerates of this type.

In the type area 3 km south east of Collie Tinfield, the

conglomerate forms the lower scarp of the hill, in which about 15 metres

are exposed. The conglomerate grades downwards into sandstone with

pebbly and conglomeratic interbeds. The sandstone is a light-brown, flaggy

to massive, medium-grained rock containing up to 5% feldspar. It shows

poor sorting, has sub-angular grains and is cross-bedded in parts.

As shown in Figure 33 pebbles are randomly distributed in an otherwise

uniformly-grained, cross-bedded sandstone with very little disruption

of bedding.

The conglomerate itself consists of poorly sorted clasts,

which range from pebble size up to boulders 60 cm in diameter, in

a medium-grained sandstone matrix. The clasts are commonly rounded to

sub-rounded, only the shaly or schistose inclusions being angular.

Quartzite and sandstone form about 94 of the clasts with schist, dolomite,

granite and chert making up the remainder. The conglomerate is very

massive and widely jointed. These joints cut across large clasts as Shown

in Figure 34. When found as isolated boulders, these roughly hemispherical

clast resemble facetted glacial erratics. The sequence in the type area is

about 60 metres thick.

Directly east of the type area at the scarp edge of the valley,

the Jarong Conglomerate crops out at a higher topographic level and is

only about 3 metres thick.

A thick sequence of sandstone and conglomerate (about 75 metres)

crops out 24 km northeast of Jarong Spring. The boulders in the conglomerate

are more varied in lithology than in the type area; Berinka volcanics,

possible Bulbo S
a
ndstone (as found on the Auvergne Sheet area), and

granite are commonly found as large round boulders. Quartzite and sandstone,

both commonly cross-bedded, form about 84 of the clasts. Minor pink to

grey crystalline dolomite boulders with chert nodules and large

stronatolites are also found. The matrix and underlying sediment a:l.a a

red-brown, feldspathic, medium to fine-grained, poorly-sorted sandstone.

The sandstone is interbedded with better sorted, friable quartz
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sandstone which contains 10-15 cm pebble bands in places. The sandstone

is ripple marked and containshmematite-rich spots. It may be laterally

equivalent to the sandstone which is extensively interbedded with the

volcanics in the Wombungi-Dorisvale part of the Sheet area.

About 0.8 km further east from this locality, a small knob of

Jarong Conglomerate rests unconformably on Soldiers Creek Granite. The

rock consists of numerous rounded to sub-rounded clasts in a poorly

sorted matrix of angular fragments of quartz, mica, feldspar and clay

minerals: At this locality about 75% of the cladts are quartzite and

sandstone, some 10% granite, the remainder are chert, shale, pebbly

sandstone and chlorite and Mica schisti

Sixteen kilometres south-west of Collia Waterhole the

conglomerate is conformably overlain by Antrim Plateau Volcanics. The conglomerate

consists of rounded to sub-angular sandstone pebbles, up to 3 mm in

diameter, in a matrix of medium-grained, poorly sorted sandstone with up

to 5% feldspar. An isolated granite boulder was found in the conglomerate.

Five kilometres northeast of Wombungee a similar conglomerate,

interbedded with sandstone, crops out. Angular slabs of sandstone rest

in a white to light-grey, blocky, medium-grained sandstone matrix. This

moderately sorted sandstone matrix, which contains 2-3% feldspar, is

composed of sub-angular sub-rounded quartz grains. The interbeds average

about 0.5 metres in thickness.

The general attitude of the beds is not easily determined.

Generally they appear to be flat-bedded except in the small knob 3 km

north-east of Jarong Spring where elongate pebbles are alinged into bands

which dip 25° to the SSW. This is presumed to be a local depositional
dip since the lower contact of the unit with the granite is horizontal.

Distinguishing features: This unit is best recognized by ita stratigraphic

position and lithology. It underlies the Antrim Plateau Volcanics and

koverlies Precambrian rocks, and may possibly be termed a basal Cambrian

conglomerate. Its cleats are well rounded (c.f. Henschke Breccia) and

dhow a wide range of origin. Its matrix shows similarities to the sandstone

interbedded with the volcanics in places.

On aerial photographs the unit is represented by a soft, medium-

toned pattern giving well rounded topography. The pattern is similar to

that of a siltstone.



Fig.33. Rounded quartzite and sandstone boulders erratically 
distri buted in cross - bedded sandstone of Jarong 
Conglomerat e, 3 km southeast of Collia Waterhole. 

Neg. GA/1458. 

Fig.34 . Joint Plane in the Jarong Cong~omerate cutting a cross 
clas ts . Locality as for Fig.33. Neg. GA/1463. 
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PalaeoReoRranhic significance: The Jarong Conglomerate lies at the ba

the Antrim -Plateau Volcanics which are unconformable on the Precambria

sequence. This factor together with the poor sorting, steep depositional

dip and general distribution of the lithology, suggests that the conglomerate

had a continental origin. Its location around the Collia Fault strongly

implies that the fault was a scarp at the time of deposition of this unit.

The sediments would have been derived from high areas to the north and

east of the fault. Some features of the deposit, e.g. pebbles in cross—

bedded sandstone, point to a flash flood origin in part at least.

DALY RIVER GROUP 

This group includes two formations, namely, the Tindal Limestone

and the Jinduckin Formation, They were not studied in detail during this

survey, but it became apparent that an area previously regarded as Precambrian

is in fact Lower Palaeozoic Jinduckin Formation. The evidence for this

is presented below.

Jinduckin Formation (01.1) 

The Jinduckin Formation was originally named by Randal (19 62)0
as a constituent formation of the Daly River Group, overlying Middle

Cambrian limestone in the Daly River Basin, In 1968 rocks previously

mapped as Materbag Formation (Randal, 1962) in an area of about 650

sq km, south—east of Dorisvale, and in a strip between the Dorisvale

Fault and established Jinduckin Formation 24 km north—west of Dorisvale,

were remapped as Jinduckin Formation.

The following comments refer only to this remapped area

since the rest of the formation was not examined by us. For further

information about the unit and its distribution, reference should be

made to Randal and Brown (1967) and Walpole et al (1968),

The redefinition of the rocks in this area was made on the

basis of:

(a)their lithological affinities with established Jinduckin

Formation,

(b)their tectonic setting and stratigraphic relationships
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(a) Iithology Of the Jinduckin Formation

In the area under discussion the Jinduckin Formation is exposed

in a hill slope below a capping of Cretaceous sandstone and Cainozoic

laterite. Its base was not seen. The lower 36 metres consists of thin

dolomite interbeds in a predominantly purple-red dolomitic siltstone.

This is overlain by about 18 metres of brown friable blocky sandstone,

and about 45 metres of interbedded blocky to massive dolomite and shale

and thin sandstone. The shale typically weathers to a grey "rotten"

appearance, possibly partly due to its calcareous tufa covering. The

shale becomes more arenaceous upwards and over about 15 metres is finally

replaced by a brown very fine to medium-grained well sorted, flaggy

ferruginous sandstone. The ferruginous sandstone has thin interbeds in

some areas consisting of ochreous yellow-brown fine siltstone. This

siltstone reaches about 70 metres in thickness.

At least 30 metres of interbedded medium to fine-grained

sandstone and blocky dolomite overlie this sequence and are the youngest

beds seen.

The following section was measured on a prominent spur formed by

Jinduckin Formation 6 km due south of Dorisvale homestead.

Thickness
^

Mullaman Beds
in metres

^45.7^Slope largely covered by scree of laterite and overlying
sandstone, also by blocks of ferruginous sandstone of the
type exposed below. Along strike from the section line khaki,
light-yellow-brown fine siltstone to mudstone interbedded with
bands 0.6 to 1.2 metres thick of friable pinkish-brown,
sericitic, massive fine-grained sandstone. Minor halite casts

^4.6^A series of benches, 0.6 to 1.2 metres thick of sandstone bands
of the type described in the underlying bench. Between benches
0.9 to 1.2 metres of probable siltstone poorly exposed

^

3.0^Bench of sandstone friable, reddish-brown, ferruginous, fine to
medium-grained, well sorted. Varies to light brownsiltstone,
pockmarked and sericitic, and containing some muddy patches.

^

19.8^Slope largely scree covered with ferruginous sandstone. Minor
dolomitic, grey, fine-grained sandstone. Interbeds of dolomitic
siltstone and bands up to 1.2 metres of sandstone: reddish
and brown, massive, fine-grained, well sorted, ferruginous and
commonly leached, suggesting that possibly a carbonate matrix
has- been removed.
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^

7.6^Grey dolomitic siltstone intercalated with thin to massive brawn
siltstone. Thin dolomite interbeds

^

1.2^Dolomitic sandstone: grey-purplish, thin-bedded to massive,
fine-grained

^

0.6^Thin-bedded flaggy dolomite 

^6.1^Massive reddish-brown dolomitic siltstone. Minor grey spotted,
and grey dolomite interbeds.

^

9.1^Numerous grey-buff flaggy dolomite bands up to 0.6 metres
thick, intercalated with fine-grained dolomitic sandstone and
dolomitic siltstone. Minor small chert lenses and nodules in
the dolomite.

Total 97.7 m minimum^Base of hill

the
Sequences inginduckin Formation similar to this section were

noted in two other areas south of Dorisvale.

About 11 km west of Kathleen Falls^24 metres of thin-

bedded grey and grey-pink flaggy dolomite is interbedded with chocolate-

brown dolomitic siltstone. This is overlain by up to 18 metres of a

reddish-brown, ferruginous, fine to medium-grained, well sorted, pock-

marked and apparently leached sandstone.

Apparently higher in the sequence, only 3 km west of Kathleen
Falls interbedded thin bands of laminated dolomite, and flaggy dolomite

(both associated with chert), dolomitic eiltstone and beds up to 1.5

metres thick of the light-brown, fine-grained, ferruginous sandstone

drop out,

Just east of the Dorisvale Fault 19-km south-south-east of

Dorisvale the sequence consists of about 30 metres of bands of dolomite

(7.5 to 20 cm thick), which contain chert, intercalated with reddish

and grey dolomite siltstone. This predominantly carbonate sequence

grades upwards over about 36 metres into a fine-grained, reddish

sandstone, which is notably massive, friable and seemingly leached.

This sandstone. is interbedded with ochreous yellow and reddish brawn silty

mudstone for topmost 18 metres of the section. The Dorisvale Fault is

marked by a 5 metre wide reef of silicified fault breccia in this locality

0and the beds immediately adjacent to the fault dip at up to 70.
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North-west of Dorisvale homestead the basal siltstone member is

not exposed. The middle carbonate section is however well exposed in the

valleys of Homestead and Whiskey Spring Creeks. A large strike fault repeats

the section eastwards in Homestead Creek valley. The carbonate sequence is

capped by 70 metres of red-brown flaggy, thin to medium-bedded, sandstone

which is composed mainly of sub-rounded quartz and chert fragments and

exhibits good sorting.

Above the sandstone there is about 30 metres in which pale-grey

blocky, medium-bedded crystalline dolomite is interbedded with the sandstone.

The d olomite contains a few collenia-Lype stromatolites and isolated bands

of columnar stromatolites. Some calcareous siltstone is also present.

These sequences near Dorisvale compare favourably with the log

of a bore 51 km south of Katherine (BMR Scout Hole, Katherine NO. 1) which

passes through the Jinduckin Formation (Randal & Brown, 1968). It is

described as having an upper 24 metres of red-chocolate brown siltstone

with interbeds of well sorted very fine to fine-grained sandstone. This

grades downwards into grey silty dolomite and dolomitic siltstone contain-

ing interbeds of dolomite with associated chert. The sandstone content

decreases. to nothing in the lower most part of the unit.

Spotted dolomitic siltstone with interbedded dolomites also

occur in the Bynbe Formation west of the Dorisvale Fault - where

they were previously mapped as Waterbag Formation. However the interbedded

sandstone which dominates the upper part of the sequences described above,

is characteristic only of the Jinduckin Formation in this area. The

sequences south-east and north west of Borisvale are apparently non-

fossiliferous, but fossils of Lower Ordovician age have been identified

24 km north-east of Dorisvale (Opik, 1968). They occur in the sandstone

in the upper part of the formation, possibly higher than is represented

near Dorisvale. M.C. Brown (B.M.R. pers, comm.) considers that the

lower carbonate part of the anduckin Formation, which conformably overlies

the Middle Cambrian Tindall Limestone, is of Cambrian age, and that only

the uppermost part of the formation is of Lower Ordovician age.
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(b) Tectonic setting and stratiRraphic relationships 

In 1968 the Dorisvale Fault was recognized. This is a major

fault, whose southern and northern portions on the Fergusson River Sheet

area divide the Precambrian rocks to the west from the Palaeozoic rocks

forming the Daly River Basin to the east. It therefore effectively forms

the western margin of the Daly River Basin and may have been active during

its sediment,ation. The occurrence of Waterbag Formation to the east of

the fault as mapped by Randal (1962) did not appear to lit the general

relationships. A re-examination of the rocks of the so-called Waterbag

Formation showed that they had a similar attitude and lithology to rocks

mapped as Jinduckin Formation to the north and south. Furthermore

although no actual contact between the so-called Waterbag Formation

and the Tindall Limestone was seen, hitherto unmapped nearly horizontal

TindallLimestone crops out near the track 3 km south-west of porisvale
homestead, and lies at a lower topographic level than the surrounding

slopes of nearly horizontal so-called Waterbag Formation. The conclusion
of this mapping is that the so-called Waterbag Formation is younger than

the Tindall Limestone and is part of the Jinduckin Formation,

MULLAMAN BEDS 

Extensive outcrops of flat-lying- - Lower Cretaceous rocks first

described by Brown (1895), were named the "Mullaman Group" by Noakes

(1949), subsequently, modified to Mullaman Beds by Skwarko (1966).

The Nallaman Beds crop out extensively on the eastern part of

the Delamere Sheet, and are described by Skwarko (op. cit.) and Randal

and Brown (1967). Further extensive outcrop of the beds occurs in the

central west of Fergusson River, and central east of the Port Keats,

Sheet areas (viz. the Wingate Plateau). Scattered mesas capped by

Mullaman Beds occur throughout much of the remainder.

The Mullaman Beds directly overlie the Pinkerton Sandstone

along the scarp near Mount Kukpalli, in the Coolamon area, and also

in the Collie area. Along the Mount Kukpalli scarp they are exposed in

the cliff as a^'f massive reddish sandstone, flat-lying and generally

capped by laterite. Where the underlying Pinkerton sandstone is also

flat-lying, and occurs as aimilar cliff foi;thing sandStone, it is extremely .

difficult to distinguish between the sandstone of the two units. Fi&xe 35
shows Mullaman Beds unconformably overlying gently dipping Saddle Creek

Formation.

,/
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On the Wingate Plateau, and in most of the scattered outcrops,

the Mullaman Beds are only a thin capping, generally between 10 and 30

metres thick, overlying a variety of Precambrian formations. Capping a

mesa 10 km. southeast of J41 Yard, on the Delamere Sheet area, is 35.4

in of Mullaman Beds. This consists of a basal medium to coarse—grained

friable quartz sandstone 19.2 in thick. Above this is 16.2 m of friable,

mottled, clayey sandstone with a silicified capping. The whole sequence

has been affected by deep weathering processes associated with laterite

formation. In almost all instances the Cretaceous rocks were found to

be affected in this manner, and some showed almost complete lateritic.

profiles, with several feet of nodular or pisolitic laterite capping a

mottled and leached horizon at least 30 in thick.

12 km north of Tom Turner's Crossing, near Flood Hill, on the

Port Keats Sheet area, is about 5 in of white sandstone, overlain by 1 in

of ferruginous sandstone. The sandstone is fine to medium grained, with

some coarse grains and is an orthoquartzite. It is probably basal

Mullaman Beds.

In nearly every outcrop, the MUllaman Beds comprise leached

ferruginous, or silicified kaolinitiC siltstone and claystone as well

as sandstone.

Laterite 

Cape S3ott
Laterite crops out extensively on the Port KeatsjFergusson

River and Delamere Sheet areas. Most plateaux, and many mesas and butte

throughout the area are capped by laterite.

Lithology and thickness: The laterite profile is in nearly every case

developed on shale or claystone, and argillaceous sandstone and siltstone

of the Cretaceous Mullaman Beds. In most cases these rock types are

probably within the pallid zone of the laterite, and originally may have

been more arenaceous. The ferruginous zone of the laterite profile

is generally only 1.5 to 3 metres thick. Few observations were made of

mottled and pallid zones, but the profile is probably over 30 metres

thick in places. Where the laterite passes into a mottled zone the

original nature of the sediments is still recognizable, as their structure

has not been entirely destroyed. In a number of localities it is not clear

whether Cretaceous or older beds have been lateritized. On the Delamere

Sheet area the Antrim Plateau Volcanics and the Angalarri Siltst one may

both have been subjected to lateritization.
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Fig.35. Mullaman Beds overlying Saddle Creek Formation , 13 km 
north of Mount Kukpalli, Delamere Sheet area. 

Neg. GA/11 83 . 
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Throughout the area the plateaux have accordant summits, up

to 300 metres above sea level near Bradshaw, and 180 to 240 metres over

much of the rest of the area. These plateaux are the remnants of an ancient

land surface, -^:-... called the Tennant Creek Surface by Hays

(1967). The same surface has been called the Bradshaw Surface by Wright

C1963). Another surface, between 15 and 30 metres below the Tennant

Creek Surface, is known as the Wave Hill Surface (Hays, op. cit.).

This is characteristized by detrital lateilite.Ibmnants of this surface

occur in the area mapped.

No laterite OCCUTS on the Precambrian sandstone which are

truncated by this the Wave Hill surface. However, in many cases the

sandstone is very friable, and- enriched in iron, especially along

joints. Hays (op. cit.) considers that these rock types were not

suitable for a true ferruginous laterite to develop.

Table 4 contains analyses of laterites from several localities.

In general, they are low in iron and aluminium, and.high.in silica, and

therefore are not highly regarded prospects, for Alumina.

Superficial Deposits

Czs:^This includes a variety of residual soils, as well as some

alluvial and most colluvial deposits. Soils developed on the

Proterozoic sandstones are generally skeletal very sandy or hamy soils.

The Angelarri Siltstone is in places masked by relatively thick (2-5 metres)

residual soils, which are generally of fine silty texture.

Scree and very low angle slope deposits are developed at the

base of scarps, and these include gravels and some sand and silt

deposits, cut by numerous small gullies.

Czb:^Black soil is developed in many places as a residual soil on

basalt on the Delamere Sheet area; it also occurs as alluvium near the

southern margin of this sheet. Some areas of black soil occur within

swampy areas on the Port Keats and Cape Scott sheet areas, but have been

included with the Qa.
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TABLE 4. LATFMITE ANALYSES

Registered^Field
Number^Number^Pf.,2°3 20, SiO2

P

Ti02 Cu Pb Zn
parts^per

Co
million
Ni Cd Cr Mn ire

Amdelt^Report No'. ANZ2555/69

. 68.77.194^X100^42.0 6.6 .40.7 0.61 40 35 45 . 30 35 5 . e0 25

.^195^X222^41.0 17.1 32.1 0.67 10 50 10 15 15 5 300 25

"^196^X331^54.7 8.3 25.5 0.37 10 45 130 .^70 60 10 45 140

..^, 200^B161^85.0 1,0 3.2 0.03 5 95 1600 320 250 15 [30. 5300

"^201^E2968^48.3 14.9 24.6. 0.61 5 70 15 20 30 10 220 20

N^202^2158^40.9 9.5 39.4 0.58 10 50 15 20 20 10 150 . 50

• 203^E318^51.0. 13.8 20.7 0.78 10 60 15 25 15 10 160 100 .

*^204,^E2960^57.6 13.1 15.9 0.61 5. 80 15 20 15 10 410 .^10

• 205^Y130^43.8 10.0 35.9 0.63 15 60 20 25 10 10 140 25

*^206^Y 78^44.1 14.1 27.5 0.84 5 40 20 25 10 10 240 20

• 207^Y 83^36.7 4.7 50.6 0.44 10 45 15 20 10 10 120 10

*^208^157B^50.1, 9.3 27.1 0.44 5^' 60 10^. 25 :1; 10 220 10

• 209^146^59:9 10.5 16.3 0.50 5 65 15^' 25 10 10 570 25

*^210^Y168B^34..1 15.4 39.6 0.68 5 55 15 20 5 5 250 80

211^1223^36.4 10.2 41.0 0.34 30^' 70 15 30 15 10 350 170 -

• 335^W118^46.3 15.9 25.1 0.52 5 70 70 35 10 10 270 150

336^W119.^47.2 15.6 24.2 0.58 5 60 10 . 25 15 10 560 5,

.1^337^W121^41.9 10.0 36.3 0.41 5 65 , 10 ' 25 15 10 400 5

" .^338^W282^38.4 20.2 26.2 0.75 5 65 10 25 20 .5 310 5

339^1165V^13.4 16.7 56.8 0.94 10'^. 25 15 10 15 5 35 '55

B.B.R.e^Lab. - Report No. 105, 1969.

68.77.200 .^B161^79^• 6.6 11.6 15 108^• 640 8.8 193 1,8 100 5000 55

W282^30 9.3 52.2 2.5 10 9:8 6.8 3 0.5 350 12.5 21

No. 68.77.200 (E161) is a - breooie containing probable Cretaceous sandstone, eilorete and Antrim Plateau Voloanioe.

'This is either a laterite or a goesam.
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111:^River terrace deposits, believed to be of Quaternary age,

occur marginal to the Victoria River on the Delamere Sheet area. They

are about 10 metres above the present low river level, and in some areas

are being actively eroded by small streams. They consist of laminated

fine sand and silt.

Qcs:^Light toned areas along the coast are .probably the remnants
of Pleistocene strand lines and have been delineated on the maps of

Port Keats and Cape Scott,

9E2:^This unit includes coastal mud and silt flats.

Present day alluvial deposits include the swampy country on

the Port Keats and Cape Scott areas. Such areas are predominantly

of black alluvium with some silt and sand.

GEOPHYSICAL WORK

Gravity

A regional reconnaissance gravity survey was carried out over

a large part of north-west Australia in 1967, the information obtained

was compiled and interpreted by the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau of

Mineral Resources, (Whitworth 1970). We have adapted relevant parts of

Whitworth's interpretation and his gravity map (Fig. 36).

The area has been divided into a number of geophysical provinces.

a. The Wangites Regional Gravity Ridge roughly corresponds with the Pine

Creek Geosyncline and Fitzmaurice Mobile Belt. On the Port Keats Sheet

area the south-east boundary of the gravity ridge corresponds closely

with the Victoria River Fault; and the western boundary corresponds

with the north-trending Moyle River Fault which is the eastern boundary

of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. Although the crest of the gravity lies

over Palaeozoic rocks, these only constitute a thin layer , of sediments

overlying the Proterozoic basement. It is suggested that the gravity

high has been produced by densification of crustal rock by intense

metamorphism, although it may be significant that sills of basic rocks

are quite common in the area covered by the gravity ridge. The feature

dies out to the south west at the boundary between the Port Keats and

Auvergne Sheet areas; this may be due to a decreasing degree of

metamorphism in this direction.
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b, The Bonaparte Regional Gravity Depression corresponds quite closely

with the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. However it is not known what causes

the intense gravity high in the centre of the depression. The centre

of the gravity low a few kilometres from Port Keats mission corresponds

closely to the centre of a structural basin which was delineated by

seismic work.

c. The Tipperary Regional Gravity Low is a fairly small amplitude

feature which roughly corresponds to the Daly River Basin. It has

indistinct boundaries with the Victoria Regional Gravity Shelf, and the

Dunmarra Regional Gravity Low which is the south eastwards extension

of the Tipperary Low. The axis of the gravity low is to the west of

the axis of the basin and appears to have been influenced by the

presence of the Soldiers Creek Granite. The gravity survey results

suggest that the Proterozoic, as well as the Palaeozoic, sediments

become thicker southward across the basin thus showing that the basin

may have been in existence during the Precambrian.

d. The Marrakai Gravity Plateau to the north east of the Daly River

Basin, is a relatively simple province particularly considering that

it overlies a Geosynclinal area. It is of much lower intensity than

the Wangites Ridge to the west. Its geological significance is uncertain.

However it does suggest that density contrasts within the area are small.

e. The Victoria Regional Gravity Shelf is a vaguely defined province

with small gravity variations and few structural trends. It corresponds

with the Sturt Stable Block. It may be relevant that there is a relatively

high gravity value in the vicinity of the abrupt structural domes in

the south-west corner of the Delamere Sheet area; and also that there

is a linear gravity feature which coincides with a north-north-west-trending

system of faults in the west of the same sheet area.

A more detailed gravity survey of the areas underlain by the

Bonaparte Gulf Basin on the Port Keats and Gape Scott Sheet areas was

undertaken in 1966. It was carried out in conjunction with a seismic

programme by the Compagne Generale de Geophysique (Australian Aquitaine

Petroleum, 1966) and the results correspond closely with those of the

regional survey.



Fig. 36. PRELIMINARY BOUGER ANOMALIES AND GRAVITY
FEATURES

(1967 Helicopter Gravity Survey)
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Aeromagnetic surveys 

Several aeromagnetic surveys have been flown over the region

by the Bureau of Mineral Resources. The western part of Port Keats

Sheet area was covered in 1958. The eastern half of the same sheet

area and. the western half of the Fergusson River Sheet area were

covered in 1956 at the same time as the radiometric surveys. The whole

of the Delamere 1:250,000 Sheet area was covered in 1966-67. All the

surveys were flown on lines one mile apart.

Over most of the area the contour pattern is very simple.

The few anomalies that do exist do not appear to be produced by the

Carpentarian-Adelaidean sediments, but by the Lower Proterozoic -

Archaean basement below them. The Antrim Plateau Volcanics, on the

other hand, do produce some small variations. On the Port Keats Sheet

area the Moyle River Fault produces an obvious discontinuity in the

contour pattern. Some of the outcrops of gabbro produce small anomalies.

One linear positive anomaly in the centre of the eastern part of the

sheet area is located over a thin sill-like intrusion of granite in

the Chilling Sandstone.

Seismic work

In 1966 a seismic survey was carried out over the Palaeozoic

rocks to the east of Port Keats Mission for Australian Aquitaine

Petroleum Pty. Ltd. by Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (A.A.P., 1966).

This confirmed the position and size of the Moyle River Fault and also

detected several major and minor branches of the fault. Also produced

a contour map of four horizons within the Palaeozoic sequence showing a

structural low near Port Keats Mission which corresponds with the centre

of the negative Bouguer anomaly.

Radiometric Survey

A reconnaissance 'airborne scintillometer survey was made over

the eastern half of the Port Keats and western half of the Fergusson

River Sheet areas. The results of the survey are referred to in the

section on Economic Geology.
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STRUCTURE

Tectonic Units 

The four sheets mapped in 1968 included a wide range of tectonic

environments. A number of basic tectonic units can be distinguished in

the area (Fig. 37). They are:- Archaean basement; Pine Creek

"Geosyncline"; Intrusive Igne lous Rocks; Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone;

Sturt Block; Tolmer Group; Palaeozoic and Mesozoic Basins. The units

approximately correspond to regional geophysical gravity anomalies.

Generalized structures within these regions is shown in Fig. 39,

Archaean Basement

The Archaean Basement lies to the north-west of the Pine Creek

"Geosyncline" but is only exposed in close association with early

Carpentarian "granite" and gabbro. It may underlie parts of the Sturt

Block but this remains unproven. Folding is very intense and metamorphism

varies from upper greenschist facies to local almandine-amphibolite and

even granulite facias very close to the intrusives.

Pine Creek "Geosyncline" 

The Pine Creek "Geosyncline" forms an inverted Y shape in the

region mapped. The two arms of the Y form the major structural trends

in the region. (Fig. 37)0 The arms encircle the Sturt Block which

presumably formed a stable craton during the period of formation of the

Lower Proterozoic orogenic belts.Almost all of the younger tectonic

units unconformably overlie the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" at its eastern

and western limits.

The western arm of the "geosyncline", which contains a large

proportion of sheared sandstone and volcanics, extends south-southwest

to the southern margin of the Port Keats Sheet area. The geophysical

work (regional gravity survey) indicates that this arm extends south at

depth as far as the Victoria River, although the western part of the

geophysical anomaly may be due to the former Archaean Basement.
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The eastern arm of the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" contains

a thick sequence of greywacke, siltstone and sandstone which are

strongly folded and metamorphosed to upper greenschist facies. The

unit is terminated to the south by the Collie Fault where it is intruded

by the Soldier's Creek Granite.

In the northeast part of the Fergusson-River Sheet area silt-

stone and greywacke of the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" are intruded by

granite which forms the major unit in this region. The nature of the
granite

boundary of this..: - with the Daly River Basin is not known in this

area.

The Pine Creek Geosyncline displays several f eatures character-

istic of a true geosynclinesubb.as granite and basic intrusives, greywacke
etc. (De Sitter, 1956). It is not, however, large enough, nor does it

contain ophiolites, thrust faulting or high-grade metamorphism and

hence may best be c onsidered as a parageosyncline or intra-cratonic

basin (Walpole et al., 1968).

Intrusive Igneous Rocks 

The Intrusive Igneous Rocks are composed basically of granitic

rocks with minor gabbro, diorite and granophyre intrusions. The igneous

rocks are restricted in outcrop to the Archaean Basement and Pine
in this area

Creek "Geosyncline". There has been no intrusive igneous activity/since

the early Carpentarian. The igneous bodies have commonly caused only

local contactmetamorphism of the sediments they intrude, which suggests

that the intrusions have near vertical contacts with the country rock.

The contacts are commonly faulted or aligned along linear features.

The granitic rocks are intimately mixed with the Archaean

sediments and may possibly have resulted from granitization of the

sediments. This is particularly likely in the case of the Litchfield

Complex on the Cape Scott Sheet area where migmatites, consisting of

partly granitized schists and pegmatitic materials are widespread.

Most of the granites, however, have well developed intrusive

relationships and the Soldier's Creek Granite has all the characteristics

of a high-level intrusion.



Apparent foliation in the Soldier's Creek and Allia Granites

is due to the platy alignment of large feldspar crystals and tabular

xenoliths and is probably the result of flow movement during infusion.

Banding of quartz, feldspar and more rarely, biotite is common in the

granitic rocks.

Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone 

The Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone lies unconformably on the west

of the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" and consists of a moderately folded

and highly faulted, thick sequence of quartz sandstone and siltstone.

The rocks which are between 3,000 and 12000 metres thick tom a large

synclinal structure which has a thin steeply dipping eastern limb and

a thicker more gently dipping western limb. Several phases of faulting

appear to be present in this zone which is considered equivalent to the

Carr Boyd Succession in the East Kimberley area of Western Australia

(Dow et al., 1964). The unit is thought to have formed in a very

active environment in fault—bounded, subsiding troughs.

Sturt kook

The Sturt Block is the major tectonic unit in the Victoria

River District. It is bounded to the east by the Dorisvale Fault and

to the west by the Victoria River Fault. Its northern limits are

concealed beneath a Mesozoic cover. The block appears to have acted

as a stable craton since, at least, Lower Proterozoic time. It

undoubtedly formed a "foreland" during the Lower Proterozoic

"geosynclinal" activity since the trends of the orogenic zone bend

around the block. The block is covered by a series of predominantly

flat—lying and gently folded Carpentarian(?) and Adelaidean (Fig. 38)

sediments. Minor structures such as normal faults, monoclines and small

dories are common within the block but the area has been an essentially

stable one for a long period. The beds dip gently away from the centre

of the block; dips near the western margin of the block commonly reach

30° .

There are two known unconformities in the Proterozoic sequence;

they lie above and below the Wondoan/rormation. Where this formation is

missing in the north and west of the Sturt Block the angular unconformity

between the Bullita and Auvergne Groups is more apparent. There is good

evidence for folding, peneplanation and lateritization during this

stratigraphic break.
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Fig. 38 (A) : Panoramic view of port of Delamere 1:250,000 sheet area, looking towards the west and southwest margins of the area. 

Stokes Range is in left background. lOwer Hill on the right. 
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The Banyan Formation was deposited in a local basin in the

Flora Valley region and its thickness ranges from 3 to 300 metres in

30 km. This sequence is unique and crops out adjacent to the faulted

margin of the Sturt Block,

Tolmer Group

The relationships of the Tolmer Group sediments to those on

the Sturt Block and Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone are not clear. The

contact is faulted or obscured by Cretaceous beds. Opinions aTs'divided
as to the probable age of the group.

The outcrops of Tolmer Group conform to the outline of the

northern part of the Daly River Basin and the sedimentation may have

been restricted to that basin. However if the Tolmer Group is a direct

correlate of sediments on the Sturt Block it is possible that the area

of the Daly River Basin was part of Sturt Block in Tolmer Group time

and that the Daly River Basin was developed later in Palaeozoic times

on the margin of the Sturt Block. In the absence of evidence either

way the Tolmer Group is included in a separate structural unit. The

The unit is moderately faulted but only gently folded. It
dips between 50 and 300 in its western outcrop and about 50 in the
east.

Palaeozoic and Mesozoic.Basins 

The Precambrian rocks of the Victoria River District are

bounded to the east and west by younger sedimentary basins.

The Daly River Basin lies to the east of the Dorisvale

Fault which downthrows the Palaeozoic rocks of the Daly River Group

to the east. The basin is a north-west-trending synclinal structure

containing a total of about 400 metres of Palaeozoic sediments. The

beds are rarely faulted and show only slight warping. A concealed

basement ridge divides the Daly River Basin from the Wiso Basin which

lies to the south of it (Randal & Brown, 1967). The tectonic

arrangement of the Wiso Basin is very similar to that of the Daly River

Basin. No boundary fault has been recognized between the Wiso Basin

and the Sturt Block, and the contact may be an unconformity.
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The Bonaparte Gulf Basin lies to the west of the Fitzmaurice

Mobile Zone and the Litchfield Complex. On the Cape Scott Sheet Area

the Litchfield - Complex is known to extend westwards beneath a thin
veneer of sediments of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. A similar situation

exists farther south where drilling has proved that gabbro extends west

as far as the concealed Moyle River Fault. Here, however, there is a

distinct step in the underlying topography with a large thickening of

Palaeozoic sediments west of the lineament. Detailed geophysical work

(seismic, gravity & magnetic) has accurately positioned this fault.

At Kulshill No. 1 well, 13 km ESE of Port Keats Mission, drilling was

halted in Devonian sediments at 4,440 metres. (Dudhemin et al., 1966).

Folding and faulting in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin are weak, large-scale

depositional dips being the only major structural influence.

FOLDING

Folding is widespread in the Victoria River district and

varies from gkutle warping to intense polyphase deformation. Fig. 39

shows the main fold axes and their plunge directions.

The Archaean Basement has been affected by several phases of

deformation. Walpole et al. (1968) report that the unit has a primary

east-west foliation. Thb 1968 mapping has shown that a secondary

foliation occurs.

This appears to be an axial Plane schistosity or in places,

merely a cleavage, which has a regional significance. It ranges in

orientation from 045/vertical to 010/80 °W, averaging 025/85 °W. The
associated minor folds show a very variable style ranging from small

cherton folds, to larger similar and even concentric folds.

The folds vary in wavelength from 60 cm to 8 am and in

amplitude from 90 cm to 5 cm Chevton folds generally are small whereas

similar and concentric folds are larger. The folds and associated

foliation probably formed during the Pine Creek orogeny and they effectively

obscure features formed by the primary folding. Lineations on the limbs

of minor folds indicate that the primary trend has been refolded and

cleaved along new axes. This secondary foliation is an axial plane

cleavage and is associated with several different types of folds. The

secondary folding was produced at the same time as the major fold

movements in the Pine Creek "Geosyncline".
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Wry local minor kink folds occur near the major faults,

with horizontal axes in the Goobaieri Formation,

The Pine Creek "Geosyncline" shows moderate to tight folding.

The regional cleavage, which is very well developed in the finer—grained

rocks, ranges in orientation from a strike of. 030 0 and a dip of 85°E in
the Port Keats Sheet area to a strike of 115 ° and a dip of 85 °N in the
Muldiva Creek region. The fold axes exhibit a very similar variation.

In the Muldiva Creek region the major syncline has a variable

southerly plunging axis. The more incompetent siltstone and shale beds

show local isoclinal and disharmOnic folding in this area, whereas the

more competent sandstone and greywacke are folded in regular concentric

folds.

The Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone is a weakly to moderately folded

synclinorium. Anticlinal hinges are generally faulted out. The folds

have axes aligned parallel to the trend' of the mobile zone. Their

plunges are not variable like some of thosi, in the older plits. Folding

is thought to have occurred at a very high level since no metamorphism

has taken place.

The Sturt Block exhibits a variety of fold styles. Monoclines

which reflect basement steps are common. The trend of the monoclines

is very variable but many are aligned east—west. The monoclines are

caused by renewed movements along older fault lines in the basement.

There are several east—northeast—trending anticlines on the southern

part of the Fergusson River Sheet area. These, and a series of

north—northwest—trending normal faults on the Sturt Block, are probably

a result of a late Adelaidean or Early Phanerozoic stress system.

Several domes crop out in otherwise flat—bedded rocks in the Sturt

Block. The mode of origin of these domes is not known. Laing and

Allen (1956) suggest that they are formed by transcurrent movement

between basement blocks.

a few hundred yards from the Victoria River Fault. A larger drag fold

crops out immediately northwest of the Chalanyi Creek Fault in the

Macadam Range on the Port Keats Sheet area. This fold suggests that

dextural transcurrent movement has taken place along the fault.
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Metamorphism

Metamorphic effects are restricted to the older tectonic units

of the Victoria River district.

The Arphaean Basement has been regional metamorphosed

and this event post-dates the second fold phase and may obscure an

earlier metamorphism which pre-dates the folding. The later metamorphism

is well documented by mineralogical changes, which are observable in

thin section. Biotite and Chlorite show a syntectonic origin but

garnet formation was a post-orogenic event. The rocks grade from

upper greenschist fades to locally almandine-amphibolite facies

(Turner & Verhoogen, 1960). Diapthoresis has occurred throughout the

unit with garnet porphyroblasts being retrograded to chlorite, biotite

and quartz with only a few remnants of original garnet remaining.

Later contact metamorphism by the Litchfield Complex has

locally produced very high-grade metamorphic rocks. A garnet-sillimanite-

corundum-cordierite rock crops out in the Dilke Range on the Cape Scott

Sheet area. Tourmalinization is a widespread effect in the contact zone.

Some retrograding of garnets has occurred within the Litchfield Complex

itself possibly indicating slow cooling of the igneous mass at deeper

levels of the crust. The partial digestion of some of the Archaean

rocks by migmatitic fluids also indicates reaction at deep crustal

levels.

In the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" there is evidence of one

regional metamorphic phase with overprinted, local, contact metamorphic

effects near the intrusive igneous rocks. Andalusite and garnet

are widespread in the finer-grained clastic rocks, the latter mineral

commonly showing a syntectonic origin by virtue of its rotated porphy-

roblasts. Subsequent retrograde metamorphism has caused these minerals

to be almost completely replaced however. Tourmalinization and local

high-grade contact metamorphism occurs around the margins of the

igneous intrusives. In the more westerly areas quartzite is commonly

formed from the clean sandstones.
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FAULTING

Perhaps the most significant faults in the Victoria River

District are the Victoria River and Dorisvale Faults. These control

the areal extent of the Sturt Block. The former is a high-angle reverse

fault on the Port Keats Sheet area although it becomes a low-angle

thrust fault further south. The Dorisvale Fault however, appears to be

a normal fault which shows evidence of several periods of movement,

the latest of which occurred in the Tertiary Period.

Few major faults were Mapped in the Archaean Basement, the

notable exception being the Tom Turners Fault which cuts the unit in

part, downthrowing beds to the west. This fault is probably a very

high-angle reverse fault and was initiated early in the tectonic history

of the area. Its southerly continuation in the Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone,

the Chalanyi Creek Fault, shows evidence of sinistral transcurrent

movement.

The major faults of the area strike parallel to the Pine

Creek "Geosynclineu'and were presumPbly initiated by the same stress

system that caused the Lower Proterozoic orogeny. Renewed movements

along these faults at various times since their inception has obscured

the true relationship of the fault types.

The Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone admirably demonstrates the

relationships of a primary northeast-trending system of faults with a

later cross-cutting east-west set (Fig. 39).

On the Sturt Block east-west-trending faults appear to be of

an early age whereas the north-northwest-trending faults are Late-

Adelaidean or Phanerozoic.

Faulting has played an important part not only in determining
the structural history of the area but also in influencing deposition

especially in the Fitzmaurice Mobile Zone.
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

The rocks exposed in the Victoria River District range in age

from Tertiary to Archaean and here represent a period of about 2,500

million years or more. The geological history of the region within this

time can be partly reconstructed, but many of the sediments deposited,

particularly in the Archaean and Lower Proterozoic, have been removed

by subsequent erosion or are concealed by younger beds.

The Archaean sediments, which consisted of coarse-grained

quartz siltstone and silty sandstone, are assumed to have formed in a

basin area which was subsequently folded along east-west axes and

metamorphosed. Synorogenic ultra-basic and basic rocks were intruded

into the sediments. This orogenic belt was then uplifted and gradually

peneplained, much of the derived sediments being redeposited in the Pine

Creek "Geosyncline". The Henschke Breccia, which consists of about a

thousand metres of petromict conglomerate, may represent rapid deposition

on the western margin of the geosyncline. Conglomerate and grit also

crop out further s outh in the Meeway Plain area.

The Sturt Block may well be composed at depth of Archaean rocks

since it acted as a "foreland" during the formation of the Pine Creek

"Geosyncline".

Hills (1956) and Walpole (1960) suggest that the formation of

the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" was due to segmentation of the Archaean

"shield n by subcrustal convection currents. Walpole et al. (1968)

postulate alternating tensional and compressional stresses directed

roughly east-west, producing north-north-east and west-north-west zones

of transcurrent movement. Subsidence then occurred, causing sedimentation

to begin in the "Geosyncline". The Noltenius Formation consists of flysch

deposits; fine-grained siltstone and greywacke being the predominant

rock types. In contrast, the clean quartz sandstone of the Chilling

Sandstone was deposited later in a shallow-water active environment close

to the western margin of the basin. Acid and minor intermediate volcanics,

the Bexinka and Freeway Volcanics, were extruded into the sedimentary

sequence along this margin. During and after orogenesis this western margin

continued to be an active zone as shown by the many faults and basic

and acid intrusives along its length.
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The late Lower Proterozoic folding and metamorphism which

affected the Pine Creek Geosyncline also refolded and remetamorphosed

the Archaean rocks along NNE axeis. The fold axes in the Pine Creek

Geosyncline trend parallel to its margins and hence are locally

variable. Folding was not very intense and metamorphism reached only

to upper greenschist and locally to almandine — amphibolite facies.

No thrust faults or ultra—basic intrusives have been recognized in the

"Geosyncline". Retrograde metamorphism to lower greenschist facies followed

the folding episode.

Most basic rocks were intruded along the western margin

of the Pine Creek Geosyncline; medium—grained diorites and associated

granophyres are common. In the Archaean basement to the west more extensive

gabbro, dolerite and diorite were intruded.

in early Carpentarian times several granitic masses were emplaced

within the Pine Creek "Geosyncline". The granitic suite has caused local

contact metamorphism to hornblende hornfels facies and tourmalization

of the Pine Creek "Geosyncline" sediments but has had more widespread

effects on the Archaean basement. Here migmatites are abundant,

derived partly from Archaean schists and partly from pegmatitic material.

The metamorphic aureoles are also wider and reach up to pyroxene hornfels

facies. Pegmatites are particularly abundant within the Litchfield

Granite and the Soldiers Creek Granite,

The Edith River Volcanics were extruded immediately following

the emplacement of the "granites"; these acidic lavas cropping out in

close association with the Cullen Granite.

A considerable period of slight metamorphism, uplift and erosion

followed this intrusive activity in the Carpentarian. The Lower

Proterozoic sediments and early Carpentarian intrusives were peneplained

prior to the deposition of Adelaidean sediments

In the west, however, the thick arenite sequence of the

Fitzmaurice Gxoup^was . deposited in a faulted trough. Probably
itzmaurice

some of the faults in the/Mobile Zone were active during deposition.

The age of this deposition is not known but it post—dates the peneplanation

of early Carpentarianrcicks. The rock types present indicate moderately

fast deposition in the trough close to a sediment-source. Very few

sedimentary structures are present in the sequence.
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Moderate folding associated with further faulting probably

occurred soon after lithification. Fault movement in this zone continued

until late Palaeozoic times.

Possibly contemporaneously., a thick sequence of sediments, the

Bullita and Auvergne Groups, was deposited on the Sturt Block. Evidence

of early sedimentation on the Sturt Block is not exposed; the oldest

exposed sediments are in a siltstone-dolomite-sandstone sequence overlain

by a thick dolomite unit with abundant stromatolite colonies. A chert

horizon developed on the dolomite, probably indicating a small time break

in deposition. A thick siltstone unit (Bynoe Formation) overlies the

chert. A period of uplift with associated warping and the development

of local monoclines and anticlines was followed by erosion. The warping

was strongest in the west of the Delamere Sheet area where the Bullita

Group has an average dip of 5 0 beneath flat-lying Auvergne Group sediments.

Further east only ^tilting has occurred and siltstone, sandstone
and shale (Wondoan Hill Formation) was deposited. In the Fergusson River

Sheet area a laterite (?) horizon is widespread beneath the Jasper

Gorge Sandstone indicating that sub-aerial conditions with a seasonal

wet climate prevailed.

Following this period of erosion a rapid marine transgression

resulted in the deposition of a siltstone-sandstone sequence (Stubb

Formation) in the eastern part of the Sturt Block. The subsequent

deposition of sandstone (Jasper Gorge Sandstone) was uniform over the

whole Sturt Block. It represents a progressive shallow-water marine

transgression over a low relief platform. The subsequent deposition of

the siltstone, sandstone and dolomite of the Auvergne Group took place

in an active, shallow-water, marine environment with intermittent sub-

aerial and lagoonal conditions.

The Tolmer Group was deposited in a quiet, shallow-water,

marine environment which became progressively deeper at first but later

shallowed to intermittently lagoonal conditions. A dolomite sequence

with abundant stronatolites was deposited in this latter phase. Deposition

took place in the region of the Daly River Basin. The age relationships

of this group and its original areal distribution are not known. A

period of erosion followed the deposition of these sediments.
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Lower Cambrian times saw the extensive outpouring of tholeiitic

flood basalts over much of the eastern margin of the Sturt Block. The

basalts were probably extruded for the most part in sub—aerial conditions

as evidenced by the interbedded dune sands. Small exposures of inter-

bedded limestone and conglomerate on the Fergusson River Sheet area

suggest that areas of shallow water did exist in the north.

Subsequent to the basalt outpouring in the Middle Canbrian,

the Tindall Limestone was laid down in a quiet shallow—water marine

environment. The limestone is conformably overlain by a dolomite-

sandstone—siltstone unit which was deposited in littoral and at times

sub—aerial conditions. The upper parts of this unit, the Jinduekin

Formation, and the overlying Oolloo Limestone are Lower Ordovician in

age.

In the Daly River and Wiso Basins no further sedimentation

occurred until Lower Cretaceous times. Further west, however, in the

Bonaparte Gulf Basin, a thick sequence of Devonian and Carboniferous

marine sediments WS; ^followed by Permian and Triassic
sandstone, siltstone and diamictites. Slight folding and faulting

occurred between Cambrian and Cretaceous times.

During the Lower Cretaceous non—marine sandstone and marine

claystone were deposited overa wide area. Plant remains are common

in the sandstone. Skwarko (1966) has described the palaeogeography

and depositional history of these beds.

Extensive development of laterite occurred in Tertiary times

and in many places this deposit, together with the underlying Cretaceous

Mullaman Beds, obscures the Precambrian geology. Later warping and

uplift have caused marked changes in the physiography and drainage

patterns in the region.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

The Woolngi and Fletchers Gully gold mines and the Buldiva,

Muldiva and Collia tin mines are the sites of the main known

mineralization. They are all small workings and, with the exdeption

of Collia, are now abandoned. No minerals apart from tin, gold and

a small quantity of copper have been mined in the area although there

are small uneconomic occurrences of uranium minerals, wolfram, galena,

iron ore and barytes. Metals Exploration N.L. is currently (1969)

exploring the Antrim Plateau Volcanics for copper. Traces of oil and
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gas have been found in a well drilled in the Palaeozoic sediments of the

Bonaparte Gulf Basin south of Port Keats Mission, and thin seams of coal

have been found in bores in the same area.

Gold

(a) Woolngi goldfield - north-east corner of the Fergusson River

Sheet area.

The Woolngi goaldfield was first mentioned in mining reports

in 1897 and was abandoned in 1908. The gold occurs in quartz reefs

about 1 metre thick which intrude an overfolded anticline in the Burrell

Creek Formation, About 125 kg of gold are known to have been won from

the field.

(b) Fletchers Gully goldfield - north-west corner of Fergusson River

Sheet area.

Alluvial gold was reported at Fletchers Gully in 1905; since

then the history of the field has been one of repedtedi closing and

re-opening. Lode gold occurs in quartz reefs filling fissures and

tension cracks associated with an anticline in the Noltenius Formation.

Both alluvial and lode gold were worked until the 1940!s. Abb . tV

of gold are known to have been won from the field.

In 1895 H.Y.L. Brown assayed a quartz reef in the sediments

of the Fitzmaurice Group near the mouth of the Fitzmaurice River. One

sample showed 56.6 grammes of silver to the metric ton. Another showed

traces of gold.

Tin (Production Figures given in Table5)

Tin was first discovered at Fletchers Gully in 1905, shortly

after the end of the first gold rush to that area. The tin occurs as

cassiterite in minor pegmatite dykes associated with the Allia Granite.

The tin deposits at Buldiva, Muldiva, and Collia were first

seriously worked in 1922. At Buldiva, tin has been won from numerous

small tourmaline-muscovite pegmatite lenses intruded into the Soldiers

Creek Granite and NolteniUs Formation; from a basal conglomerate in the

overlying Cretaceous Mullaman Beds; and more recently from eluvial and

alluvial deposits. The bulk of the production has come from the latter.
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TABLE 5 : TIN PRODUCTION 

Period

1910
1922-23

1923-24
1924-25

1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1935-36
1937-38
1940-41
1943-44
1948-49
1949-50
1950-6-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-61
1961

1962-65
1966

1 967

Area
^ Ein conc.

(kilogrammes)

Fletchers Gully^ 2,040

Fletchers Gully^ 4,270

Collia^ 1,020

Collia and Muldiva^ 26,800

Collia^ 5,560

Muldiva^ 3,770
Collia and Buldiva^ 5,110

Collia and Buldiva^ 554
Collia^ 1,385
Collia^ 1,490

BUldiva and Fletchers aully^N/A: ---

Fletchers Gully^ NI/A

Fletchers Gully^ 0.035 35.6

Fletchers Gully^ 0.220 224

Collia^ 0.100 102

Collia^ 0.200 204

Collia^ 0.390 397
Collia^ 0.350 356

Collia^ 0.480 489

Collia^ N/A

Collia^ 0.22 224
(163 kg tin mineral)

Collia
^ N/A

Collia
^ 7,580

(4,680 kg tin mineral)

Collia^ 34,000
(24,300 kg tin mineral)

N/A : figures not available (probably because production was nil
during these periods):

Where less than 1 kg figures also quoted as grains.
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At Muldiva, some production has come from quartz-mica-

tourmaline-cassiterite lodes intruded into schist of the Noltenius

Formation. The largest lode ranged from 03 to 0.6 metres wide and

was traced for 45 metres, but the bulk of the production was from

alluvial deposits.

The Collia area has been worked intermittently since 1922.

Most production has come from shallow pockets in small streams, and

more recently (1966-67) from selective mining of eluvial deposits

bordering quartz-tourmaline-cassiterite dykes.

Uranium: Uranium-bearing minerals were found in 1950, immediately

to the east of the Sturt Highway crossing of the Fergusson River. At

this occurrence torbernite and autunite, with copper and cobalt minerals,

occur in a sheared zone of the Cullen Granite, near the contact of the

granite withthe Burrell Creek Formation (Crohn, 1968). Four other

radioactive occurrences were located in the Cullen Granite, where the

mineral, probably autunite or meta-autunite, is associated with quartz

reefs. All these shows were examined in detail by Commonwealth geologists,

who recommended that no further work be done (Fisher, 1952; Gardner,

1953 a, b).

Copper: Copper shows to the west of the Woolngi goldfield are shown on

Jensen's map (1919), and copper was recovered from Woolngi before 1896,

but in neither case are production figures available. Copper minerals

occur as traces in shafts and costeans near the Fergusson River Siding,

and traces of native copper occur in the Antrim Plateau Volcanics near

Collia.

It is possible that copper will be found at the contact

between the Antrim Plateau Volcanics and the overlying Cambrian limestone

on the Delamere and Fergusson River Sheet areas as malachite and azurite

have been found at the contact elsewhere.

Barytes 

Reefs and aggregates of barytes, with traces of galensh occur

in Thompsons Pocket., southwest of Dorisvale homestead (Fergusson River

Sheet). They are probably associated with sandstone interbedded with

Antrim Plateau Volcanics although contacts with the country rock are not

exposed. Minor barytes also occurs in the Soldier's Creek Granite 8 km

north-west of Collia Waterhole.
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Small aggregates of barytes are also found in the Bynoe ,

Formation about 6 km west of Coolibah homestead on the Delamere Sheet

area.

Wolfram

Small crystals of wolfram are sparsely scattered in quartz

veins and stringers in the Burrell Creek Formation, in the Wooing'

goldfield area.

Galena

Crystals of galena up to 5 mm across, and small aggregates
of galena were found locally in recrystallized limestone in the Banyan

Formation, north of the Flora River-Banyan Creek junction. The limestone

is stromatolitic, and contains halite casts.

IRON

Laterite of probable Tertiary age is extensive over the

Mullaman Beds throughout the area. The ferruginous zone is either

irregularly nodular and contaminated with porcellanite, quartz sand

and various clays, or it is regularly pisolitic, and consists almost

entirely of hydrated iron-oxide. A maximum thickness of 6 metres was

seen north of Dorisvale but it is generally thinner. At present (1969)

leases are held for potential iron-ore reserves of this type southeast

of Kathleen Falls, Table 5 contains analyses for several laterite

samples from the area.

Pyrrhotite

Small amounts of disseminated pyrrhotite were found in one

small outcrop of granophyre on the Fergusson River Sheet area. This

was about 40 km west northwest of Collia Waterhole (Grid reference

348186) (see section on Ti Tree Glanophyre).

Phosphate:

In recent years exploration for phosphate has been carried out

unsuccessfully in Middle Cambrian rocks of the Daly River Group, The

Daly River Group was considered attractive because it is similar in age

and lithology to phosphate-bearing rocks in north-western Queensland.
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Radioactive Anomalies 

A reconnaissance airborne radiometric survey was made over the

eastern half of the Port Keats and western half of the Fergusson River

Sheet areas by the Bureau of Mineral Resources in 1956. A number of

radioactive anomalies were discovered,, r- 11^t.

A more detailed airborne radiometric and geological survey

was made in the area by Planet Gold N.L. in 1968.

Eighty—five percent of the anomalies found by the Bureau of

Mineral Resources are situated on laterite overlying the Mullaman Beds.

The other 15 percent are near outcrops of laterite.--Kest but not all

of the anomalies are in the area covered by the mobile belt.

Oil

Three exploratory oil wells, (Kulshill No. 1, Kulshill No. 2

and Mbyle No. 1) were drilled for Australian Aquitaine Petroleum in

1965-1966. They were sited in the Palaeozoic rocks of the Bonaparte Gulf

Basin to the south and east of Port Keats Mission. No commercial

reserves were proved although traces of oil, gas, bitumen and fluoroscence

were encountered in both the Kulshill wells. The hydrocarbons occur in

the Lower Permian (Microconglomeratic Shale Member and Basal Silicified

Sandstone Member of the Kulshill Formation) and in the upper part of the

Lower Carboniferous (Tanmurra Formation and Milligan Beds 1 and 3)0 All

shows were in impermeable rocks.

Coal

Coal seams have been intersected in bore holes in Permian rocks

between the mouths of the Fitzmaurice and Daly Rivers on the Port Keats

and Cape Scott Sheet areas. They were originally found in bores drilled

by the government between 1905 and 1909. In 1965-66 coal seams were

intersected by the Kulshill No. 2 oil well at 390 metres. In 1967 five

shallow bores (Kuriyippi 1-5) were drilled for Theiss Bros. Ltd., in an

attempt to find commercial quantities of coal; these are situated

between Table Hill and Kulshill Creek on the Port Keats Sheet area.

Carbonaceous material was intersected in four of the holes but no thick

coal seams of wide lateral extent were found within 915 metres of the

surface. Furthermore the coal was of,poor quality.
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The coal occurs in two horizons in the Lower Permian "Sugarloaf

Formation", viz the "Suglitrloaf Shale" (upper coal measures) and "Sugarloaf

Sandstone" ( lower coal Measures). In the upper measures the coal is

interbedded with black clay, shale or fine to coarse—grained grey sandstone.

In the lower measures the coal was mostly in medium to coarse—grained

friable porous sandstone. The coal occurs as small fragments, interspaced

grains, thin lenses and seams. The only seam of any lateral extent was

0.6 metres thick. All other seams were less than 23 cm thick.

Water resources 

Surface water resources have been used for stock—raising

purposes since the area was first stocked. Although most rivers and

creeks stop flowing after the wet season, numerous waterholes occur

throughout the country and many are permanent.

The Katherine and Flora Rivers are spring fed, and flow all

the year. Although the Victoria virtually stops flawing by about

August, long reaches of the river still contain abundant water.

Annual discharges of the Victoria and Daly Rivers are

extremely large, and figures available slung that each of these rivers

probably has a total discharge in excess of that of the Ord River

(Review of Australia's Water Resources, 1963). Practicably none of

this water is used for agricultural purposes at present.

Fresh water springs are found locally at the base of the

Pinkerton Sandstone. This unit acts as the aquifer, and the siltstones

at the top of the Saddle Creek Formation provide the impervious layer

which causes the water to move laterally and eventually seep out where

this contact is intercepted by a scarp. Such springs are found in

pockets along the southside of the Coolamon Fault, along the scarp

between The Twins and Mount Golla Golla and in the Collie area. Jarong

Springs is a notable example of springs at this stratigraphic horizon.

Ground water resources are being increasingly exploited for

pastoral purposes. Table shows the number of bores drilled to date

on the sheet areas investigated.

The Delamere sheet area is the only one on' which a significant

number of bores have been drilled. Most have been drilled within the

last 10 years.
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TABLE

1:250,000 Sheet Area^Number of bores^Comments

Cape Scott
^

14^On eastern margin of
area. Elizabeth Downs
and Litchfield Stations.

Port Keats 9 1 is an oil exploration
bore. Most of others
are shallow holes at
Port Keats Mission.

Fergusson River^ 11

Delamere^ 65^Most are on Delamere
and Fitzroy stations.

The probability of finding adequate stock water supplies on

the Cape Scott, Port Keats and Fergusson River. Sheet areas is high.

Most of the bores drilled to date have yielded satisfactorily.

On the Delamere Sheet area the main areas in which bores

are needed are:—

(1) the eastern sector, underlain by basalt. The Antrim

Plateau Volcanics yield large quantities of water from some bores

(over 4500 litres per hour), but dry holes are common. The best

places to drill are in areas in which photo—linear features are apparent,

or where interbeds of sandstone or chert are known to occur.

(2) the southwestern sector, comprising vast plains underlain

by Bynoe and Skull Creek Formations. Yields from the rather

impermeable Bynoe Formation will generally be low, and chances of

striking water will be by drilling down into chert or dolomites of the

Skull Creek Formation.
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(3) the north—western sector, underlain by Angalarri

Siltstone. Because this formation forms plains, surface water is

inadequate for stock. Unfortunately, the Angalarri Siltstone is

extremely impermeable, and yields very little water. Successful bore

holes will have to derive water either from the alluvium above the

siltstone in some areas, or from sandstones near the base of the

siltstone, or below it in the Jasper Gorge Sandstone. To penetrate

the latter formation will require holes up to 300 metres deep, and

the potential of the Jasper Gorge Sandstone as an aquifer is

unknown.
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APPENDII

ANALYSIS OF ANTRIM PLATEAU VOLCANICS 

by

T.I. Slezak

Sixty—five samples of Antrim Plateau Volcanics were

analysed by optical emission spectroscopy on the Hilger and Watts 3
metre Polychromator for the following elements: Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Cr,

Co, Ni, V, Mo, Ca, Ti, SrBa , Sc, Y, La, and Zr. The values for Fe,

Mg. Mn, Ca, and Ti are given in per centum, whereas all others are

in parts per million.

The samples were crushed in a 4" jaw crusher and the
resulting chips reduced to —120 mesh in a Siebtechnik mill using a

Tungsten carbide vessel. This type of vessel introduces Wand some Co

as metallic contaminants to the sapple,and thus it is possible that

the Co values obtained for hard rocks are high.

The analytical method used was adapted from Ahrens and

Taylor ("Spectrochemical Analysis", 1961, p. 189, Addison—Wesley

Publishing Company). One part of sample was mixed with two parts of

graphite (National Carbon Company Type L4160 Grade SP-2). The mix

was loaded into a preformed graphite electrode (National Carbon

Company Type L4260) and arced as the anode in a constant current

(8 amps) D.C. arc for 130 seconds. Both internal standard and rock

standard control were used. On previous experience with this method

for the analysis of similar materials it is estimated that the values

given for elements are within 14 of the true values.

The results (Table 4) show that many of the samples are

extensively altered from their original compositions, though their

basaltic nature is indicated by normal values obtained for Vend Sc.
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Sample
Number

1:250,000
Sheet Area

Grid Co-ordinates
E^N

Remarks

1 Delamere 430500 3042100 Fineit;ageWeiiiverlain by
laterite

-grained
2 Delamere 4158 30419 Fine/basalt overlain by

laterite

3 Ferg, Riv. 4161 31272 Massive basalt

4 Ferg. Riv, 4437 31176 Vesicular basalt

5 Ferg, Riv. 4437 31176 Massive basalt

6 Ferg. Riv. 3968 31741 Basalt overlying Jarong
Conglomerate

7 Ferg. Riv. 3786 31990 Vesicular basalt with
sandstone

8 Ferg. Riv. 3797 32006 Vesicular basalt with
sandstone

9 Ferg, Riv. 4306 31569 Massive basalt

10 Ferg, Riv. 3987 30561 Basalt overlying Jasper
Gorge Sandstone

11 Ferg. Riv. 4120 31426 Vesicular basalt with
siltstone inclusions

12 Ferg, Riv. 4014 31454 COarse basalt

13 Auvergne 1946 29900 Massive basalt

14 Auvergne 1977 29934 Massive basalt

15 Waterlog 1972 29730 Massive basalt

16 Ferg. Riv. 3797 31832 Ikasicular basalt overlying
granite

17 Ferg, Riv, 3769 31851 Massive basalt

18 Ferg, Riv, 4030 31935 Massive basalt

19 Ferg, Riv. 4100 31900 Massive basalt

20 Ferg. Riv. 4184 31719 Vesicular basalt

21 Delamere 4335 39428 Basalt with iplaty flow
ngrainea

22 Delamere 4421 30431 Fine/Massive basalt
-grained

23 Delamere Fine/vesicular basalt with
platy flow

-grained-
24 Delamere 4450 30536 Fine/basalt with platy flow

rgrained
25 Delamere 4488 30445 Fine/massive basalt

26 Delamere 4505 30448 Fine-medium-grained
basalt

27 Delamere 4468 30415 Fine-medium-grained
basalt
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Sample
Number

1250,000
Sheet Area

Grid Co-ordinates^Remarks

28 Delamere • 4488 30405^Porphyritic basalt

29 Delamere 4484 30455^Basalt interbedded with
chert .

30 Delamere 4618 30536^Medium.grained basalt

31 Delamere 4666 30183^Medium-grained basalt

32 Delamere 4668 30235^Medium-grained basalt

33 Delamere 468500 3025100 Basalt

34 Delamere 4754 30118^Basalt cobbles in a cong-
lomerate

35 Delamere 4754 30119 ) Interbedded with the
) basalt

36 Delamere 4462 30430^Interbedded with the
basalt

37 Delamere 4328 30525^Fine-medium-grained massive
basalt

38 Delamere 4631 30731^Porphyritic medium-grained
basalt

39 Delamere 4410 30428^Porphyritic fine-grained
basalt^i^a

40 Ferg. Riv. 3994 31281^Fine/basalt

41 Ferg. Riv, 3994 31281^Fine/basalt

42 Ferg. Riv, 4039 31330^Latelised basalt

43 Delamere 4356 30266^?

44 Ferg, Riv. 3825 31348^Medium -grained basalt

45 Ferg0 Riv0 4321 31557^Basalt near a barytes
vein

46 Farg, Riv, 3818 31722^Fine/GT=1i basalt

47 Delamere 3912 31000 -Vesicular basalt

48 Delamere 3924 31000^Npnvesicular massive
. basalt

49 Ferg. Riv. 3953 31262^NOnvebitular massive
basalt

50 Ferg. Riv. 3995 31290^Vesicular basalt

51 Ferg, Riv. 3941 31226^Nonvesicular basalt

52 Ferg. Riv. 3941 31226^Vesicular basalt

53 Ferg. Riv. 3904 31203^Nonvesicular basalt

54 Ferg, Riv. 3851 31164^Massive basalt

55 Ferg. Riv. 3851 31164^Massive basalt
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Sample
Number

1:2509000
Sheet Area

Grid Co-ordinates

56 Ferg. Rive 39298 31202

57 Ferg, Rive
-

3925 31208

58 Ferg. Rive 3988 31269

59 Ferge Rive 4369 31289

60 Ferg. Riv. 4382 31542

61 Delamere 4010 30735

62 Delamere 4o10 30735

63 Ferge Rive 4467 31175

64 Ferg. Rive.^, 407 31175

65 Ferge Riv. 3860
-^- 3175:q

Remarks

+0=0

Medium-fine IATd

Vpaicular basalt

Non-vesicular basalt

Vesicular basalt

Basalt bocV within basalt

Fine-medium-grained basalt

Ne71-914F basalt,



Ca TI S
pp. pp. mit

LA
rOm

Zr
P111
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4.2 0.65 140 380 38 47 110 220
0.5 0,38 -40 170 40 88 175 230
3.7 0.66 150 475 35 40 84 185
0.7 0,60 40 370 29 29 50 210
4.7 0.78 260 400 39 31 50 150
0.2 0.78 50 520 36 20 -50 200
0.2 0.49 oo 1420 32 50 71 125
0.2 0.78 66 560 38 23 -50 145
4.5 0.58 220 BOO 41 30 50 19)
4.3 0.80 135 250 37 32 64 170
0.4 0.80 193 1600 29 35 105 195
2.3 0.64 102 330 30 38 71 195
5.4 0.68 148 255 37 28 -93 145
66.6 0.70 174 275 40 26 50 125
5.0 0.66 145 255 37 29 56 150
0.4 0.52. .40 720 26 42 72 180
6.5 0.95 183 96 25 27 58 .100
4.6 0.66 128 330 39 35 80 150
4•7 0.56 255 365 38 25 -50 140
4.7 0.56 220 255 40 30 -50 145
3.0 0.67 120 420 34 34 57 205
3.7 0.64 185 430 33 40 80 200
3.0 0.65 145 480 35 36 94 190
5.0 0.65 180 470 45 51 90 220
3.2 0.65 160 BOO 36 26 72 170
3.6 0.66 103 370 37 28 -50 160
3.0 0.67 86 470 34 33 66 170
3.7 0.62 135 390 34 33 66 200
4.7 0.54 125 120 37 30 55 150
4.2 5.59 270 260 40 35 :55 140
1.5 0.59 115 480 35 37 76 160
4.4 0,72 150 330 40 32 -50 160
5.3 0.60 145' 250 ao 30 -50 140
1,8 0.76 140 260 41 31 96 160
3.5 0.66 105 260 36 25 -50 150
2.7 0.72 180 370 37 29 50 170
4,7 0.78 150 350 37 28 55 190
4.3 0.61 130 350 33 27 69 170
2.13 0.72 140 410 36 40 79 200
3.7 0.59 130 330 35 37 56 190
3.7 0.53 115 370 31 36 68 200
4.0 0.58 130 360 31 35 60 210
3.6 0.67 145 300 36 37 61 200
3.8 0.66 130 330 34 28 .50 160
5.0 0.42 125 230 42 27 -50 120
0.9 0.57 105 360 30 40 74 230
3.2 0.46 62 600 31 31 -50 140
5.1 0.45 110 210 36 25 -50 140
3.2 0.53 100 350 35 32 55 160
2.9 0.98 150 370 39 39 78 220
4.1 0.59 140 320 29 32 60 160
4.3 0.43 180 290 31 20 -50 115
2.7 0.95- 130 240 34 32 56 200

.10.0 001 45 SO 34 24 64 120
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No.

Somali.
Nab;
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Cm^Fe^113
pp ppit Km PPR pp.

..
69.1 E106 26 .10.0 1.6 0.07 26 65 33 200
69.2 E133 23 .10.0 0.1 0.38 45 27 30 170
694 (153/4 17 +10.0 1.9 0.08 se 54 26 180
694 E160(b) 22 +10.0 3.1 0.28 52 45 36 155
69-5 E160(c) 25 3.5 2.7 0.11 72 73 22 300
69-6 076 18 7.0 -0.1 (1.01 79 24 -10 170
69-7 (185 23 4.4 1.0 0.07 96 +200 +200 155
69-8 (200 11 6.4 0.9 0.01 96 57 19) 320
694 E301 33 .10.0 3.3 0.09 130 82 76 220
69.10 111 35 +10.0 2.3 0.10 62 63 44 270
69-11 1114 28 +10.0 0.2 0.04 165 35 28 225
69-12 817 23 +10.0 2.4 0.08 60 so 51 160
69013 573 se +10.0 2.7 0.10 54 73 41 280
68014 5100 25 8.4 340 0.12 se 74 46 340
611f45 62634 48 42 44 0.10 so Fs 38 280
61046 11568 17 6.0 2,8 0.03 70 62 93 130
6917 1169 57 .104) zo 0.12 134 66 45 205
69=18 1302 29 +10.0 2.0 Q.11 56 60 39 230
69-19 1305 90 .10.0 3.7 0.10 72 se 54 200
69-20 1315 47 .10.9 3.9 0.07 107 56 61 225
6941 72 27 40.0 1.9 0.10 18 49 28 200
69-22 99 23 40.0 2.1 0.09 22 54 29 190
6943 710 35 +10.0 2.2 0.08 22 48 31 145
69-24 018 21 +10.0 2.6 0.10 31 60 38 200
69.75 722 31 40.0 1■8 0.11 19 49 21 220
.80:26 725 31 40.9 2.6 0.10 50 62 n 230
69-27 730 23 .10.9 2.6 0.13 17 55 22 200
69-28 931 19 •10.0 14) 0.11 21 51 26 200
69-29 734 49 .10.0 24) 0.13 45 62 48 220
6940 938 20 00.0 3.1 0.09 ao so 413 220
6941 939C 42 .10,p 2.4 0.06 45 45 38 260
6942 952 28 .10.0 2.7 0.11 56 66 44 280
69-33 974 25 .10.0 3.3 0.11 108 sa 70 293
6944 X964 470 3.4 .5.0 0.03 67 42 40 330
6945 7968 27 40.0 3.1 0.09 52 65 48 250
6946 998 23 .104) 3.1 0.09 45 93 3Q 290
6947 9102 17 .10.0 2.7 0.11 19 se 21 260
6948 9103 18 7.3 2.5 0.12 68 47 43 190
69-39 7117 22 +10.0 1.7 0.09 70 48 30 180
69-40 7150 26 .10.0 24) 0.10 Go sz 52 150
69-41 9150(b) 47 .7.0 2.1 0.10 53 73 37 140
69-42 0160 42 +10.0 1.9 0.09 52 45 47 150
69-43 7216 20 .10.0 1.9 0.09 21 56 30 210
69-44 X258 30 +10.0 2.4 0.09 65 55 51 230
69-45 7265 130 .10.0 1.5 0.10 260 63 120 160
6946 9275 29 +10.0 2.8 0.08 54 33 50 150
59-47 12713 19 +10.0 .5.0 0.10 240 64 66 150
6.9:0- Y29 17 +10.0 3.8 0.07 230 52 80 155
6A-9 148 18 .10.0 2.5 0.10 66 49 54 160
R.-.15 0 152A 23 +10.0 1.7 0.12 15 29 24 250
9:41 153A 22 +10.0 2.2 0.10 56 46 41 160
Or51 1538 30 .10.0 3.0 0.09 270 30 so 155
69.53 Y55 39 .10.0 4.1 0.12s 22 24..... 24 210
69-54 187A 30 •404 Ls 0.09 340 33 40 150
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69.55 1678 22 +10.0 3.8 004 250 45 60 180 -10 5.1 0.49 240 140 34 23 50 120
69-56 170 37 .10.0 2.2 0.11 55 54 45 160 -10 4.0 0.58 180 420 32 39 58 205
69-57 172 23 +10.0 0.7 0.15 32 31 48 140 -10 2.6 0.68 110 490 35 39 76 220
69-58 175 31 +10.0 3.3 0.16 70 57 53 230 -10 5.0 0.61 120 280 37 35 -50 160
69-59 1116 27 +10.0 2.6 0.08 68 56 50 200 -10 3.8 0.60 170 290 33 32 -50 190
69-60 1133 25 +10.0 3.0 0.04 50 ao 51 140 -10 0.5 0.49 58 460 32 32 54 190
69-61 1169A 14 +10.0 3.3 0.10 330 50 79 200 -10 4.4 0.49 210 370 34 23 -50 130
69-62 11698 66 +10.0 1.3 0.15 18 52 16 260 -10 5.1 41.00 160 660 30 47 74 280
69-63 1222A 30 .10.0 1.5 0.02 43 29 23 120 -10 0.6 0.46 44 460 23 27 -50 180
69-64 12228 21 .10.0 2.5 0.09 62 62 65 240 -10 4.7 0.62 180 310 39 30 50 150
69-65 1237 80 +10.0 2.2 0.04 61 35 50 140 -10 1.1 0.54 80 430 28 43 78 200
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